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A PHILOSOPHICAL EXMIINATION OF EPICURUS' ATOMISM

CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION

Epicurus' letter to Herodotus is an epitome of his atomistic 

system.^ The letter sets forth the fundamental principles of the sys

tem and the method to be employed in developing a detailed account of 

nature from those fundamental principles.^'

In this dissertation I develop, according to the method 

Epicurus prescribes in the letter to Herodotus, a detailed atomistic 

account of nature from the fundamental principles of Epicurus' system. 

This procedure serves not only to elucidate Epicurus' account of nature 

but also to test his system for consistency and adequacy.

By developing a detailed account of nature, one elicits both 

the particular propositions implied by the fundamental principles and 

the explanation of the phenomena provided by the fundamental principles. 

At the same time, the detailed account may be examined in order that 

one may determine whether the fundamental principles are consistent and 

whether the system provides an adequate explanation of the phenomena.

^Letter to Herodotus (hereinafter referred to as H), sec. 37.

^H, secs. 36 and 83.
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If the fundamental principles are inconsistent, one may dis

cover that they generate inconsistent explanations of the same phenom

enon. And if the system is an inadequate explanation of the phenomena, 

one may discover this inadequacy in attempting to use the developed 

system to explain the phenomena.

My examination of Epicurus’ system, then, is not directed 

towards showing either his debt to his predecessors or the development 

of his position by his successors, but only towards clearly explicating 

his position on the basis of his own first principles. Epicurus is 

said to have written a detailed account of nature.1 However, this work 

is no longer extant. Thus it is only by developing a detailed account 

from Epicurus’ epitome that we can discover his own account of nature.

Epicurus’ philosophy is said to have three parts; The Canon, 

the Physics, and the Ethics. The Canon is Epicurus’ methodology; the 

Physics, his theory of nature; the Ethics, his theory of the proper 

conduct of l i f e . 2

Epicurus’ Canon sets forth the measure of truth and the pro

cedure one must follow in order to apply that measure in the investi

gation of nature. Epicurus explains and employs his Canon in the 

letter to Herodotus.

Epicurus holds that the measure of truth is erapirica!’ evi

dence, According to him, empirical evidence consists in sensations, 

concepts, and feelings. In the letter to Herodotus he states:

^Diogenes Laertius The Life of Epicurus (hereinafter referred 
to as Life), sec. 30.

Zibid.
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" . . .  ji] t is necessary to preserve absolutely all things in accord

ance with sensations and, particularly, with the present acts of direct 

apprehension, whether of the mind or of any one of the instruments of 

judgment whatever, likewise, also, in accordance with the emotions 

actually present in us . . . ."1

The sensations are the particular colors, sounds, odors, 

temperatures, and flavors that come to the perceiver from without and 

that are directly apprehended by the senses. The perception of these 

particular qualities is veridical, according to Epicurus; for the qual

ities come to the perceiver in precisely the same form they enjoy in
Othe body from which they come. Thus a judgment that a body has a cer

tain sensed quality is verified by the direct apprehension of that 

quality.

The concepts directly apprehended by the mind are built up 

out of sensations. For the mind develops concepts by combining or com

paring directly apprehended sensations^ or sensations that were once 

directly apprehended and then were stored in m e m o r y . 5

The feelings actually existing in us are the pleasures, the 

pains, and the various motions and activities we experience within our

selves. The direct apprehension of these internal feelings provides 

the evidence to be used in judging what to choose and what to avoid,

 ̂ % ,  sec. 38: " . . . rag 6ei ticSwtcx ttp e l v xai
àrtÀûs Tas Tinpoûaas GTa|3oAas eCxe ôiovoCas eCd' oxou St̂ ttotg tûv 
KPLTTpCcùv, ôuoLcos ÔG xaxîx xa ûndpxovxa nàdn . . . . "

%, secs. 49-53. %, secs. 49, 52, and 53.

\ ife, secs. 32 and 34; H, secs. 63 and 82. \,ife, sec. 33.
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and in judging the nature of the soul. The evidence used in choice and 

avoidance is pleasure or pain. The evidence used in judging the nature 

of the soul is the activity within us.^

The most obvious use of empirical evidence is the verifica

tion of judgments about things that may be directly a p p r e h e n d e d .2 The 

judgment that the apple is red is proved true by our seeing that the 

apple is red.

Empirical evidence may also be used 'to evaluate judgments 

about things that are not directly apprehended. Things that are imper

ceptible cannot be apprehended. Neither things that are too far away 

to be perceived clearly nor the general conditions that obtain in 

reality are susceptible of direct apprehension. Because they cannot 

be directly apprehended, these latter two present problems in sense- 

perception. To verify judgments about such things Epicurus uses "first 

notions," analogies, or causal explanations.

Epicurus holds that the first notion associated with each 

word provides a standard in terms of which one may judge of the prob

lems of sense-perception and of the i m p e r c e p t i b l e s , 3 %f one does not 

apprehend and use the first notion of a word, that word will be either 

meaningless or in need of explanation.^ If one uses first notions, one 

may correctly understand words used in the expression of (or compre-

^H, secs. 63 and 82; Life, sec. 34; the letter to Menoeceus 
(hereinafter referred to as M), secs. 128 and 129.

^The Principal Doctrines of Epicurus (hereinafter referred to 
as KD) XXIV.

% ,  secs. 37 and 38; Life, secs. 33 and 34. ^H, sec. 37.
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hension of) any judgment about a problem in sense-perception or about 

something imperceptible. First notions are concepts based upon partic

ular sensations or feelings that have been directly apprehended.^

The meaning of, or first notion associated with, the term 

"pain" is a painful sensation or a remembered experience of a painful 

sensation. The meaning of, or first notion associated with, the term 

"red" is an image of red or a remembered sensation of that color. The 

meaning of, or first notion associated with, the term "color" is a com

bination of several directly apprehended color sensations or of color 

sensations that have been retrieved from memory.

If one wishes to make a judgment about visible qualities in 

general, one must use a first notion that is based upon particular ex

periences of visible qualities. In this way one may make a judgment 

about a general feature of the empirical world, a feature that is not 

directly a p p r e h e n s i b l e . % And if one wishes to make a judgment about 

imperceptible bodies, one uses a first notion of "body," derived from 

particular experiences of bodies, and makes a judgment with respect to 

those features of body that do not b e l o n g  to bodies because they are 

perceivable but because they are bodies.^

If one wishes to make a judgment about things that are too 

far away to be clearly perceived, one judges in terms of things directly

^Life, secs. 32 and 33; H, secs. 37 and 38.

2por an example of this see Epicurus' account of vision in 
H, secs. 46-52.

3por an example of this see Epicurus' account of the atoms in 
H, sec. 39 and secs. 54-55.



apprehended that are consistent with, or analogous to, those things at 

a distance."^ One can also understand the imperceptible bodies by anal

ogy to perceivable bodies. For example, when Epicurus argues that atoms 

are measurable in terms of what he calls "indivisible minima," he does 

so by analogy to the "indivisible minima” of perceivable bodies.^

And if something is known through perception to be the case, 

one can consider the possible causes or conditions for it. If there is 

only one non-contradictory possibility for such a cause or condition, 

then one knows the cause, even if the cause is not p e r c e i v a b l e . ^ Epi

curus uses this method to account for the nature of the soul. He 

argues that it must be a body because it causes certain e f f e c t s .  ̂ He 

also argues in this way to account for the number of kinds of atoms.

He says that the atoms must be of innumerable kinds, because there is a 

great variety of compounds of atoms.^

The Physics of Epicurus is an account of nature. Atoms and 

the void are the fundamental constituents of nature, according to Epi

curus. He holds that out of atoms and the void all things are made and 

in terms of atoms and the void all things are explained. Inasmuch as 

he holds that atoms and the void are the only things that exist and the 

only things needed to explain things, Epicurus is a materialist.

^The letter to Pythocles (hereinafter referred to as P), 
secs. 46-52.

^H, secs. 58-59 and infra. Chapter II, pp. 23-24.

^P, sec. 86. Here Epicurus says that there is only one 
explanation of the fundamental elements of nature which is consistent 
with the phenomena.

^H, sec. 63. ^H, secs. 55-56.
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Epicurus' Ethics is his account of the good life.^ Since, 

according to Epicurus, pleasure is the beginning and the end of the 

good life, he holds that the measure of choice and avoidance in human 

conduct is pleasure and pain respectively. ^ Insofar as the Canon makes 

the feelings actually existing in us one of the measures of truth, one 

foundation for correct thinking in ethics is found in the Canon.

The pleasures that are the end of the good life are health of 

the body and freedom from disturbance in the soul. The first is brought 

about by a judicious choice of immediate pleasuresthe second, by 

knowledge.^ The knowledge that most significantly promotes the blessed 

life is the knowledge obtained through the study of physics. For it is 

knowledge of the true nature of the gods,5 the cosmos,& and the soul^ 

that leads to a life of blessedness for the s o u l ; 8 and the nature 

of these things is the subject matter of physics. Thus Epicurus' 

Physics, like his Canon, stands in support of his Ethics.

In this dissertation, I develop a detailed Epicurean account 

of reality in order to explain things that are imperceptible and some 

things in the realm of perception that are problematic. The imper-

^M, sec. 123. ^M, secs. 128-30.

kind of knowledge is needed here, too, a correct assessment 
of human life, desire, and pleasure. See M, secs. 127-29.

secs. 128 and 131-32.

5gee M, secs. 123-24 where he also appeals to a correct use of 
the Canon to understand the gods.

sec. 134; H, secs. 77-83.

^M, secs. 124-26. See, also, H, secs. 63-68. sec. 132.
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ceptible objects I consider are: (1) atoms and the void and (2) the

soul. The problematic questions about perceivable objects are: (1) How

are perceivable objects composed out of atoms and the void? and (2) What 

is the nature of the qualities of compound bodies?

It is necessary to first give an account of atoms and the 

void because Epicurus holds that atoms and the void are the ultimate 

realities out of which all other things are composed and in terms of 

which all other things are explained.^ Epicurus' statements about 

atoms and the void are his starting points for the development of a 

detailed account of nature. After examining Epicurus* starting points,

I then develop and examine an account of compound bodies and the soul. 

My examination of this account reveals some inadequacies of an Epi

curean account of nature.

Epicurus' atomistic account of perceivable compound bodies 

proves to be inadequate to account for the unity and nature of the per

ceivable compound bodies, and the natures of the properties and 

accidents of compound bodies and the distinction between them.

His atomistic account of the soul proves to be inadequate to 

account for awareness, will, and the formation of concepts and their 

use in judgment.

Insofar as there are inadequacies.in Epicurus' account of 

reality and insofar as that very account is meant to be a support^ of

^H, secs. 39-41.

^See supra, p. 7, where I explain how Epicurus' Physics is 
intended to be a support of his Ethics.
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his ethics, Epicurus’ ethics, too, is inadequately accounted for. Spe

cifically, Epicurus’ account of reality, his atomism, is intended to 

provide the kind of knowledge that will bring about freedom from dis

turbance in the soul; but insofar as the atomism fails to provide that 

knowledge, the ethics is ill-supported. Epicurus’ account of the soul 

is intended to support certain conclusions in the Ethics,^ but the 

account of the soul is inadequate and fails to support those conclu

sions. Epicurus’ account of the formation and use of concepts is also 

inadequate to support his ethics because it fails to account for the 

existence and use of the sorts of concepts that Epicurus suggests one 

use in judgments about human conduct.2

These are the principal inadequacies of Epicurus’ atomism

that will be considered in this dissertation. Some lesser, related

difficulties in his position will be examined in passing.

Having examined carefully (in Chapter II) the fundamental 

elements of Epicurus’ system, in order to make clear what these elements 

are capable of explaining, I then examine what Epicurus says concerning 

compounds of these elements (in Chapter III). The first significant 

mark of inadequacy is disclosed in the examination of the nature of 

compound bodies. In this examination it is determined that it is not 

its matter to which a compound body owes its unity but to the organiza

tion of its matter; the unity of a compound body is owing to a sort of

^For example, his view that death is nothing to us (M,
sec. 124) is supported by his view that the soul does not exist after 
death (H, secs. 65-66).

2I refer to the concepts of pleasure and pain. I consider 
how Epicurus could account for such concepts in Chapter VIII.
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formal cause rather than a material cause. Further, it is determined 

that, in part, the nature of a compound body is owing to the organi

zation of the matter rather than to the matter itself. This inadequacy 

of Epicurus* materialist explanation lies in the fact that the signifi

cant determinations of compound bodies (that is, the unity and nature 

of these bodies) are not material determinations but formal determina

tions. For if one is to give an account of compound bodies in the phy

sical framework that Epicurus provides, one mpst appeal, not to a mate

rial cause, but to a formal cause.

In considering Epicurus* view on properties and accidents of 

compound bodies (in Chapter IV), I discover two problems. On the one 

hand, the account of the perceivability of perceivable attributes^ is 

inadequate. The inadequacy arises from the incompatibility of his 

epistemology with his physics. On the other hand, it is impossible 

to give a consistent and adequate account of the natures of properties 

and accidents and of the relationship between them.

According to Epicurus* position, perceivable attributes, 

like all other things, must be explained in terms of atoms and the void. 

Atoms and the void do not possess the attributes of color, odor, flavor, 

temperature, or sound; yet, when the atoms and the void combine, these 

perceivable attributes come into being. That this happens in reality 

is inexplicable in Epicurean terms.

One suggested explanation^ is, again, a formal one— that it

^These are accidents.

^By Cyril Bailey in The Greek Atomists and Epicurus (here
inafter referred to as Atomists) (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1928), 
pp. 347-57.
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is owing to their organization that the combined atoms are responsible 

for perceivable attributes. But even this explanation is inadequate, 

for it is not at all clear how, just by being combined together, the 

atoms, which do not possess perceivable attributes, can be responsible 

for perceivable attributes in compound bodies.

The source of this difficulty is Epicurus' combination of 

his particular metaphysics-'^his materialism, his atomism— with his 

epistemology, which is a kind of empiricism. , Although Epicurus holds 

that the only real things are atoms in the void, yet, he also holds 

not only that all knowledge derives, ultimately, from sense-experience, 

but also that the evidence of the senses is veridical. By the latter, 

he means that the attributes perceived are the attributes that really 

belong to the perceived bodies. According to Epicurus, perceived 

attributes are actually the attributes of a body and they travel from 

the body to which they belong to the perceiver. Thus the perceived 

attributes must really exist out in the world.

Epicurus' difficulty concerning the ontological status of 

perceivable attributes arises because of the conflict between his 

materialism and his empiricism. The inconsistency in Epicurus’ 

position lies in the fact that, for example, the actual color of an 

object is directly perceived, thus it is necessary to allow it reality; 

but, since only atoms and the void are real things, and since they* do 

not possess color, color cannot be real. His materialism (that is, his 

atomism) demands that color is not real; but his epistemology (that is, 

his empiricism) demands that color is real.

^See infra. Chapter V,pp. 91-98.
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The second difficulty arises in Epicurus’ account of the 

natures of the properties and accidents of compound bodies.^ On the 

face of it, Epicurus does not provide a consistent account of proper

ties and accidents. And none of the possible interpretations of his 

view on properties and accidents (interpretations that would be con

sistent) is adequate with respect to his criterion of truth.

Epicurus’ philosophy again proves to be inadequate in his 

materialist account of the soul. For his materialist explanation 

fails to account for awareness and will. And, his empiricism as well 

as his view on the soul prove to be inadequate, in the theory of know

ledge, to account for the formation and use of concepts. In this case 

the empiricism and materialism are not in conflict with each other as 

they are in the account of the reality of sense-perceivable attributes. 

Rather, in this case, Epicurus' empiricism, which makes it impossible 

to account for the formation and use of concepts, is what it is, mainly, 

because of the materialist account of the operations of the soul from 

which it results— his materialism determines the kind of theory of 

knowledge that Epicurus must hold.

In considering the support that Epicurus' physics provides 

his ethics, one discovers further difficulties.3 Tliere are several 

VTays in which the physics is meant to support the ethics: In the first

place, the knowledge that is embodied in the physics is supposed to be 

conducive to the peaceful state of mind desired in the good life. For

^See infra. Chapter IV.

^See infra, Chapters VI and 7X1.

^See infra. Chapter VIII.
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such knowledge engenders an appropriate attitude towards the nature 

of reality, the gods, and death. The Epicurean atomistic account of 

reality is an attempt to describe a reality in which gods are not of the 

sort to be feared, in which all is not determined according to neces

sity, and in which the soul does not suffer after death. But Epicurus' 

atomism is inadequate to account for the phenomena for which he wishes 

to account. Thus the account will have to be altered, if it is to 

explain these phenomena. However, if it is sd altered, it may no 

longer be able to provide serenity concerning nature, the gods, and 

death.

In addition, Epicurus' atomism is inadequate to account for 

the special characteristics of the soul— awareness and will— that are 

essential to his ethical position, For the will is what possesses the 

freedom of choice— an important factor in Epicurus' ethics.1 Awareness 

is an essential prerequisite to deliberation; deliberation precedes 

choice.

Lastly, Epicurus' account of reality is inadequate to support 

his ethics in another way. Epicurus' general account of the formation 

and use of concepts fails to explain those functions of the soul. The 

particular application of this account to ethics is discovered in a 

consideration of the conceptual framework needed to deal with ethical 

concerns in the way in which one must, according to Epicurus, consider 

solutions to ethical problems.

In M, sec. 128, Epicurus speaks of choice and avoidance; 
in sec. 133, of some events being of necessity, some by chance, and 
some within our control. Chance and will are owing to the same 
cause in Epicurus' atomistic account, as will be seen infra. Chapter II 
and Chapter VII, pp. 31-32 and 164-70.
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I have outlined above the philosophical examination under

taken in this dissertation. In the chapters that follow, I shall 

develop, in accordance with his empirical method, Epicurus' account of 

reality. I shall consider his accounts of atoms and the void, compound 

bodies, and the properties and accidents of bodies. At the same time 

I shall examine that account for consistency and adequacy.



CHAPTER II 

ATOMS AND THE VOID

Atoms and the void are the fundamental elements in nature; 

and nothing can be explained until they have been explained. If one 

is to judge whether Epicurus’ account of reality is consistent and 

adequate, one must understand the nature of the fundamental elements 

out of which all else is made and in terms of which all things are 

explained.

Epicurus begins his discussion of atoms and the void in this 

way: " . . . [ij t is necessary to consider now the unseen. First of

all, nothing comes to be from that which does not exist; for if this 

were the case, everything would come from everything without the need 

of seeds.

In considering the basic question of physical philosophy—  

What is the matter out of which everything in nature is made?— , 

Epicurus tacitly accepts the Atomists' position that the underlying 

matter is a plurality of imperceptible bodies. Epicurus' concern is 

the same as that of those presocratic physical philosophers who sought 

to explain the changing phenomenal world in terms of a fundamentally

^H, sec. 38: " . . .  6et . . . ouvonav n&D TCEpt rtuv ôôt'iAcùv
TpiûTOv y,ev ôtl oûôev ytvexat éx xou un ôvxoç. nclv ycxp éh uavxos 
éyévex' av onepydxcov ye oûôev upooôeôuevov. "

15
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unchanging, underlying reality.1 Epicurus tacitly accepts the Atomists' 

position because he is concerned to account for the perceivable world.

And since things in the perceivable world do change and do come into 

existence and pass out of existence, if the underlying reality is 

stable, it cannot be perceivable. It is possible to account for change 

and plurality in the perceivable world in terms of a plurality of im

perceptible, unchanging elements that enter into and leave combinations. 

For such elements can combine and disperse in such a way as to bring 

about change in the perceivable world of compound bodies.%

Having taken up the quest of earlier physical philosophers 

and the basic position of the Atomists, Epicurus then considers the 

details of the position according to his own criteria of truth. He 

appeals to the evidence of sense-experience, and to concepts that are 

derived from sense-experience.

Epicurus argues that nothing comes to be from what does not 

exist.^ He appeals to the empirical evidence that whatever comes to be,

comes to be from something (a seed).

He next argues that nothing is destroyed. He says: "And if

that which disappears were destroyed into that which did not exist, all 

things would have perished, that into which they were dissolved not 

e x i s t i n g . " 4  Apparently Epicurus is arguing from the concept of

^Included among these philosophers are the Milesians, as well 
as Empedocles and Anaxagoras.

^See infra. Chapter III, for a full account of compound bodies.

^See supra, p. 15 and, also, H, sec. 38.

^H, sec. 39: eC Ecp&eCpeTO 6e t Ô. ctcpowû (5uevov eCç t o  jiq
Ô V, TTdvia a v  otcuAw Ae l  tci TxpdyyaTa, c m  ovtojv  e Cc  à  ô l e Aû e t o . "
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"destruction" that we derive from experience is, generally, not a no

tion of disappearance, but simply of dissolution into smaller existing 

parts. Since empirical evidence is the criterion of truth, one must 

suppose that when the dissolution is into imperceptible parts, the case 

is the same— the dissolution is into smaller parts. If, when a thing 

disappeared, it disappeared into nothing, then there would not be any

thing at all ("all things would have perished"), for that into which it 

dissolved could never have combined together to make something existent 

in the first place ("that into which it dissolved never existed")

Epicurus next says: " . . .  ^E]verything always was and will

be the same as it is now. For there is nothing into which it changes and 

there is nothing outside of it to come into it and bring about change. 

Here, again, Epicurus seems to be appealing to the concept of the 

principal term in the argument, that is, "everything". Seemingly, since 

by "everything" one means all that there is, the whole of things, or the 

universe, then its opposite is nothing. The only alternative to every

thing is nothing. And since nothing does not exist, and things are not 

destroyed, everything cannot change into nothing. And, since everything 

is all that there is, of course there is nothing else outside of it to 

come into it and bring about change; thus change cannot be accounted for 

in that way, either. So, everything always was and will be the same as 

it is now.3

^Ibid.

 ̂ 2h , sec. 39: " . . . xb TtSlv det toloOtov fju oüov vüv éaxu,
xau de't, toloutov eoxat. oudev yap éortv eus b ueta^aU.eu. nnpa y a p  
x b ndv o v ô é v éoruv, o àv eCoeAôbv eus aOxb xnv iiexcx3oA.riv njoufioauxo."

3%bid.
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Having established the fundamental stability of whatever is 

(nothing new is created, nothing is destroyed, nothing really changes), 

Epicurus next describes the nature of what is. " . . .  [Everything 

is ^bodies and s p a c e ^ . " T h a t  there are bodies is attested to by 

men’s experience; its application to the Imperceptible is by a judgment 

of reasoning . . . ." In experience we discover that a body is what

ever takes up space or whatever has length, breadth, depth, and weight. 

Having derived from experience a concept of bçdy, one can apply that 

concept to imperceptible objects. For we observe, according to Epicurus, 

that whatever is, is corporeal. That there must be space is attested 

to by the perceivable fact that bodies move,^ and the judgment that 

"[w]ere there not space they could not move nor would they have a 

place in which to be . . . ."^

Besides bodies and space nothing else exists, since 

" . . .  nothing else can even be thought of by conception or on the 

analogy of things conceivable . . . ."^ That is to say, nothing else

^H, sec. 39: " . . .  t o m v  eotl <aj5uaxa xat tcStio^ . "
Bailey says in his commentary on Epicurus' writings [Cyril Bailey, 
Epicurus: The Extant Remains (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1926) (here
inafter referred to as Bailey), p. 18lJ , "The addition made by Usener 
i.e., oûiiata xat TÔnos is amply justified."

 ̂ ^H, sec. 39: "aiyaxa u'ev yep WG eoxiv, aûxo f| aCoOriatQ
ént ndvxcov iiapxupet, k o ô ' o v dvcxyKatov x6 dôriAov x<ÿ à o y l c w  
xe>fljaCpeo0aL . . . ."

^H, sec. 40.

^H, sec. 40: "eC (6^ uo fjv o xevov xai xwpav m t  
ccvoBpfj cpuoLV ovovdcoviev, o \m  av eCxe xd olpaxa otidu fjv oûôe ôt' 
oij ÉKLVGLXO . . . . "

^H, sec. 40: " . . .  oO&ev oûô' ÉTiLVori@nvaL ôûvaxat
oOxe TiepLAriTixL>{03s oûxe âva^ôycoQ x o l s  TiepLA.-nTLXote . . . . "
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" . . .  can be grasped as whole existences but only be spoken of as 

accidents or properties of such existences."^

Epicurus then distinguishes between bodies which are compounds 

and bodies of which compounds are f o r m e d , % and goes on to describe the 

latter and, again, to argue for their permanence. These ultimate 

elements are indivisible, unalterable, solid,^ can by no means be 

dissolved in any part.^ These first beginnings are indivisible cor

poreal existences.5 Since they are indivisible they cannot be dis

solved, and thus they are permanent. They remain the same and under

lie the changing world. The first bodies must be indestructible,

" . . .  if all things are not to be destroyed into the non-existent, 

but something permanent is to remain behind in the dissolution of 

compounds . . . .

The passages just cited are Epicurus' expressions of the 

traditional arguments for the fundamental unchangingness of the ul

timate elements of reality. His understanding of bodies derives 

from sense-experience. Having derived from sense-experience the 

concept of real things, he then reasons, using this concept, about

^H, sec. 40: " . . .  ô M s  cp^oets AoqjgœjôtiGua wat un
(ÙQ TOI TOÙTcov ouuTTTciijaTa t) oi&igE^nxÔTa ÀEYÔueva. "

^H, sec. 40.

^"nÀT^Tl" The customary translation is "full"; the atom is 
full in that there is no space in it; it is impenetrable, completely 
full or solid.

^H, sec. 41. ^Ibid.

^H, sec. 4 1 : " . . .  eutxep y,Ti tL&ÀÀEL ndvxa els TO un
ov cpSocro'iaEcôaL doU.' £,ox.06v  tl ùnouévELV év t oZ q  ôioXùjzai xôv 
OUYXptoEUV . . . ."
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the imperceptible underlying reality. He continues in the letter to 

argue that the number of atoms is Infinite, that the void is in in

finite in extent, that the number of sizes and shapes of the atoms is 

finite though innumerable, as well as that the atoms have weight, im

penetrability, and motion.

Concerning the infinity of the universe, he argues as fol

lows: ” . . . ^  he whole universe is boundless. For that which is

bounded has an extreme point, and that extreme point is seen against 

something else."^ Again, there is nothing else besides the whole, 

or what there is. "So that, having no extreme point, reality has no 

limit. Not having a limit, it must be limitless."^ He continues:

Moreover, the whole is infinite both in the number of bodies 
and in the extent of the void. For either, if the void were 
infinite but the bodies were limited in number, the bodies 
could not stay anywhere but would be carried about through 
the infinite void and scattered, not having other support
ing and containing them by means of collisions. Or, if the 
void were limited, the infinite bodies would not have room 
in which to take their places.^

The above arguments for the infinity of both bodies and space 

are "reasoned applications" of concepts derived from sense-observable 

facts (those about perceivable bodies and their space) to the imper-

^H, sec. 41: " . . .  xo Ttav dTieLp6v êort. x6 yop
TxenpacF|j.évov dxpov Ê%Eu x6 ôb dwpov nap' ëxepôv xt QexipeCxai,."

^H, sec. 41: "chare o v h êxov â x p o v  népcxç o v a  ë y je i'
népas ÔG oÛH Syov dneLpov ccv sCn xctt ou uGTiepapuévov."

^H, secs. 41-42: "xa'i UHV xai xcp xôiv ow^dxwv
drteipôv écrru x6 nccv ndu xcp uGyëGGL xoO kgvoü. glxg y a p fiv xo 
KGVov drtGLpov, xo, 6g oùijaxa conioiiéva, oûSoqioü av cugvg xd ccîpaxa, 
dXX’ GcpépGxo m x à  xb dnxGtpov kgvov ÔLGonapy.éva, o \m  è y o v r a  ra 
ÙTXGpGtôovxa xat oxéAÀovxa naxà xaç dvcatonds. cCxG xb "kgvov fiv 
ûpLOuévov, oÛH av güxe xà dixGLpa owpaxa ônou évéoxri."
How bodies "contain by collisions" is explained in Chapter III.
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ceptible bodies and the void.^ That is to say, Epicurus' arguments 

for the infinity of reality and for the infinity of both bodies and 

the void, are based upon sense-perception. Observing that whenever 

there is a limit or boundary or end to a thing, it is always seen 

against, or with respect to, another thing, he then reasons that 

since reality is all that there is, there cannot be something else 

which can limit it or mark its boundary. Thus, reality must be in

finite. In order to determine whether the "reality" that is infinite 

is the atoms, the void, or both the atoms and the void, Epicurus appeals 

again to empirical evidence. Observing that a finite space of a cer

tain size is filled by just a certain number of bodies, he argues 

that if it is the bodies that are infinite, the void must also be 

infinite; since if the void were not, then the bodies would more than 

fill up that void. So also, observing that if there are a small num

ber of bodies moving in a large space, it is unlikely that they will 

collide, and since the atoms must collide in space to account for 

combinations of atoms, he argues that if the reality that is infinite 

is the void, then there must be an infinite number of bodies in that 

void. Thus, if reality is infinite (and it must be infinite, since 

it cannot have a limit or boundary), then both atoms and the void 

must be infinite. For one cannot account for things being the way 

they are if only one or the other of these two is infinite.

Concerning the characteristics of the original bodies,

Epicurus argues that they must have an incomprehensible number of 

different kinds of shape; since it would not be possible for the

Isee supra, p. 18, notes 2 and 5; and Chapter I, p. 4.
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great variety of perceivable things to arise from the atomic bodies if 

their shapes were limited in number.^ "And in each of the many shapes 

the atoms are infinite in number; but with respect to differences of 

shape they are not infinite in number, but only incomprehensible."^

Since Epicurus holds that shape is related to the size of the atoms,^ 

his explanation that the sizes of the atoms are not infinite but in

comprehensible in number is at the same time a support for his statement 

that the shapes are not infinite but only incomprehensible in number.

Concerning size, he argues first that "not every size exists 

among atoms," for such a position would "contradict the phenomena".4 

The evidence of the phenomena dictates, as Epicurus sees it, that 

there be some, but not infinite, variations in size, for the following 

reasons: (1) There must be some variations (indeed, many variations)

to account best for what occurs in our feelings and sensations. But 

not every size is required to explain the differences in things.^

(2) If there were atoms of every size, some would be per

ceivable. But it is contrary to the nature of the atoms to be per

ceivable. So there is an upper limit to the size of the atom.^

(3) There is also a lower limit to the size of atoms. For

in a limited body there can be neither an infinite number of parts nor 

parts of infinite smallness.^

^H, sec. 42.

^H, sec . 42: "m Y xoS' èKckrmv 6e oxTUJdTLatv àïxAûs
daeipoC eCotv a t  ôvoLat, xaiQ ôè ôiacpopats ouy ànAûs dTxetpot ôûUa 
Vu5vov àn£pLA.riTXTOL."

^H, secs. 54-59. ^H, sec. 55.

secs. 55-56. ^H, sec. 56. ̂Ibid.
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Concerning the lower limit to the size to the atoms, Epicurus

argues as follows: On the one hand, if the atoms were infinitely divis

ible into smaller and smaller parts, then they would be weak and could 

be destroyed. On the other hand, there is not even the possibility of 

infinite divisibility into smaller and smaller parts. For if there 

were infinite parts, since no matter how small, a part must have some 

size, all bodies would be infinitely large and not limited in size.l

And since there is a furthest point to a complete thing, 
a point that is distinguishable, though not also perceivable 
by itself, it is not possible to conceive that the one next
to it is not such as that one is ̂ that is, similar to i^ .
Nor is it possible to conceive that one could go on from 
one to another, to the next one in front, arriving at infinity 
in one's mind.^

Epicurus appeals in the above argument to the concept of the 

smallest distinguishable part of the atom. This concept he understands 

by analogy to the concept of the smallest distinguishable part of a 

perceivable body. Concerning the least part in the perceivable body 

he says :

It is necessary to understand also that the least part in 
sensation is neither such as to be like that which has a 
transition from one part to another nor such as to be, in 
every respect, wholly unlike it; but it has, on the one
hand, a certain commonness with such things; on the other
hand, it does not have distinguishable parts. But when, 
because of the resemblance of this commonness, we suppose 
to divide something from this, the one on the one side, 
the other on the other, it is necessary, rather, that a 
like one |j:o the first (a different one)] meets us. Which 
is to say that it has no parts. And we look upon these one
after another beginning from the first, each successive one

^H, sec. 57.

 ̂  ̂ ^H, sec. 57: "ccwpov xe exovxos xou neuepociuevou ôLOÀTiTrrôv,
EL uri Mat m O' èawxo SeœpTiTÔv, ovu êoxu y,ri où m t  xb ègnc xoùxou 
xoLoOxov voELV Mat OÙXÙ) xaxa xb ègfjQ eCq xoüunpocôEv gccouCovxt eCs 
xb driELpov ùndpxetv xaxb, (xb) xoloDxov àptKVELoôaL xiji ewolc?,. "
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being different from the one before and not overlapping any 
other. Rather, these least parts measure out the sizes of 
the perceived body, more being in a greater, fewer, in a 
smaller.̂

Epicurus discovers a least part in sensation: The smallest

part of a sensible body, a part which is distinguishable by sensation, 

a part which does not have parts, itself, though it does have magnitude. 

It is somewhat like that which admits of progression from one part to 

another in that it has magnitude; but it is unlike the larger magni

tudes in that it cannot be divided into parts. It is an indivisible 

magnitude; and every perceived body has a finite munber of these in

divisible magnitudes, a greater number in a large body, fewer in a 

smaller. These least parts are distinguishable one from another and 

are one next to another; they are not such that one can distinguish 

parts in them, but they are such that one can assess the size of the 

body in terms of them, going from one to the next.

Then Epicurus proceeds to make an analogous claim for atoms,

that they have least parts also. He says:

We must suppose that the least part in the atom bears the same 
proportion ^to the atom as the least part in a sensible body 
bears to the sensible bodyj, for ic is clear chat the least 
part in an atom surpasses in smallness the one looked upon by 
means of sensation, yet the least part in an atom bears a 
resemblance to the least part in a sensible body.

% , sec. 58: "xô xe éAdxtoxov xo év x^ aCoOfioet 6et Maxccvoetv
6xt OÙXG XOLOOxÔV ÉOXLV oZoV xo XaQ tlGYOgdOGUG £xO\' oOxe TXivXT] TtàvXCüQ 
àvàiiotov, ctU.' ëxov ]iév xtva Motvôxiixa xô3v tiexogaxwv, 5tdÀn^<-v ôe uepôjv 
OÛK êxov dAÀ' ôxav^ôta xriv xfis KotvôxnxoQ npooeupépetav OLnOnpEV ô ta -  
XiViieoSaC x t aOxou, xo ijev èfitxdôe, xo ôè énêHELva, xo Coov fiutv ôet  ̂
TTpoauLTixeLv, èins XE ôeapoütLEv xaOxa àrxo xoü Txpfjxou xaxopx(^T-iEVOL xat 
OÛK év x$ aûxcp, oùôE uépeat uspcov àrtxôiieva, ôAA.' ^ é v  xq Côtôxnxt x^ 
èauxwv x& ueYéûn mxccuexpoûvxa, xà nAeilco tiÀ-ELOV kol xà éAdxxco êAaxxov."

% , secs. 58-59: "xauxn xf|) àvoAoYtc?. voutoxéov xat xo év xiü
àx6w  ÉAdxtcrxov KEXPnoSat* titKpôxnxt yèp ékouvo ônÀov cbs ôtcopépet xoü
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The reason Epicurus may argue from sensation to the imper

ceptible atoms is that the atoms, like sensible bodies, have size. The 

comparison may be made since, as he says, "The atom also has size, in 

virtue of its resemblance to sensible things, only it is far smaller. 

These least parts of the atoms are what one considers when one con

templates the size of the atoms. Epicurus says: "Moreover, it is

necessary to consider these least and unmixed things that limit,^ 

which provide in themselves primary things for the measurement of 

sizes, for the greater and smaller; in order that one may contemplate
qthrough reason the invisible things." And he thinks that the anal

ogy between the least parts of atoms and the least parts of sensible 

things justifies his saying that these least parts of atoms are not 

themselves divisible. For the least parts of atoms resemble the least 

parts of sensible things insofar as they are homogenous, but the least 

parts of atoms are not able to come together as bodies being in motion.^ 

The least parts of atoms, then, are not physically divisible parts 

but rationally distinguishable parts.

x a m  T^v aCo&riauv deopouuévou, dvaAovCqc ôè %% aÙTg ué^pritaL."

iR, sec. 59: "érteC Txep xat 6 x i Gxei n dxouos xaxaxiTv
\xwv/ évxai38a àvctAoyiIav xaxxiYopt̂ cxtueV/ ULxpôv xl ydvov yoKpîtv é n -  
PdAAovxes. "

^The term is "népaxa" which Bailey, in his commentary (Bailey, 
p. 212), says is "a new work specially introduced by Epicurus to denote 
the least parts of the atoms, just as "dxpa." is the least part of a 
visible thing."

% , sec. 59: "£xl xe xa éÀdxtoxa xat duLYfj rcépaxa Set 
vouCSetv, XC0V unxiSv xo xaxauéxpnya ég aùxüv ttpc6xojv xglq ue(£ooL yvxi 
éAdxxooL napctoHeuàgovxa, x%j ô ih . Aôyou ôewrcCç, xwv âopàxcov."

sec. 59.
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It seems to me that the ultimate purpose of this argument 

is to provide a way to explain differences among perceivable objects 

in terms of atoms. The differences among perceivable objects must be 

explained in terms of differences among the atoms which combine to make 

perceivable objects. Atoms are different from each other in respect of 

their sizes and shapes. Shape, as will be explained below,! is rel

ative to size. Size is explained in terms of indivisible smallest 

parts. Indivisible smallest parts are understood empirically; Epicurus 

moves to a notion of the minimum unit of an atom’s size from the notion 

of the empirically discernible minimum of perceivable objects.2

• Lucretius provides two arguments in which he explains why 

the differences of shape are not quite infinite but only incomprehensible

^la the paragraph following.

^David J. Furley Q.n Two Studies in the Greek Atomists 
(Princeton; Princeton University Press, 1967), pp. 7-2^, offers a 
detailed analysis of Epicurus' discussion of minimal parts, which 
occurs in H, secs. 56-59. Furley suggests that all previous commen
tators, with the exception of, perhaps, one, have failed to recognize 
that the argument is concerned with three types of minimum quantity 
and that the argument assumes the existence of one kind of minimum—  
the physical (the atom). The argument, he claims, is for the existence 
of the other two sorts. The other two are the theoretical minimum and 
the minimum perceivable quantity. According to Furley, the theoret
ical minimum is the smallest quantity that can be conceived or thought 
about or imagined. Furley also considers Epicurus' rejection of in
finite divisibility in the context of the theories of Aristotle, Zeno 
of Elea, and other predecessors of Epicurus.

It does seem clear that Epicurus assumes the existence of 
the physical minimum (the atom) in this argument; for he has asserted 
their existence in section 39. It also seems clear that Epicurus is 
concerned in sections 56-59 to account for differences between entities 
of the same material composition, the atoms, in terms of differences 
in their sizes. Epicurus' empiricism leads him not only to reject 
infinite divisibility (since infinite divisibility is not empirically 
possible or empirically intelligible), but also to use the notion of a 
smallest part, a notion derived from sense-perception, to account for 
the sizes of the atoms.
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in number.  ̂ In the first argument Lucretius explains that the shapes 

and sizes of the atoms are related to each other. He argues that 

since variation in shape is owing to the arrangements of the least 

parts, infinite variety in shape would necessitate that there be in

finitely large atoms, which there cannot be. Indeed, atoms cannot even 

be so large as to be perceivable.% In his second argument Lucretius 

says, in effect, that the limits in the varieties of things (compounds 

of atoms) indicates that there is also a limit in the varieties of 

shapes of atoms (which are responsible for the different qualities 

among the compound bodies). And he argues that if there were not limits 

in the varieties of shapes of atoms neither would there be qualitative 

limits to the compound bodies. There would be no best, nor any most 

beautiful, nor a hottest, nor a coldest, and the like.3

Summing up the discussion thus far: Both the atoms and the

void are infinite; the void is infinite in extent, the atoms in number. 

There is an incomprehensible but not infinite number of different shapes 

of atoms, and an infinite number of atoms of each shape. That atoms 

cannot have an infinite number of shapes is owing to the fact that 

shape is directly related to size (measured by least parts) and there 

are limits on the size of atoms. No atom can be smaller than what is 

measured by one least part, and no atom can be so large as to be per

ceivable. The impenetrability of the atoms has been noted both with

^De Rerum Nature (hereinafter referred to as DRN) II, 478-521. 
All translations of DRN used in this dissertation are from Titi Lucreti 
Cari, De Rerum Natura, edited with Prolegomena, Critical Apparatus, and 
Commentary by Cyril Bailey (3 vols.; Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1947).

2drN II, 478-99. 500-521.
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respect to their being the unchangeable roots of nature (they must be 

solid, indivisible, and unalterable; otherwise they would not be inde

structible) and also with respect to their being measurable in terms 

of their least parts; that is, the least parts of atoms are not sep

arable individual existences (it is not possible that the least parts 

of atoms could themselves come together with motion).

It remains to consider the motion of atoms as well as their 

weight. Epicurus finds it sufficient to mention in the letter to 

Herodotus that atoms have weight. And in this context he point out 

again their impenetrability; he says that the atoms must remain solid 

and indissoluble in the dissolution of compounds.1 In one discussion 

of motion Epicurus again mentions the weight of the atoms. He says 

that there are differences in the weights of atoms (some are heavier, 

others small and light) and that the downwards movement of the atoms 

is owing to their having weight.2 In considering the motion of the 

atoms it will become clear that the weight of an atom does not affect 

the speed of its motion; all atoms, irrespective of weight, move with 

equal speed.^ On the other hand, it is owing to its weight that an 

atom has a natural tendency to move downwards.^

^H, sec. 54. sec. 51. ^Ibid.

^It is clear, and it has been noted many times by many 
others, that if space is infinitely extended, then directions are. rel
ative ; there is no absolute up or down. Epicurus does speak of the 
downward motion of the atoms. One must suppose that he was either 
confused or that he was speaking analogically. It would have been 
more appropriate for him to have said that an atom moves through 
the void, in whatever direction it happens to be going at any time, 
because of its weight, and that it changes directions because 
of a blow received from another atom. What follows will make this 
clear.
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In the section of the letter to Herodotus where Epicurus 

introduces the motions of the atoms,^ he makes the following points:

(1) The motions of the atoms have "no beginnings since the atoms and 

the void are the c a u s e . (2) The void offers no resistance to the 

atoms.3 (3) "The atoms themselves, by their hardness, offer resist

ance to each other, when they collide, causing them to recoil, thus 

changing direction.

It has been pointed out earlier in this chapter that Epicurus 

makes reference to the weight of the atoms in his discussion of their 

motions. This discussion begins at section 61 in the letter to Herodotus 

and continues through section 62. Bailey has inserted a part of sec

tion 46 after section 61, and a part of section 47 after section 62.5 

The following discussion will be of the text so arranged. (1) "The 

atoms move with equal speed, when they are borne onwards through the 

void, nothing colliding with t h e m . (2) Neither weight nor direction 

alters the speed of atoms. All atoms move at an equal speed.? (3) The

^H, secs. 43-44.

 ̂ ?H, sec. 44; "c»PXO &G XûuTOùV ODH Scrciv, CILTLWV XCoV ûCTolijùV
oCowv Hat TOÜ kevoG."

% ,  sec. 44.

^H, sec. 44: "fj TG arepeÔTTiQ n umctpyouoa atnraig xam  ttiv
ouyxpovjaLV tov onoTiaAuov noLet, éxp' ônooov av f| txgputtAohti ttiv  
dnoxaTdaraoLV tn Tne ouYxpoûoetos ô iô ÿ ."

5see Bailey, pp. 190, 216, 219, 223. Bailey explains that 
the subject matter of parts of 46 and 47 (those referred to as 46b and 
47b) belong in a discussion of the motions of the atoms.

% ,  sec. 61: "xat unv xat LOomxeLS avayxaLOV Toe âxàiJouG
5 ivau , ÔTOV ô tà  xoü xevoü GLOcpépuvxaL iirtôevoQ ccvxlx6ttxovxos."

?H, sec. 61.
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speed of the atom is as "quick as thought".^ " . . .  ^ h e  motion of, 

any atom through the -void, when it takes place without meeting any re

sisting bodies, completes every comprehensible distance in an inconceiv

able amount of time. " ̂  (4) Even within a compound body all atoms move

with an equal speed. ̂  (5) And within a compound body the atoms are ac

tually moving in different directions, jostling one against another, 

though the compound itself may be at rest or moving in one way or an

other depending upon the effect of the internal collisions of the 

atoms.^

In an early section of the letter to Herodotus, Epicurus 

introduces the motion of the atoms in a general way, saying that the 

atoms move continuously for all time.^ Bailey and Bignone hold that 

there is a lacuna, at this point in the letter, in which some mention 

must have been made of the all-important Epicurean notion of the 

"swerve" as well as, perhaps, of the natural downward motion of the 

atoms.^ Indeed, in none of the extant writings of Epicurus does one 

find the swerve explained; though he does hold that the features of

H, sec. 46b: " . . . fi ÔL& xoG hev oO cpopa m x a  v,ri6eiJ.Cav
ocndvxT)aLv xcov dvxtncxlxSvxwv ytvou^vn ra,v unHos TtepiAriTabv év drxept- 
vofixq) xpdvcj) ouvxeAeL."

sec. 62.

^1 consider the motions of the atoms within compound bodies 
infra, pp. 38-40 and 55-57.

^H, secs. 43-44.

^Bailey says that there is a lacuna in the beginning of 
section 43. Here, he suggests, Epicurus spoke of the two primary 
causes of atomic motion: the downward movement and the swerve.
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nature that Lucretius says are owing to the swerve, that is, chance 

and freedom of the will, do exist.^

Since Lucretius does attempt to explain chance and freedom 

of the will in terms of the swerve, let us consider his account. The 

swerve is a slight deviation in the straight downward path of the 

atoms, a deviation that can be explained by no external force. It is 

the first cause of collisions of the atoms and, thus, of their even

tually combining together to form compound bodies. And, finally it is

also owing to the swerve that the soul engages in free choices, is not 

mechanically determined.

Concerning the swerve, Lucretius writes:

Herein I would fain that you should learn this too, that 
when first-bodies are being carried doimwards straight 
through the void by their own weight, at times quite un
determined and at .unde termined spots they will push a 
little from their paths: yet only just so much as you could
call a change of trend. But if they were not used to swerve, 
all things would fall downwards through the deep void like 
drops of rain, nor could collision come to be, nor a blow
brought to pass for the first-beginnings: so nature would
never have brought ought to being.^

Nature brings things (compounds of atoms) into being by means of

collisions of the atoms. The collisions could not have occurred were

it not for the swerve of the atoms, since, as Lucretius goes on to

explain, all atoms move through the completely unresisting void at

an equal rate of speed. Because all atoms move at an equal rate of

speed, it could not be the case that collisions of the atoms are

owing to the heavier atoms falling faster and striking the lighter atoms

from a b o v e . 3 Thus, it is only by one atom's swerving from its original

sec. 133. ^DRN II, 216-225. ^DRN II, 225-250.
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path Into the path of another that the one could collide with the 

other.

Heavier compound bodies fall faster than lighter ones be

cause the air or water through which they move offers resistance. The 

void offers no resistance to the atoms. Thus every atom, whatever its

weight, moves with a speed equal to that of every other.^

The swerve is also responsible for free will, according to 

Lucretius— and, we must suppose, according to Epicurus as well. For

Epicurus does hold that a man is free to make c h o i c e s . % Further, he

holds that the soul is a compound of atoms. So if it were not the case 

that soul atoms swerve sometimes (or perform some other undetermined 

act), there would be no non-determined activities of the soul.

Lucretius asks how it is that the acts of the soul are not

determined. He answers ;

But that the very mind feels not some necessity within in 
doing all things, and is not constrained like a conquered 
thing to bear and suffer, this is brought about by the tiny 
swerve of the first-beginnings in no determined direction of 
place and at no determined time.3

I have considered in this chapter the nature of Epicurean

atoms and the void. There are some qualities which atoms do not

possess. Epicurus says, concerning this point;

One must suppose that atoms do not have imposed upon them even 
one of the qualities of perceivable things except shape and size 
and weight and whatever of necessity accompanies shape. For 
every perceivable quality changes; but the atoms never change, 
since it is necessary for something to remain constant in the

^Ibid. and H, sec. 61. ^M, secs. 133 and 135.

^DRN II, 289-93. I shall consider the free will of the soul 
infra. Chapter VII, pp. 165-174.
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dissolution of compounds, something solid and indissoluble that 
makes changes not into the non-existent, but by means of the 
shifting of some things, and the addition and departure of some 
things. For this reason it is necessary for the bodies that 
shift their positions [that is, the atoms^ to be imperishable 
and not to possess parts and configurations as perceivable 
things do; rather, the atoms have a nature peculiar to themselves; 
and this nature remains constant.^

In order to account for the fact that the atoms do not possess 

color but do possess shape, to account for the view that shape is a con

stant property of a body while other qualities (such as color, odor, and 

the like) are not constant,^ Epicurus says the following, arguing from 

what is true of the perceivable to what is true of the imperceptible: 

"For even in things changing their forms for us that is, perceivable 

things by means of the removal of something, the shape remains present 

in them: but the qualities do not remain in the thing which changes,

as shape does, but from the nature of the entire body are set free."^ 

Epicurus finds shape to be a basic property which remains fundamentally 

the same in a changing perceivable object. The other qualities (color,

■̂ H, sec. 54: "KaV unv mY xJxs ârôyouQ vouioréov unôevLav
TtoLÔTrixa XMV cpaLvotiéuov TxpcxxpépeoOaL nAriv cJx.i'iyctxoQ xau pdpouQ >tal 
liGYëOous XO.I ôca ég dvàyHris auupun éoxL. noLÔxns Yop rcoax

aï, 5e U.XGUÛO oüoEv ^EXopûAAoüOLVf ÉTteuônnep ôeC xo 
ùnppévELV év xaos ôooÀtjaeai. xcoy ouywpCoGwv oxepeov xao âôoc5iÀuxav, 
G xag uexogoAàs oùx eCq xg ut) bv nGLî oexau gû6' êh xpO liri ôvxog, 
d U à  >taxà 'uexaôéoets (xovûv) , xtvôiv ôk vsxi Ttppoôôaug xat dipôôpug. 
ôôev àvaYKatpv xà usv uetaxuôéueva ôpSopxa eüvao xao x^v xpO 
uexaPdAJ^vxpg (pùoLV gûk ëyovxa, ôyhous ôè m l  ox.niia.TLOWPug CôCgus 
xgOxp Yop m o  àvoYmUov ùnDykvetv."

^That the atoms do possess some attributes and not others 
is of great importance in the consideration of the properties and 
accidents of compound bodies (see infra. Chapter V, pp. 112-13).

^H, sec. 55: "m t ybp ev xaUg nnp' nutv uexaoyriyoiXL^G-
uévoLG m xà xhv Tteptatpeatv xb oxhya évuniipxov Ào.ylSàvexaL, a t 6e 
TXGtbxTixeg OÛH évunt4pxouoat év xcp yExoiMAAovxt, wcmcEp ékelvo 
mxctÀstnExaL, oAA’ é i ôÀPu xgO atôiJaxpg dnpAAbiJ-Evat. "
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odor, and the like) may completely disappear from the body or leave 

and be replaced by others. But shape is simply altered by change in 

position or arrival or departure of parts of the compound body. By 

analogy, then, the atoms cannot have the sensible qualities, since 

such qualities do not remain constant. But shape is the sort of thing 

that cannot disappear from a body. Of course, the atom’s shape cannot 

change at all, since the atom’s parts (least parts) are not able to 

come together by motion, nor depart, nor move at all within the atom.

Without explaining how, at this point Epicurus assures us 

that the atoms can account for the changes in compound bodies, and, 

again, that atoms must exist if all is not to be destroyed into the 

non-existent. He says: "Now these things that remain ^the atoms]

are sufficient to make the differences in compound bodies, since it 

is necessary that something remain and <̂ ot)> be destroyed into 

non-being.

Insofar as possible the discussion of this chapter has been 

confined to the nature of the ultimate things in nature, atoms and the 

void. The void is infinite in extension, intangible, offers no re

sistance to the atoms that course through it. The atoms are infinite 

in number and possess the qualities of size, shape, and weight. From 

these facts— (1) that atoms have least parts, (2) that they are im

perceptible, and (3) that their qualities of size and shape are rel

ative to each other— it may be deduced that there are upper and lower 

limits on the size of atoms and a finite though incomprehensible number

^H, sec. 55: "Cxoui o5v la ùixoÀetTxôueva raOra tog rcov ouyxpu-
cfBcov ôLctcpopôiG r o te iv ,  étxei.ôt’i uep unoXeuneo0a( yé xivo. mwcyxcttov xat 

eCs t 6  o v  cp9eLpeo8aL."
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of varieties of shapes and sizes of atoms. There are, however, an in

finite number of atoms of each shape.^ Atoms are completely solid and 

indissoluble, having no void within them; and they are eternally in 

motion. The swerve of the atoms is the cause of collisions between 

atoms that ultimately constitute compound bodies. The swerve is re

sponsible also for free will.

The atoms do not possess the sensible qualities— such as 

color, odor, flavor, sound, and temperature— but are, nonetheless, 

responsible for such qualities in compound bodies. How they are so 

responsible is one of the things to be considered in this dissertation. 

However, since the perceivable qualities are qualities of compound 

bodies, the next topic in the order of exposition is that of compound 

bodies.

^H, sec. 42.



CHAPTER III

COMPOUND BODIES

Epicurus held that " . . .  the whole [universe]] is <^odies 

and spac^,"l and that " . . .  among bodies some are compounds, and 

others are those of which compounds are f o r m e d . I n  the previous 

chapter I considered the bodies out of which compounds are formed; I 

shall consider in the present chapter the compound bodies themselves.

To begin examining the nature of compound bodies, I shall 

note the differences between these bodies and the atoms. A first dif

ference may be noted with respect to the relationship between the void 

and these two sorts of bodies. "An atom is a hard body free from any 

admixture of void . . . , whereas compound bodies are formed out of 

atoms and the void.^ There must be void along with atoms in compound 

bodies for at least two reasons: (1) Atoms move in the void and atoms

are always in motion,^ even within compound bodies; so there must be

^H, sec. 39: " . . .  TO nav éotl ( ocLpctxa xau tôtüos)." See
Bailey, p. 181, for the justification of the insertion.

% , sec. 40: " . . .  X(3v ouuxixcov xà u^v éoxt ooYxptaeLS, xa
6 ' éE cSv a t  auYxpLOELG nenoLnvxaL."

^Fragment 16 from Bailey, p. 125: "'AxovuSv éoxt Gwya oxepeov
ccnéxoxov xevoü TrapeuTxAoxfig*. . . . "

^H, secs. 42-44; DRN II, 100-108. % ,  secs. 43-44.
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void in compound bodies. (2) It is owing to the atom's being com

pletely solid and impenetrable,^ its smallest part being incapable of 

motion,2 that the atom does not change^ and, of course, does not suf

fer destruction. Correlatively, changeable things are not solid, do 

contain void, and are composed of smaller parts that move.4 The com

pounds suffer change and destruction, the ultimate realities remain.5 

A second difference may be noted with respect to perceiv- 

ability. The atoms are not perceivable, but compounds of atoms may be 

perceivable.^

A third difference may be noted with respect to qualities. 

Every perceivable quality changes; but atoms do not change at all.

Thus the atoms do not possess any of the qualities belonging to per

ceivable things, except shape, weight, and size. Weight and size nec

essarily go along with shape— these three being the necessary concom

itants of corporeal objects.^ Although for vision, some perceivable 

color goes along with shape, it does not go along with shape abso

lutely; and color changes; so it cannot be a quality of an atom. 

Although for touch, some perceivable temperature and texture go along 

with shape, they do not go along with shape absolutely; these are 

changeable qualities, too, and so cannot belong to atoms. Atoms are

^H, sec. 41. ^H, sec. 39. ^H, sec. 41.

^H, secs. 43, 48, 62, and 47b. ^H, sec. 41.

^Nothing seems to contradict the notion that there are com
pounds of atoms that are too small to be perceivable. Atoms them
selves, of course, are never large enough to be perceived. See infra.
Chapter V, pp. 106-108.

^H, sec. 54.
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unchanging, imperceptible entities; compounds of atoms are changing 

entities, and they may be perceivable. The qualities of atoms do not 

change, but the qualities of compounds do.

Having noted some differences between atoms and compounds of 

atoms, I shall next consider Epicurus' position on the relations be

tween atoms and compounds of atoms. In considering these relations I 

am laying the groundwork for an explanation of how the perceivable 

attributes of compound bodies come about.

Epicurus holds that a compound body is an entanglement of 

atoms. That is to say, it is not simply that some number of atoms 

chance to be near one another in space which accounts for a compound 

body, but rather that some number of atoms are near one another in 

space ^  â certain relationship which accounts for a compound body. 

Epicurus' description of the motions of atoms in a compound body dem

onstrates this point. Atoms that are in compounds are colliding with 

one another in various ways: (1) They collide and then " . . .  sepa

rate a long distance from one another . . . ."1 (2) They collide and

" . . .  recoil and recoil (continuing to vibrate or to strike each 

other), whenever they chance to be turned aside by means of entangle

ment . . . ."2 (3) They " . . .  recoil and recoil whenever they

chance to be enclosed by an entanglement."^

Lucretius considers the perceivable results of entanglement.

^H, sec. 43: " . . .  eCs yoKpàv ccn' otAA.'nAcov ÔLLorcSuevai . . .."

^H, sec. 43: " . . . aL ôè a5 xbv iraAiibv Caxouaiv, oxov
xisxsùji x^ nspLnÀoxg HexAmévat . . . "

^H, sec. 43: " . . . rj cnreYaCôuevaL ropà xc5v rcAexxLxûv."
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He says:

And all those which are driven together in a more close- 
packed union leap back but a little space apart, entangled 
by their own close-locking shapes, these make the strong 
roots of rock and the brute bulk of iron and all other 
things of their kind. Of the rest which wander through the 
great void, a few leap far apart, and recoil afar with great 
spaces between; these supply for us thin air and the bright 
light of the sun.^

These interfacings, whether tight or loose, Lucretius compares with

the atoms not entangled with others: "Many, moreover, wander on

through the great void, which have been cast back from the unions of

things, nor have they anywhere else availed to be taken into them and

link on their movements.

These passages from Epicurus and Lucretius^ indicate that the 

relation between the atoms which combine to form compound bodies is a 

stronger one than simply proximity in the void. For, on the one hand, 

atoms may "recoil afar with great spaces between," and still be in a 

combination of atoms, which is for us a perceivable body (thin air or 

the bright light of the sun). On the other hand, an atom may be in 

close proximity to a combination of atoms and yet not be a part of 

that combination, when it has been "cast back from the unions of 

things" and when it fails to "link its movements" with those of the 

other atoms. The atoms of compound bodies, thus, are somehow entan

gled with each other, and this entanglement is, perhaps, explained in 

terms of an organization of the combining atoms and a harmony, or sym

pathy, of the movements of the combining atoms. For the atoms "cast

^DRM II, 100-108. II, 109-111.

^Those noted supra, page 38 and this page.
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back" have not been taken in and have not linked their movements with 

other atoms.

In describing the "close-packed union" of solid compounds, 

Lucretius says the atoms are "entangled by their own close-locking 

shapes." A few lines further in the poem, when speaking of the dif

ferent effects the different shapes of the atoms have, he says, "Or, 

again, things which seem to us hard and compact, these, it must needs 

be, are made of particles more hooked to one another, and are held 

together close-fastened at their roots, as it were by branching par

ticles."1 These ways of expressing the close-union of atoms have 

almost the sense of a static interlocking of atoms rather than of a 

constant recoiling of atoms in a small space. However, given the fun

damental position of Epicurus to which Lucretius adheres, namely, that 

the atoms are always in motion,2 ft must be supposed that he means, 

not that the atoms lock together and cease to move individually but, 

that the atoms lend themselves to moving with respect to each other in 

very short spaces, creating, by a vibration, a hard body.

Fluids, according to Lucretius, are made of "smooth round 

particles";^ thus they flow, as, say, a handful of poppyseeds will 

"flow" from one's hand.^ Such atoms, by their shapes, lend themselves 

to the combinations which create the more moveable, bendable, dispers

ible fluids. Of fluids with a bitter taste, he says, they contain 

among the smooth round particles "some rugged painful bodies";^ the

^DRN II, 444-46. ^See DRN II, 95-99; H, sec. 43.

^DRN II, 466-67. '̂ 'DRN II, 452-55. 467-68.
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dominant atoms are round and smooth, but a few rugged, painful bodies 

join the compound and bring about a change, not of its basic qualities 

associated with fluidity, but of its taste.

In any conglomerate of atoms, its solid, fluid, or gaseous 

(thin air, bright light) nature would seem to depend both on the 

shapes of the dominant atoms and on their relationships (whether they 

recoil short or long distances); and the recoiling relationships, at 

least in part, seem to be dependent upon the shapes of the atoms. For 

example, it would seem that if the dominant atoms are smooth and round, 

it might be the case that they could not form so close-packed a union 

as those with "close-locking shapes" could. In addition, what Lucre

tius states in this section of the poem^ indicates that the secondary 

qualities— for example, the taste, odor, color, sound, and temper

ature— are dependent mainly upon the shapes of some of the atoms in the

combination rather than upon the configuration of the atoms.

My explanation, offered above, of the differences between 

the unions of atoms that account for solids, those that account for 

liquids, and those that account for gases conflicts with the view 

offered by Bailey.^ Bailey suggests that

Epicurus in fact distinguished between three kinds of compound 
bodies, each with its own form of structure, (1) those in which 
the atoms are at considerable distances from one another and 
the texture is very loose, roughly, the 'gases' (covering the 
(traditional] elements 'air' and 'fire'); (2) those in which the
atoms are in a closer union, but require to be kept together by
a 'shell', roughly, the liquids ('water')' (3) those in which the 
atoms are held together by their own close-interlocking, roughly, 
the solids ('earth').

^Ibld. ^Atomists, pp. 340-41. ^Ibid., p. 341.
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Bailey appeals, on the one hand, to the passage in 

Lucretius' poem, previously noted in this dissertation,^ in which the 

distinction is made between solids and gases by means of the intervals 

between atoms or the lengths of the recoilings. On the other hand, he 

appeals to the passage in the letter to Herodotus in which Epicurus 

distinguishes between three types of c o m p o u n d s (1) those in which 

the atoms recoil great distances, (2) those in which the atoms are 

entangled and recoil back and forth short distances, (3) those in 

which the atoms are enclosed by atoms interlaced around them.^ Union

(3) (above) is what Bailey interprets as being the constitution of

liquids.. It is on this point that my disagreement with Bailey arises.4 

I suggest that, since sense-experience indicates that fluids stand 

between solids and gases in density,5 they can be explained as an 

entanglement in which the atoms neither recoil so far as they do in 

gases nor vibrate so closely as they do in solids. Since a gas can be 

explained in terms of recoiling atoms needing nothing more to account 

for its unity, it would seem just as likely that a fluid could be ex

plained in terms of an even closer recoiling of atoms than that of a 

gas, needing nothing more to account for its unity. Further, it seems

^DRN II, 98-108, supra, pp. 39 and 40.

% ,  sec. 43. See, also, supra, p. 38, notes 1,2, and 3.

^The term translated "enclosed" is "oreYaCiuevaL."

^Hicks in his translation (Loeb edition) and Geer (in
Library of Liberal Arts) also regard fluids as being explained in the 
way that Bailey explains them.

^Ice is not, in fact, more dense than water, but seems so in 
sense-experience (Epicurus' criterion of truth).
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necessary to emphasize the implication of Lucretius' comments on this 

matter, that is, that the shapes of the combining atoms are, at least 

in part, a deciding factor in the sort of entanglement that will exist.

In support of his position Bailey points out that the term 

that is translated "enclosed" above^ is repeated in section 65^ and in 

section 66^ of the letter to Herodotus. In these two sections the term 

is used to mean the (human) body, that which encases the soul. The 

soul is a combination of atoms which must be enclosed by the body, if 

the soul is to retain its unity.4 One reason why Bailey's interpreta

tion must be questioned is that Lucretius does not explain liquids in 

this way and, also, that Epicurus does not do so either, explicitly, 

but does explicitly so explain the soul.

The soul is, on Epicurus' account, a separate material thing 

encased in the body. At death the soul, as it were, flees its casing 

and, in so doing, disperses and loses its unity, though usually the 

casing continues to maintain its unity for a while as a union of atoms, 

a perceivable compound, now a dead body.

Bailey supposes that a liquid is encased as the soul is en

cased. But the analogy does not seem very clear. The soul must be 

contained in the sense of being completely enclosed in, or held to

gether by, the body, whereas the wine in the cup need not be entirely 

enclosed by the cup, nor does it depend upon that container for its

^See supra, p. 42, note 3. The terra is "areYa£6)iGvaL."

2"oTeYà^ovTOQ" ^''oxeyà^ovxa"

4l consider the enclosing of the soul infra, pp. 136-37.
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unity. When the soul leaves the body (its casing), it loses its unity; 

it is no longer a soul because the atoms disperse. The wine would not 

necessarily lose its identity and unity were it to spill onto the 

table. The evidence of the text does not lead one to deduce that 

Epicurus held that the compounds enclosed in entanglements of atoms^ 

are liquids. Indeed, he might have meant souls in this c a s e 2 as he 

did in sections 65 and 66 of the letter to Herodotus.

Bailey supposes that Epicurus was satisfying the traditional 

classification of elements into fire, earth, air, and water. But if 

Epicurus were doing this, why would he class fire and air together as 

Bailey suggests he does? Further, it does not seem that Epicurus felt 

bound to conform to his predecessors' categories and ways of thought. 

Tradition has it^ that Epicurus did not acknowledge even his debt to 

his teachers, and certainly not to his predecessors. And just as, be

cause he thought that dialectic was misleading,^ he did not feel 

obliged to conform his view concerning method to those of his pred

ecessors, so also, it seems that he would not feel obliged to conform 

his view on the ultimate realities to those of other philosophers.

Even were we to disregard the admittedly questionable evidence con

cerning Epicurus' attitude towards other philosophers,5 it would seem, 

nonetheless, that since the atoms are the elements, the four tradi

tional elements would be precluded by atomism and need not be a matter

% ,  sec. 43: "cnrsYc^ô^Gwat Tinpa xûv tiAghtlmcov." ^Ibid.

^Life, secs. 4 and 13. Epicurus is said to have taught 
Democritus' atomism and Aristippus' theory of pleasure as his own.

^Life, sec. 31• ^life, secs. 8 and 9.
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of concern at all.

But, it is more important to note that, from the point of

view of sense-experience, liquids stand between gases and solids in

respect of degrees of density and organization. A gas, although having

a very loose structure (looser than that of a liquid), does not need a

casing to have unity, to be a thing, a gas. The soul does need such a

casing because it is made of the finest atoms,! finer even than those

of gases and far finer than those of liquids.'

Lucretius not only affirms that the soul is "very fine in

texture, and made and formed of very tiny particles,but when he

goes on in his explication to compare it to such liquids as water and

honey he does not describe these liquids as encased; but, rather, he

compares the soul to liquids in order to show how smooth and round and

mobile the atoms of the soul must be, even more than the atoms of

liquids. He says:

For so water moves and oscillates at the slightest impulse, 
seeing it is formed of little particles, quick to roll. But, 
on the other hand, the nature of honey is more close-packed, 
its fluid more sluggish, and its movement more hesitating; 
for the whole mass of its matter clings more together, be
cause, we may be sure, it Is not formed of bodies so smooth, 
nor so fine and round. For a light trembling breath can con
strain a high heap of poppyseed to scatter from top to bottom 
before your eyes: but, on the other hand, a pile of stones
or corn ears it can by no means separate. Therefore, in 
proportion as bodies are tinier and smoother, so they are 
fitted with nimbleness. But, on the other hand, all things 
that are found to be of greater weight or more spiky, the 
more firm set are they. Now,therefore, since the nature of 
the mind has been found nimble beyond the rest, it must needs 
be formed of bodies exceeding small and smooth and round.3

The fluidity of water and honey seems to be owing to the 

!h , sec. 63. ^DRN III. 179-80. III, 191-205.
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shapes of the atoms, on Lucretius' account above; indeed the greater or 

lesser viscosity of a fluid seems to be owing, in each case, to the 

shapes of the atoms. If Lucretius were aware that souls and fluids 

were similar with respect to being encased, would he not have mentioned 

this similarity, particularly when he was appealing to the qualities of 

water and its atoms to explain the soul and its atoms?

Although part of the soul's composition is like wind (a gas) 

with heat in it, yet it has also a part finer than that.l Further, the 

soul possesses the chief cause of sensation but must be enclosed to so 

p e r f o r m . 2 There are two reasons, then, why the soul must be enclosed: 

(1) because its particles are so fine that they cannot be organized 

into a compound without being enclosed, and (2) because sensation 

occurs only when the soul atoms are enclosed in the body. Again, liq

uids are not even so fine as gases (which need not be encased to exist), 

and the soul is finer than any gas. Also liquids do not, evidently, 

have sensation. Liquids need not be encased, then, as the soul needs 

to be encased.

There is no evidence that Epicurus meant to distinguish liq

uids as encased atoms. Lucretius does not support the contention that 

Epicurus meant to classify liquids in this way. And although, accord

ing to Bailey, a liquid is a very special configuration of atoms, when 

Lucretius describes the configurations of atoms of perceivable bodies 

and gives examples of such bodies, he does not make mention of this 

very special configuration. But if a liquid were a special case, such

^H, sec. 63. secs. 64-65.
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as Bailey thinks it is, Lucretius undoubtedly would have taken pains 

to explain it.

Lucretius seems, rather, to point to two extremes, bright 

light and the brute bulk of iron, as though one could understand all 

that ranges between these two extremes (water and honey, for example) 

without further explanation.^ And, Lucretius, also, carefully notes 

the differences owing to the shapes of the atoms in the configura- 

tions, as though the shapes of atoms were fully as important as their 

configuration in the determination of the qualities of the compound 

body.

It would seem that Bailey, on the other hand, is supposing 

that Epicurus would account for the perceivable qualities of compound 

bodies principally in terms of the configurations of the combining 

atoms. He understands Epicurus to be distinguishing fluids from solids 

and gases by means of a special configuration of the atoms, paying 

little heed to the role played by the shapes of the atoms. More likely

it is owing to the shapes of the atoms in addition to the configura

tions of the combined atoms that a compound body has the properties 

that it does have.3 Lucretius writes; "Do you not see now, what I 

said but a little while ago, that it is of very great matter often 

with what others those same first-beginnings are bound up, and in what 

position, and what movements they mutually give and receive, and that 

the same a little changed with one another can create beams or flames?"^

3-See DRN II, 100-108. n ,  444-77.

3r , sec. 42; DRN II, 333-477. '̂̂ DRN I, 907-12.
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According to this account, atoms of a certain kind could make beams or 

flames depending on their arrangement. The two perceivable compounds, 

beams and flames, are very similar in nature. The similarity here is 

owing to the presence of the same sorts of atoms; a compound very dif

ferent from beams or flames would be a compound of atoms that are 

very different from those in beams or flames.

Although Bailey does not deny that the kinds (the shapes) of 

atoms involved in a compound body determine the perceivable qualities 

of that body, he seems to think that the configuration of the atoms is 

of far greater significance in the determination of the compound body's 

qualities.'^ For example, Bailey says, giving as a reference section 54 

of the letter to Herodotus, "All the qualities of things then are due 

to the shape and position of the atoms which go to form them, and all 

change of quality is due to change in that position . . . ."2 How

ever, l^^uurus says, in that very section, not only that changes are 

effected by change in position but also that they are effected by the 

addition or departure of atoms.^ The change of qualities is owing to 

addition or departure of atoms because the differences between the 

atoms adding to and those departing from the compound body are respons

ible for the changes that occur in the qualities of the compound body.

Bailey emphasizes incorrectly the part the organization of 

the atoms plays in determining the qualities of the object. To do this, 

I think, obscures, to some extent, what I see as a problem in Epicurus'

^See Atomists, pp. 353-57.

^Atomists, p. 355 (emphasis mine). ^See H, sec. 54, line 8.
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position, namely, that atoms having various shapes and sizes, but 

lacking sense qualities, produce in compounds of atoms various sense- 

qualities (some shapes and sizes producing one quality, some another) 

simply in virtue of being organized together. Epicurus assumes that 

colors are real but his account fails utterly to demonstrate that this 

can be true. This is a serious failing in Epicurus' system because he 

supports his position with the evidence of sense-perception; but, not 

only does Epicurus never explain what the relation between perceivable 

qualities and atoms is, neither can one conceive of an adequate atom

istic explanation of this relationship. Lastly, in the interest of 

correctly explicating Epicurus' position, one must point out that the 

attributes of the atoms are of the greatest importance in determining 

what sort of organization they can form as well as what attributes the 

organization as a whole will have.

Bailey argues quite correctly, on the one hand, that the con

figuration of the atoms accounts for the unity and identity of the com

pound body. However, he wrongly extends this explanation too far in 

using it to account for the qualities of compound bodies and, in par

ticular, in using it in the way in which he does to account for flu

idity. He emphasizes the importance of the configuration of the atoms 

and minimizes the importance of the shapes of the atoms in his defense 

of Epicurus' position against an ancient critic of Atomism, Plutarch. 

Plutarch argues, on the one hand, that since the atoms are always in 

motion in a compound body, the body can have no unity and identity;!

ISee Hermannus Usener (ed.), Epicurea (Leipzig, 1887) (here
inafter referred to as Usener), #286.
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and, on the other, that since the atoms have no perceivable qualities, 

neither can the compounds of atoms have them. 1

Bailey's response to the first objection is that "the com

pound body is more than an aggregate of atoms— it is an 'organism'. . . 

or, as Lucretius so constantly and expressively calls it, a concilium: 

There is about it a real cohesion, which gives it a unity of its own 

and marks it off from other atoms and atomic c o m p o unds.Bailey goes 

on to explain that "the harmony of movement Qif the atoms in a compound 

bod^ . . . constitutes the unity of the 'thing' and distinguishes it 

from external things and independent a t o m s . B a i l e y  deduces that 

there is a "harmony of movement" from Lucretius' remark that some atoms 

cannot link their movements with those of a compound body while others 

can.4 Bailey thinks that atoms which are "sympathetic" in their mo

tions to the "internal harmony of movement" in the compound may link on 

their movements, join the c o m p o u n d . ^

One must acknowledge the correctness of Bailey's response to 

Plutarch's first criticism. A compound body is more than an aggregate 

of atoms that have spatial proximity. Atoms in n compound body are in 

a special configuration, their relative positions are of importance to 

the nature and the existence of the compound body; and, indeed, be

cause the atoms are constantly in motion, not only the relative posi

tions of the atoms, but also how they move with respect to each other 

is of importance. How the atoms move with respect to each other might

^Usener, #288. ^Atomists, p. 347. ^Ibid., p. 348.

^Ibid. and DRN II, 109-111. ^Atomists, p. 348.
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be called a harmony of motion. In addition, because a compound body 

does remain more or less the same for some period of time, the motions 

of the combining atoms must be such that the position of one moving 

atom is replaced by another moving atom so that the configuration is 

more or less constant. But, as Epicurus tells us, not only are the 

atoms moving within the compound body, also some are being added on, 

others are departing.1 Or, as Epicurus says when explaining the ema

nations for perception,2 "For, indeed, the flow from the surface of 

bodies is continuous, it is not distinguished in respect of diminution 

because of filling up again . . . ." 3 Thus, from this one must deduce 

that it is not the configuration of certain atoms nor the harmony of 

motion of certain atoms but the configuration and the harmony of motion 

themselves, and the kind of atoms so ordered, though not any atoms in 

particular, that are the causes of the unity and identity of any com

pound body. In other words, it is the form, so to speak, not the mat

ter, of a compound body that is the cause of its nature and existence; 

for while the matter changes (some atoms depart, others join the com

pound), the atoms must be of a certain sort and moving in a certain 

way, if they are to join the compound.

Bailey’s response to the second criticism of Plutarch‘S is:

. . . the complex body is more than an aggregate of atoms: 
the close relation between them, which is established by the 
’interlacing’ and the 'harmony of motion’ constitutes it a

^H, sec. 54. 2 See infra. Chapter V.

2 h , sec. 48: "wat yap peOatQ onb ix3v cxcpdTccfv toO ÉKtTraÀfig
ouvexi^S/ OÛK êntôTiXog t 5 UEuœaeL ôtèc ifiv àvxavanA.TVxoatv . . . ."

S See supra, p. 50.
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new entity. And as such it acquires new characteristics and 
faculties: the motion of the whole body is different from
the sum of the motions of its atoms, the spontaneous uncon
scious ’swerve’ of the individual atom becomes in the com
plex of the soul the conscious act of volition. And so it 
is with qualities; the new entity of the compound has in 
fact the colour, taste, sound, smell, and heat, no one of 
which can belong to the atoms as individual particles. Nor 
are these qualities a delusion, or in any sense unreal or 
less real than the properties of the atoms. For the complex 
body perceived by sense is as real as the atom. Indeed the 
whole form of the argument as presented by Plutarch is to 
the Epicurean perverse. Epicurus starts, as has been pointed 
out often, from the reality of sense-perceptions: the most
certain thing in the world is their reality and truth. They 
tell us of bodies with these qualities: the qualities there
fore are real and true . . . .  Epicurus in fact conceives, 
as it were, of two interrelated worlds, the world of sense- 
objects known immediately in perception and the world of 
atoms, known by thought, inferred from the world of sense, 
but not always on direct analogy. There is truth and reality 
in both worlds, and the world of sense is the ’outward ex
pression’ . . .  of the unseen world of atoms. The transition 
from the atoms without quality to things with quality, so far 
from being unthinkable, is a necessary conclusion from the 
data of sense-perception and the inference of the mind act
ing on the principles of the Canonice.^

In this second explanation Bailey ignores the contribution 

that the shapes of the atoms make in the formation of qualities of a 

compound body. For the texts indicate, as has been demonstrated in 

this chapter, (1) that the qualities of the various atoms determine in 

an important way the sorts of configurations various atoms can make, 

and (2) that the qualities of the atoms are significantly responsible 

for the qualities of the compounds. But, one can no more explain the 

ontological status of the qualities of compound bodies in terms of the 

shapes of the atoms than one can in terms of their arrangements.̂  In

^Atomists, pp. 356-57.

^Dr. Feaver has suggested that these new qualities (the qual
ities of compound bodies) are emergent. If by "emergent" quality one
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the succeeding chapters I shall demonstrate that the second criticism 

of Plutarch (noted above) cannot be adequately met by either of these 

explanations nor by both taken together.

The purpose of this chapter has been to derive some details 

concerning the nature of compound bodies from Epicurus' basic atomistic 

principles. It has been discovered that this materialist must base the 

unity and identity of the compound body upon formal relationships among 

the constantly changing atoms that are present in that material body. 

The significance of this discovery is that this materialistic account 

actually requires support of a formal account in order to explain the 

nature of compound bodies. In this small way, then, the materialism is 

inadequate. However, more serious deficiencies in Epicurus' position 

will be demonstrated in the following chapters. The necessity for a 

formal rather than a material explanation of the unity and nature of 

compound bodies is a small sign of the problems to come.

means a quality which does exist but cannot be explained in terms of 
its causes, I suppose that one might say these qualities are emergent. 
However, it is not certain that Epicurus understood the qualities to be 
emergent. And even if he did so understand the qualities, it is not 
certain that it is legitimate for him. to have done so. For, his atom
ism is meant to explain the phenomena, and it fails as an explanation 
if he asserts that there i^ a relationship but it cannot be explained, 
if he asserts that the perceivable qualities are real, though their 
reality cannot be accounted for. Further, if there is no systemati
cally explainable relation between the atoms and these qualities, how 
do we know that we are permitted to go, in argument, from sense-per- 
tion to the atoms? Epicurus does argue in this way.

If, on the other hand, what is meant by "emergent quality" is 
something that occurs when two things actually combine, losing their 
own separateness and separate natures, for example, what happens to 
hydrogen and oxygen when they combine to make water, Epicurus' per
ceivable qualities are not emergent qualities, for the Epicurean atoms 
do not loose their separateness nor their natures by combining. I do 
not think, then, that the perceivable qualities of Epicurean compound 
bodies may be called "emergent" qualities.



CHAPTER IV

THE PROPERTIES AND ACCIDENTS OF COMPOUND BODIES

Before considering the various attributes of the compound 

bodies, let us review some of the conclusions of the previous chapter—  

those that pertain to properties and accidents of compound bodies. 

Compound bodies are combinations of atoms and the void; the atoms of 

the compound, like free atoms, are continually moving and are moving at 

the same rate, as quick as thought. The compound body is not, through

out its total existence, composed of the same atoms— some atoms are 

always leaving, others always joining the compound; nonetheless the 

compound's unity, nature, and existence are preserved by virtue of the 

relatively unchanging configuration of the moving atoms and by virtue 

of the fact that the atoms joining the compound must be of a certain 

sort, such that they are accepted into the configuration, can link 

their movements with the movements of the atoms in the compound.

The shape and size of an atom are determinative of the kinds 

of configuration which it may join, and of the position which it may 

take in any configuration. For example, it would seem that many atoms

which have "hooked" shapes could join other atoms of the same shape and

which compose a solid body, but that only a few atoms of that sort

could join the smooth atoms of a liquid, if it is to remain a liquid—

54
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they could join as a minor part, a part responsible for, perhaps, a 

bitter taste of that liquid. If many atoms of a sort different from 

the original combining atoms of a compound were to join that compound, 

the configuration would change as, say, water changes to ice. The 

shapes of the combining atoms are determinative of some of the attri

butes of the compound body and of the organization of the combining 

atoms.

The attributes of compound bodies may be divided into two 

sorts: Those that are quantitative and those that are qualitative.

By ’quantitative’, I mean the attributes of quantity— size, shape, 

weight, and motion. By ’qualitative’, I mean the directly perceivable 

attributes of quality— color, odor, sound, flavor, temperature, and 

texture. (Texture is qualitative insofar as it is not measurable, but 

felt.) The quantitative attributes of the compound body seem to be

readily inferrable from the attributes of the combining atoms.

Consider, for example, motion. Within the compound body the 

atoms are in motion. We have seen in the preceding pages^ that air and 

fire are things, compound bodies, in which the atoms are in motion 

(apparently in some organized fashion) long distances from one another. 

In liquids the configuration of moving atoms is such that the atoms 

are more closely arranged than in gases. In solid bodies the atoms 

are so close to each other that the motion of the atoms within them is 

described as an internal vibration or as frequent internal collisions.

The motion or rest of a compound is, as Epicurus tells us,

Isee supra, pp. 38-39.
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the outward product of its internal collisions.^ The separate motions 

of the atoms within the compound are, of course, not perceivable, since 

atoms are not perceivable; furthermore, the speeds of the different 

atoms, even within the compound, are all the same, all as quick as 

thought;2 and, these internal motions are in various directions. The 

motion or rest of the compound is a product of the motions of the com

bining atoms; for the various combining atoms, while all moving at the 

same speed, are moving in many different directions.

The number of atoms moving in a certain direction, and the 

number of atoms moving in different directions from this first direc

tion and from each other, determine the speed of the motion and the 

direction of the motion of the compound body. The product of these 

motions, the motion of the compound body, is either motionlessness or 

slow motion or fast motion depending upon the number of atoms which are

contrary in motion to each other. If the motions of the atoms are such

that a balance is created, the compound will be at rest. If the body 

moves, the direction and speed of the motion of the compound will be 

dependent upon the direction of a deciding number of atoms within the 

compound. The number of atoms moving in some other direction or direc

tions from that of the deciding number, and the collisions which the 

various atoms have with one another will determine how quickly or slowly 

the whole may move.^

^H, sec. 47b: " . . .  dvTUKorcg y b p qaoLov éforaL . . . ."

2h , secs. 61, 46b, and 62.

^H, secs. 61, 46b, 62, and 47b.
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That the atoms may be in motion within a compound while the 

whole is at rest and while even the fact of internal vibration is not 

evident to the senses, is accounted for by Lucretius. He makes an 

analogy between atoms in a compound and a herd of sheep, viewed at a 

distance, within which the sheep are moving about but which seems to 

be a stationary "white mass on a green hill."l

Whereas the motion of the compound body is the product of the 

internal motions and collisions of the combining atoms, other quanti

tative attributes may be differently explained. The hardness or soft

ness of a compound body seems to be relative to the amount of void in 

the compound; for the atoms are hard but the void is completely intang

ible, so that the greater amount of void in a compound the softer it 

will be. The weight of the compound would seem to be equal to the com

bined weights of the combining atoms, while a compound’s shape and size 

would seem to be dependent upon the disposition of the entangled atoms. 

An account of these more or less quantitative attributes is easily 

given in terms of the atomic theory since the atoms, or the atoms plus 

the void, have quantitative attributes.^ The Epicurean account of 

qualitative attributes is, however, problematic.

An account of the way in which the perceivable qualitative 

attributes are perceived is essential to an explanation of these qual

ities. Thus, it is necessary to anticipate briefly Epicurus' account 

of sensation (which will be considered thoroughly in Chapter V, before 

considering qualitative attributes of compound bodies. For Epicurus,

^DRN II, 308-32. sec. 54.
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the only actions which are uncaused are two motions of the atoms: the

natural downward motion and the s w e r v e . A l l  other actions are caused 

ultimately by the motions and collisions of the atoms, and all other 

actions are caused proximately by the direct physical contact of the 

causing agent (be it an atom or a compound of atoms) with the patient, 

or direct physical contact of two interacting objects. Sensation, too, 

is owing to direct physical contact of the perceived object and the 

perceiver. What seems, then, from the point of view of experience, to 

be interaction of objects at a distance (seeing the distant tower or 

hearing the distant drumbeats, is, according to Epicurus, owing to di

rect physical contact of one thing with another. The direct physical 

contact between the distant perceived object and the perceiver is 

effected by means of something material that comes from the perceived 

body and touches the perceiving organ. The "something material" that 

comes from the perceived body is called an "emanation."

The emanations for each sort of perception are different in 

nature from each other. It seems clear that tasting and,touching are 

sensations accomplished by direct physical contact; it does not seem 

clear that seeing, hearing, and smelling are accomplished in this way. 

However, even the latter three are explained in this way by Epicurus, 

for they are said to be owing to direct contact effected by the emana

tions. In the cases of seeing, hearing, and smelling, something simi

lar to the attribute of the body emanates from that body and then 

strikes the recipient, and thus impresses upon the recipient the attri-

^The swerve is considered supra. Chapter II, pp. 30-33, and 
infra. Chapter VII, pp. 166-67 and 170-73.
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bute of the perceived compound body.

Concerning vision, Epicurus says that the color and shape of 

the compound body are perceived by virtue of emanations from such a 

body making an impression upon us of its (the compound’s) own color and 

shape.  ̂ Emanations for vision are images of color and shape that are 

just like the surface of the body from which they emanate. Indeed, 

the very color and shape of the surface of the body leave that body and 

emanate to the eyes. The color and shape which leaves is replaced, for 

new atoms are always joining the compound body to replace the ones that 

have departed. The body that makes a sound produces a stream that 

transfers from the object making the sound the very sound made; the 

stream splits into parts like the whole and like each other, and these 

parts disperse and strike the listening organs of recipients. Odor is 

produced and transmitted in a way similar to the production and trans

mission of s o u n d . 2 What we see, feel, hear, taste, or smell (namely, 

color and shape, texture and temperature and shape, sound, flavor, or 

odor) really belongs to these bodies just as they are perceived. Per

ceivable attributes of compound bodies, then, actually belong to com

pound bodies, and perception is veridical.

To say that perception is veridical is to say that whatever 

one perceives has actually struck some sensory organ or another or has 

struck the mind directly, having come from without. Attributes per

ceived are not illusory products of the mind alone, nor are they pro

ducts of the interaction of the mind with something unlike what is per-

^H, secs. 46a-52. 2^, secs. 52-53.
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ceived. Mistakes occur not in perception but in the addition of opin

ion to what is perceived, as Epicurus says in sections 50-52 in the

letter to Herodotus. Perceivable attributes are among those things
1 0 that Epicurus calls properties and accidents.

Although according to Epicurus the only realities are atoms 

and the void, yet when these combine together to form compound bodies, 

then these latter possess in their own right perceivable properties and 

accidents, not merely of the quantitative sort; but of the qualitative 

sort as well. According to Epicurus, two sorts of things are real; 

Those attested to by perception, and those attested to by reasoning 

about the. necessary undergirding of the perceived material w o r l d . 3  

The latter sorts of things are atoms, the void, and their attributes; 

the former sorts are perceived objects and their attributes (which are 

also perceived). Perceived objects are combinations of atoms and the 

void; their attributes are not attributes of atoms and the void but of 

the combination.4

In evaluating the explanatory adequacy of Epicurus’ position 

one discovers the following distinctions in Epicurus’ physics and epis- 

temology:

(1) Among things, the distinction between (a) atoms and 

(b) compounds of atoms.

(2) Among attributes of things, the distinction between

-̂ ouu3e3TiKÔTa. Zouiircrc&iiaTa.

^See H, secs. 38 and 62, KD XXIV , and Life, secs. 31-33. 

secs. 54 and 62.
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(a) real attributes and (b) attributes inferred by or constructed by 

the mind.

The attributes of the atoms are real, that is to say, they 

belong to atoms precisely as they are understood by the intellect to 

belong to them. The real attributes of compound bodies are of two 

sorts— quantitative and qualitative. The quantitative attributes are 

size, shape, weight, and motion. The qualitative attributes are color, 

texture, temperature, sound, odor, and flavor.»

Other attributes attributed to compound bodies, attributes 

not directly perceivable, are constructs of the mind which are reduc

ible, so far as their source and meaning are concerned, to the perceiv

able qualities. Such qualities as humanity and horseness or generosity 

and beauty are of this sort; one cannot perceive such things, one per

ceives or imagines some set of perceivable attributes which one regards 

as belonging together and to which one refers by one term, such as 

"humanity." Thus, one might say that the atoms and their attributes, 

the void and its intangibility, the compound bodies and their quantita

tive and qualitative attributes are real. The other attributes, con

structed in the mind and attributed to objects, are not real but inr 

ferred from and reducible to the real attributes, attributes known di

rectly by perception or reason. For example, one truly attributes 

humanity to Socrates; however, humanity is not a real attribute belong

ing to the object but rather a mental construct that is reducible to 

some set, albeit a very complicated set, of real attributes that the 

object has. There is no essence humanity; rather the term "humanity" 

and terms related to it are used to denote a combination of certain
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kinds of real qualities.

The above analysis is appropriate to all essences of things 

in natural classes, to values, and all other attributes that are not 

real (real attributes are perceivable or material). According to 

Epicurus, the only causes are material; everything must be explained 

in terms of material causes. Material attributes are the attributes 

belonging to body qua body, that is, the attributes of extension that 

belong to the atoms and the combinations of atoms. They are real 

because bodies are real. Perceivable attributes are attributes that 

may be perceived directly by the sense-organs; because they are real, 

perception is veridical.^ All other attributes must be accounted for 

in terms of these two sorts of real attributes.

The above account of real attributes is an account of 

Epicurus' theoretical position. In the remaining pages of this chapter 

and in Chapter V I shall examine carefully the accounts of properties 

and accidents and of perception and perceived attributes that Epicurus 

provides in the letter to Herodotus. I shall show that his account of 

the attributes of things is neither clear nor adequate. It is not 

clear insofar as no single consistent account of the attributes of 

things may be discovered in his account. It is not adequate insofar as 

the account does not serve to explain either the natures of, or our 

assessment of, the objects of our experience. This latter point— our 

assessment of the objects of our experience— will be considered again 

more thoroughly in Chapter VII when I examine Epicurus' account of the

^H, secs. 50-52.
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nature of the soul and the acquisition of knowledge. The following 

examination of Epicurus' account of properties and accidents reveals 

the inadequacy in his position, the inadequacy that results from his 

holding that only atoms are real things and that perception provides 

one with knowledge.

Epicurus' account of properties and accidents appears in the 

letter to Herodotus at sections 68 through 71; it is supported by 

Lucretius' brief account in the first book of"De Rerum Natura at lines 

448 through 482. Epicurus begins his discussion with an account of 

properties. He says:

, ... concerning shape and color and size and weight and as 
many others as are predicated of bodies as if either proper
ties of all things or of things visible (or, more precisely,! 
of things known owing to the perception of perceived proper
ties) it is not necessary to suppose: (1) that they are, by
themselves, elementary substances (for it is not possible to 
conceive this), (2) that they do not exist at all, (3) that 
they are some other kind of incorporeal existence accompany
ing body,3 or (4) that they are constituent (material) parts4 of

!xhe expression here translated "or, more precisely," is mC. 
It is here regarded as a heightening conjunctional Mat or a corrective 
Mat. See H. W. Smyth, Greek Grammar (hereinafter referred to as Smyth) 
(Cambridge, Harvard University Press, 1920), #2870.

^The terra is aûrcùv, I translate it "perceived properties" 
since they are the things perceived which permit one to know perceiv
able bodies. This interpretation is indicated by the last half of the 
passage insofar as it says that the compound bodies owe their permanent 
natures to the properties and that the body is conceived owing to a 
conception of the assemblage of properties; it is through its perceiv
able attributes that a perceivable body is known.

3properties are not incorporeal attachments to bodies; for 
only the void is incorporeal, and properties are not the void.

^In this passage it is explained that properties are not 
constituent parts of bodies, i.e., neither material parts nor atoms 
nor minimal parts.
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bodies. Rather, the whole body in its entirety^ has its own 
permanent2 nature from all of the properties.3 it does not 
have its permanent nature from the properties being collected 
together (as when, for example, from the particles themselves, 
the assemblage of atoms is composed either from first things 
or from magnitudes of whatever sort smaller than this) ; but 
only, as I say, from all of these things it has its own per
manent nature. And all these things exist, having peculiar 
acts of apprehension and distinctions in thought, on the con
dition that the assemblage of properties^ follows along with 
and is in no way separated from them, but if the body has 
received predication it is owing to a conception with respect 
to the assemblage^ of the properties.&

^The term here is xaô6Aou. It can be translated "in general" 
or "in its entirety." The following analysis will show that the atom 
has its permanent nature in its entirety from its properties; but the 
compound body does not, because it is not only a perceivable body whose 
permanent nature, as a perceived body, is determined in its entirety 
by its properties, but also a collection of atoms, and as such it is 
understood in terms of its configuration and the kinds of atoms so 
arranged and not in terms of perceived properties. For yet another rea
son "in general" is somewhat more appropriate than "in its entirety" 
when applied to compound bodies; this will be explored in the analysis 
of the passage.

^This adjective (atÔLOv) is problematic. The first trans
lations are "eternal" and "everlasting." Since only atoms are eternal 
or everlasting, only they, properly speaking, have eternal natures. 
Compound bodies have the same nature so long as the configuration of 
atoms from which they are composed remains intact. The third transla
tion of "perpetual," is closer to the proper way of speaking of the 
duration of a compound body, though it is not entirely satisfactory. 
Bailey uses "permanent" to reflect the fact that the properties remain 
only so long as the compound body is intact.

^"All of these" (TOÛTWV ndvTOW) are the properties, the sub
ject matter of the paragraph.

^TOU d9p6ou may be an aggregate of atoms; however it would 
seem that one thinks of a body (either an atom or a compound body, 
an aggregate of atoms) in terms of its properties; and one recognizes 
that no property can exist alone but only in conjunction with the
others, and one predicates a property of the body understood in terms
of the conjunction of properties that determine the permanent nature of 
the body. So, d8p6ov is also an aggregate of properties.

d8p(5otv; see supra, note 4 .

^H, secs. 68- 69: "ôAAa unv xaY xa oyfipicixa xai to, ypCLpotxa
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The above passage is followed by a part of a sentence and a 

lacuna. The part of the sentence says, "And truly also, there often 

happen to bodies, but do not permanently go along with them . . . ."1 

Bailey fills the lacuna as follows: "accidents, of which we must sup

pose neither that they do not exist at all nor that they have the 

nature of a whole body."2 The lacuna is filled by analogy to what 

Epicurus says of the properties, and it seems to be appropriate. Just 

as properties do exist but are not themselves whole bodies, so also 

accidents exist but are not themselves whole bodies. Thus, Bailey’s 

suggestion is acceptable and the passage might have read: "Accidents

often happen to bodies but do not permanently go along with them. We 

must suppose neither that they do not exist nor that they have the 

nature of a whole body . . . ." Then follows the remainder of the 

passage.

. . . neither are they among the unseen nor the incorpo
real. So that, indeed, when we employ this name according 
to common usage, we make it clear that accidents have neither 
the nature of the whole, which as the aggregate of atoms is

v d i TOL uevédn vcti. to. 6c5pT) wai. ooo, âXXa mTnvopetTai a'ljjaxor 
oqjiPePTiHÔTa n Tinaiv n to lq  opaxotg xau mxa xriv aLoOriaLV aÛTûv 
YVUOTOLS, OÛ&' (bg MOÔ' èauxdg eCau cpùoGug ôogaoréov (ou ybp ôuvaxbv 
ÉTiLvorioaL xoüxo), oûxe ôAcog <bg eux eCaîv, ou&' ùg ëxep' dxxa 
npooundpxovxa xoiixcp docipaxa, oû9' cbg ijôpua xoùxou, düÙ.' ùg xb ôAov 
dcpa xaSbAou ybv (ex) xcuxuv ndvxwv xf|v êauxoü cpuaiv ëxov àûôLov, eux, 
oüov 6 ' elvai (éx) ouunecpopnuéuûv (ùoxep ôxav ég aùxùv xùv ôyxcov pel^ov 
(Sôpoioua ouoxti t^xol xùv ttpùxojv xùv xou ôAou visYeOùv xoüôe xuvbg 
ÉAaxxôvùCfv) / ôÀXa p6vov, ùg Xéyoi, éx xoùxwv aitdvxcov xf|v èauxou ^ûatv 
éxov àiôtov. xaL ÉnugoAàg uèv ëxovxa CôCag ndvxa xaOxà éoxl xat ôua- 
Àr’lùeig, cnjunopotxoAouQoOvxog ôs xou ôôpdou xal oûôcqiin ànooxLSoiiévou, 
ôXXà. xaxoL x^v ôSpàav ëwouov xou cùpaxog xaxriYopLccv ELÀTYpbxog."

^H, sec. 70: "xau uhv xat xou g cùyoaL ouprcÛTcxEL KoÀAxSxtg xat
oûx àuôuov nnpotxoAouôELV . . . ."

^See Bailey, p. 239.
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comprehended together we call body, nor the nature of the 
things which go along with the body permanently, and without 
which a body cannot be conceived. But owing to certain acts 
of apprehension [that it, when it is apprehendei^ , when the 
aggregate of atoms goes along with an accident, it might be 
named, but only whenever it may be that each is seen happen
ing; since the accidents do not go along with a body perma
nently. And one must not expel from existing things this 
clear and distinct perception because it does not have the 
nature of the whole to which it happens nor the nature of the 
things which go along with the body permanently. Again, it 
is not necessary to suppose that they exist by themselves 
(for it is not possible to think this in respect of these 
things or in respect of the permanent properties). All the 
accidents must be thought to go along with the bodies the 
very way the accidents appear. They must not be thought to 
go along with bodies in the same way as the things which go 
along with the body permanently, nor again as having, by 
themselves, a rank in material nature. But, as the act of 
sensation sees for itself the peculiar nature of accidents, 
that act represents jthe way in which they go along with 
bodie^ . 1

Epicurus gives as examples of properties color, shape, size, 

weight. To this he adds the generalization that properties are what

ever is ” . . . predicated of bodies as if either of all things or of 

things visible or, more precisely, of things known owing to the percep

tion of perceived properties."^ Properties, then, seem to be the attri-

1 % J  * 7 0 — 7 1 .  U  \ I V i —  ty i M / w b *  • * # V y O ̂  / U ^  O  O toO
ôoîpaTa. ware 5ri xaTa.thv TiAeCcrmv cpopav Toutcp ■op ôvôyaxt xp^EVOt 
cpovepa TtoLOÜuev xà ouüTtxc&ijaxa oüxe xt)v  xou ôAou cpuatv ëxetv o ouAAa- 
Pôvxes mxà xb à8p6ov oüua TxpooaYopeùouev, oûxe xriv xwv àCôtov rtopa- 
xoÀouûoûvxwv, c5v dveu cxoja où ôuvaxbv voetoSat. xax' ercLPoAds 6 ' dv 
XLvas rrapoKoAouSouvxos xoO ôôpôou ëwctoxa npooccYopsuSetTi, àXX.‘ ôxe 
ôùnoxe ëxooxa ouiiùaCvovxa QeœpeLxau, o ù h  àtôtov xc5v ouiiTrocpAxociv nnpa- 
moAou9oùuxù)V. xoLL OÙH ùEeAaxéov éu xou ôvxos xaùxnv xriv évopYetccv, 
ôxL OÙH ë%EL xfiv xoü oAou cpùotv $  ouu3cc(veL oùôe xTiv xœv àCôuov rapa- 
HOÀouôoùvxcùV, oùô' au Hoô' aùxa voutoxéov (oùôe ybp  xoûxo ôtavoTixéov 
oûx' érît xoùxtùv oûx' énl xœv d£ôtov oujj.ûsô'nHÔxcuv), ôÀA,' ônep Mat 
(paCvexat, auuTtxcâpaxa nAv(xa na)xa xa ooyaxa voutoxéov, na't o ù h  dCôuov 
napoHoÀouQouvxa oùô' aû cpùoecùs Hod' èauxà xdyua ëxovxa, àlA.' ov xpôrtov 
aùxn A aCoôhOts %T|V Côtôxnxa notet Qecxpetxat."

^H, sec. 68: " . . . HaxriYOpeüxau awpaxoQ cboavet ouiaôeÔTiHÔxa
n TTÔbtv n xoLS ôpaxoÛG Hat naxà xnv aCoxnatv aùxwv YvcooxotG-"
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butes which can be predicated of all bodies (of body qua body); or of 

perceivable bodies (of body qua perceivable body).

Properties that belong to a body qua body are whatever attri

butes always go along with bodies. Thus size, shape, and weight are 

properties of body qua body because anything that is a body always has 

size, shape, and weight,.whether it is an atom or a collection of 

atoms, whether it is perceivable or not.

Properties that belong to a body qua perceivable body are 

whatever attributes always go along with perceivable bodies. Thus 

color is a property of a body qua visible (a kind of perceivable body) 

because a body could not be visible and not have color. So also, sound 

is a property of a body qua sounding or heard body because a body would 

not be hearable if it were not making a sound. Similar observations 

may be nade with respect to odor and smelled bodies, flavor and tasted 

bodies, felt qualities (temperature, texture, the attributes of exten

sion) and felt bodies.

Epicurus corrects his "of things visible"^by saying "or, more 

precisely, of things known owing to the perception of perceived proper

ties."^ He makes this correction for the following reasons: Properly

speaking, "things visible" are not bodies, not visible bodies, but 

colors;^ colors are what one sees. What is known by vision is a body 

known owing to the seeing of color, and color is a property of such a

^H, sec. 68: "xote Qpaxots."

% ,  sec. 68: "mi m x a  xriv ato0Tiaiv auxcSv yvucrxois." ,

^See infra. Chapter V, pp. 92-103.
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body. Further, not only are colors properties, but also other things 

attributed to bodies, which bodies are known owing to the perception of 

those attributes, may be properties, too. 'Whatever always goes along 

with a body in any of the modes of perception— the visual, the audi

tory, the olfactory, the tactile, or the gustatory— is a property of a 

body qua perceivable body. Properties are the attributes that always 

go along with bodies or with perceivable bodies in any of the modes of 

perception.

That properties are attributes that always, rather than just 

sometimes, go along with bodies or perceivable bodies is indicated by 

other statements in the text. Epicurus says that "the whole body in 

its entirety has its own permanent nature from all of these ĵ that is, 

all of its propertied. What is meant by this will be considered 

presently. However, this statement is needed now only in conjunction 

with some sentences in Epicurus’ discussion of accidents in order to 

place the latter sentences in their proper perspective. The sentences 

are as follows:

(1) Accidents happen to bodies but do not go along with them

permanently.2

(2) The accidents do not have the nature of the things that 

go along with the body permanently.^

(3) The accidents may only be named whenever it may be that

^H, sec. 69: " . . .  to ôAov owya KaôôÀou u'ev (ék)  to\3t(0V
ndcvTwv tV)v èauToO cpiiotv ê'x.ov âià iov  . . . ."

^H, sec. 70. And see supra, p. 66, and note 1 on that page.

^H, sec. 70. And see supra, p. 66, and note 1 on that page.
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each is seen happening, since the accidents do not go along with a body 

permanently.!

(4) Accidents are distinguished from "permanent properties."^

It seems reasonable to suppose that what go along with a body 

permanently are those things from which a body has its own permanent 

nature, and that those things from which a body has its own permanent 

nature are what go along with a body permanently. These permanent 

attributes are properties. Accidents do not go along with a body per

manently and, presumably, are not those things to which a body owes its 

permanent nature. This interpretation, further, reflects common usage,
Oas Epicurus says. Common usage is reflected inasmuch as accidents 

happen to bodies by chance but are not always there. Accidents do not 

determine the permanent nature of a body. By contrast, properties are 

always there and do determine the permanent nature of a body.

Properties and accidents seemingly have some distinguishing 

marks in common:

(1) Properties and accidents are not atoms. Epicurus says 

that (a) properties are not by themselves elementary substances.^

(b) Accidents are not among the u n s e e n .  ̂ The elementary substances

are the atoms and the atoms are unseen things.

!h , secs. 70-71. See supra, p. 66 and note 1 on that page.

^H, sec. 71. See supra, p. 66 and note 1 on that page.

^H, sec. 70. See supra, p. 65 and note 1, p. 66.

sec. 69. See supra, p. 63 and note 6, p. 64.

^H, sec. 70. See supra, p. 65 and note 1, p. 66.
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(2) Neither properties nor accidents are incorporeal.

Epicurus says: (a) Properties are not some other incorporeal thing

existing along with bodies.^ He also says that (b) accidents are not 

among the incorporeal.^ Only the void is incorporeal, and it is only

a place in which the atoms move. But whatever has some effect (as per

ceivable attributes of bodies do have upon perceivers), or whatever is 

a property of a body, cannot be the void, since the void's only charac

teristic is to be intangible. Nothing is incorporeal or intangible 

except the void. Thus, no attributes of bodies are incorporeal.

(3) Neither properties nor accidents have status as material 

things. They are not atoms, as has been noted above in point 1. And 

Epicurus says, (a) concerning properties, that they are not constituent 

parts of bodies; they are parts neither as first things nor as larger 

parts with magnitude;^ (b) concerning accidents, that they do not have 

a rank in material nature.^

(4) Properties and accidents do, however, exist. Epicurus 

says: (a) concerning properties, that they all e x i s t ( b )  concerning 

accidents, that one must not expel from existing things the accidents 

(which are clearly and distinctly perceived) because they do not have 

the nature of the whole to which they happen nor the nature of the

sec. 69. See supra, P- 63 and note 6, p. 64.

2h , sec. 70. See supra. P« 65 and note 1, p. 66.

sec. 69. See supra. pp. 63i-64 and note 6, p. 64.

sec. 71. See supra, P* 66 and note 1 on that page.

SH, sec. 69. See supra, P- 64 and note 6 on that page.
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things that go along with the body permanently.^

(5) Neither properties nor accidents exist independently.

Epicurus says that it is not necessary to suppose that accidents exist

by themselves; for it is impossible to think this either in respect of
oaccidents or in respect of permanent properties.

(6) Properties and accidents belong to bodies or are attri

butes of bodies. Epicurus says that properties go along with bodies 

permanently and that accidents often happen to bodies.^

The inference from these six points is, then, that properties

and accidents are things existing only in relation to bodies. They

are not themselves bodies, nor yet, are they incorporeal, but rather 

they exist in happening to bodies or in going along with bodies.

There are respects in which properties and accidents are dif

ferent from each other. One respect has been n o t e d P r o p e r t i e s  go 

along with bodies permanently, whereas accidents only often happen to 

bodies. However, the difference is a greater one than these words sug

gest. It is not simply that a body always has its properties while its 

accidents change, but, rather, as Lucretius tells us, "That is a pro

perty which in no case can be sundered or separated without the fatal 

disunion of the thing . . . .  j^ccidents are those^ things by whose 

coming and going the nature of things abides untouched . . . Pro-

^H, sec. 71. See supra, p. 66 and note 1 on that page.
2H, sec. 71. See supra, p. 66 and note 1 on that page.
3H, sec. 70. See supra, p. 66 and note 1 on that page.

^Supra, pp. 68-69. ^DRN I, 451-58.
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parties are described by Epicurus as being those things to which the 

whole body owes its own premanent nature. He says: " . . .  the whole

body in its entirety has its own permanent nature from all of these 

properties . . . And, " . . .  from all these things it has its own

permanent nature." Also he says that " . . .  without the things that 

go along with a body permanently, the body cannot be c o n c e i v e d . A n d  

again in his discussion of accidents, Epicurus contrasts accidents with 

" . . .  things which go along with bodies permanently . . . ,"4 and at 

one place calls properties "permanent p r o p e r t i e s . " 5  Thus, a property 

always belongs to a thing; indeed, if a property were to be separated 

from a thing, that thing would necessarily have suffered fatal dis

union. In addition, the thing derives its permanent natur ■ from all of 

its properties; which means, so it would seem in the light of the pre

vious statements, that the thing only has its own permanent nature so 

long as all of its properties remain constant or, as well, that so 

long as its properties remain constant, a thing has its own permanent 

nature.

Of course, compound bodies are not àûÔ LO V (in the sense of 

being everlasting), since they dissolve. Only the atoms out of which 

they are composed are truly ài!6tov. Yet, Epicurus does hold that all

^H, sec. 69. See supra, p. 68, note 1.

sec. 69. See supra, p. 64 and note 6 on that page.

H, sec. 70. See supra, p. 66 and note 1 on that page,

sec. 70. See supra, p. 66 and note 1 on that page.

^H, sec. 71: "âtôtov omgEgnxôvnv" (emphasis mine).
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bodies, whether simple or compound, perceivable or imperceptible, 

have properties. Also Lucretius* examples of bodies with properties 

include simple and compound, perceivable and imperceptible bodies.^ 

Thus, it can only be supposed that Epicurus is using àiâtov equivo

cally to mean both the permanence of compound bodies and the everlast

ingness of atoms, or that he is understanding the temporary stability 

of compound bodies by analogy to the actual everlastingness of the 

atoms.

Since atoms are truly everlasting, consider an atom and its 

properties first. An atom always has a certain nature, and its nature 

is to be a certain size, a certain shape, and a certain weight. Its 

size, shape, and weight are everlastingly the same. Furthf r, the size, 

shape, and weight of an atom, taken together, constitute its nature; no 

one of them, by itself, is a body, but each one always goes along with 

the body or with all the other properties of the body such that taken 

together they constitute its nature; no one of them exists independent

ly; no one of them, by itself, is a body, but each one always goes 

along with the body or with all the other properties of the body such 

that taken together they constitute the nature of this body, this atom. 

Properties, then, cannot exist independently of each other, and togeth

er they determine the nature of the body. But the body is not consti

tuted by them as of material parts; rather the nature of the body and 

its set of properties are simply the same thing, and the properties 

cannot be separated from the body nor from each other. The void and

^DRN I, 451-54.
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Its intangibility are inseparable also;, the void intangibility, as 

it were.

Compound bodies have properties too, since they are among all 

bodies and are bodies known by the perception of properties, that is, 

perceivable properties.^ A compound body is a combination of atoms 

whose identity and nature as a compound is owing to the configuration 

that the atoms take and the kinds of atoms within the configuration, 

though not to the identity of the atoms (since some atoms are always 

departing from and others adding to the compound).2 Owing to what one 

might call a formal cause, that is, the formation or arrangement of 

the ever-changing matter, a compound body is an entity in its own right 

with its own attributes.^

The things attributed to compound bodies are real (quantita

tive and qualitative) and non-real (conceptualizations reducible to 

quantitative and qualitative attributes). Real attributes are dis

tinguished by reason (those attributes that reason determines must 

necessarily belong to bodies) and by perception (directly perceivable 

attributes). Properties of compound bodies are real attributes. Non- 

real attributes are not properties.

The properties of compound bodies constitute, presumably,

^H, sec. 69. See supra, p. 64 and note 6 on that page.

^H, sec. 54.

3 See supra, Chapters III and IV, and infra, Chanter V, where 
it is shown that compound bodies have an identity of their o \m as well 
as attributes of their own. The quantitative attributes of compound 
bodies are considered earlier in this chapter and the qualitative per
ceivable attributes are considered briefly there as well as more fully 
in Chapter V.
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the permanent nature of compound bodies, just as the properties of 

atoms constitute their everlasting nature. Since compound bodies are 

not everlasting, it is more appropriate to say of them that their pro

perties determine their nature so long as they do exist, or are not 

dissolved.

In the case of an atom, it is clear that its own particular

size, shape, and weight determine its nature; that is to say, its nature

is to be this size, this shape, this weight. The properties of a com

pound body, like those of an atom, are not incorporeal nor are they 

independent corporeal attachments to the compound body (they are not 

themselves bodies); they are, rather, the determinations of the per

manent nature of that compound body. Since compound bodies do change 

and do pass out of existence, the permanent nature of such a ody must

be understood as either the nature of that body so long as it has the

same set of properties or the nature of that body so long as it main

tains a certain identity. But, since it is from all of its properties 

that a body has its permanent nature— its identity— the first alter

native is equivalent, presumably, to the second.

The explanation above seems very clear; the practical appli

cation is quite difficult, as will be seen below. For the question 

arises: What counts as a compound body for Epicurus? If, as has been 

allowed, it is not matter but form that determines a compound body, 

then, presumably, so long as the configuration remains the same and the 

kinds of atoms entering are of the same sort and in the same proportion 

as those leaving, a compound body may be regarded as the same compound 

body. If this analysis is to conform to the criterion of experience.
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however, one must allow some variation (though how much variation is 

problematic) in the configuration and kinds and proportions of atoms 

in the compound body.

For example, a man is said to be the same throughout his 

life-time, though he changes in many respects. The changes are owing, 

according to Epicurean analysis, both to changes in configuration and 

in kinds of atoms in the compound of atoms. One takes a man as an 

example because, according to the criterion of experience, such an 

entity has a permanent nature. Epicurus should be able ultimately to 

account for the objects in the world of experience, because that is 

the world whose changes and perceivable bodies he is attempting to 

explain; at the same time Epicurus' account must be consistent with 

and, indeed, explained in terms of, the fundamentals of his position—  

his materialism and his empiricism. But, difficulties in Epicurus' 

explanation arise precisely because of his empiricism and his material

ism and the conjunction of them. According to his materialism and 

his empiricism everything in nature can be explained in terms of real 

attributes (attributes of corporeality or attributes which can be 

directly perceived). What one directly perceives are colors, odors,

flavors, temperatures, and sounds; and they are real. If the "reali

ties of experience" (men, dogs, trees, and the like) are to be ex

plained at all, then, they must be explained in terms of material 

attributes or perceivable attributes.^

^Throughout 1^ Rerum Natura, Lucretius indicates that he, 
at least, thinks that the realities of experience can be explained
by Epicurean Atomism. See DRN I, 449-82; II, 581-99, 660-99, 865-70,
and 991-1022.
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Consider a reality of experience— a man. One's tendency

would be to say that so long as it is a man, it remains the same thing,

though it might grow older, turn gray, become wiser or more foolish,

and the like. (These latter qualities might be regarded as accidental

to a man.) It would be said to remain the same in virtue of its

nature (humanity) or its particularity (being this human being and no

other). Humanity, however, is not a real attribute; rather, it is

attributed to a body because of some touchable, visible, hearable

attributes that are real attributes. "Humanity" is shorthand for a

concept that brings together certain perceivable attributes in thought.

As Diogenes Laertius says in his Life of Epicurus :

For, indeed, all thoughts have come into being from sensa
tions by means of experience and analogy and similarity and 
combination, while reason, also, contributes something . . . .
And the concept (or mental picture) is what they speak of as 
if of a direct apprehension or a right opinion or a thought 
or a general idea stored in the mind, that is to say, a mem
ory of an appearance coming often from without . . .

And Epicurus says in his letter to Herodotus that " . . .  it is neces

sary to keep everything in accord with sensations . . .

In looking for some examples of Epicurean properties, then, 

one might ask, in reference to a human being, which seems to be a per

manent compound body: To what attributes would the concept "humanity"

^ L ife , secs. 32-33: "xau yap xccL entvoLaL nnoai ûto
TOV aLoSi'ioEüA) yeydvaoL xaxd xe TtepLTtxcoaLV xat âva^oYCccv m l ôyoLÔxrixa 
vox ouvSeoLV, ou)ip<x?iAouévou xl m l xoO Xoylouou. . . . xhv 6e 
npôArulJLV Aéyouauv oLoveI rnxdAnipLV fj 5ôgav ôpôfiv n ëw oiav n 
mdoAtxriv viricriv evanoKEuu^vriv, xouxéoxL uvT̂ priv xoG tioAAAklq 
ë&ûôev (pavévxoQ . . . . "

% ,  sec. 38: " . . .  m x a  xolq aCoOricJELS 6el To&vxa
xrpELV . . . ."
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refer? Clearly the concept would refer to no particular color, though, 

perhaps, to a range of colors (the range in which one has found, by 

sense-experience, the colors of human beings to lie); no particular 

shape or size, though, perhaps, a range of shapes and sizes; and no 

particular sound, though, perhaps, for the most part, the catalogue of 

sounds that come under another concept, that of "speech." Since human

ity is neither a directly perceivable attribute nor an attribute deter

mined by reasoning about the necessary unseen undergirding of compound 

bodies, since humanity belongs neither to all bodies nor to bodies qua 

perceivable bodies, humanity is not a property; nor does it seem to be 

a concept directly drawn from properties since it refers rather to 

ranges of attributes. Epicurus might respond to this anaJy by say

ing that a collection of things, such as all men (who are collected 

under the concept "humanity"), does not have properties because it is 

a collection of things. Rather, he might say that one must attend to 

an individual.

Consider, then, an individual— Socrates. Socrates' size and 

shape vary in time; it would be inaccurate to assign him only one size 

and one shape, though the range of shapes and sizes appropriate to 

Socrates would be smaller in extent than the range appropriate to the 

collection of all men. Socrates' color can vary (again, within a 

range smaller than the range of colors appropriate to the collection 

of all men) from moment to moment as, say, when he walks down a sun- 

dappled lane or sits by the flickering lamplight, as well as from day 

to night, and from summer to winter. His speech, too, his sound, will 

be incredibly varied from moment to moment. If one permits a compound
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body to be one that remains the same throughout changes (within limits), 

in order to conform to the notion of reality that we have from experi

ence, one cannot limit its properties to any one set of particular 

real attributes (quantitative or qualitative); thus, the properties of 

such a body (if such a body may count as a body with its attributes) 

are not what one perceives as belonging to a body. Rather, a set of 

the general categories of real attributes, which one deduces from dif

ferent perceived attributes, are the properties of a body. But, per

haps a less complicated object might be more susceptible of Epicurean 

analysis.

Consider, then, a red cube. Qua visible body it is a red 

cube, but again variations in light can alter its color; it may be 

light red in bright light, dark red in little light, violet in blue 

light, colorless (and shapeless, as well) in the dark, so far as vision 

is concerned. Shape, unlike color, is perceivable (by touch) in the 

dark. However, it is not perceivable alone but only with some tem

perature and some texture. Of the red cube, then, one can say only 

that, qua visible body it has color and shape and st%e in general 

though each of these may differ according to the light in which one 

sees them and the distance from which one sees them. Not even shape 

and size escape generalization since, in experience, one might very 

likely regard this red cube to be the same thing if its size were actu

ally diminished (if one were to pare it down) or its shape actually

Ipor this reason, I am uncertain about the translation of 
KoSÔAo u in the passage concerned with properties, H, sec. 69. See 
supra, p. 64, note 1.
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altered, say, to a sphere (again, by a physical act).

In the three examples above I have attempted to discover a 

property or a set of properties that would satisfy (1) the physical 

requirement of being a real attribute or set of real attributes that 

goes along with a compound body permanently throughout the existence 

of that body, and (2) the epistemological requirement of being a real 

attribute that is present to sensation or a set of real attributes each 

of which is present to sensation. Neither humanity nor a man’s indi

viduality— each one of which would seem to be a possible candidate for 

being the sort of thing that goes along with a body permanently 

throughout its existence— was able to satisfy these requirements.

Since a property cannot be a particular perceivable real 

attribute of what seems, according to the evidence of experience, to 

be a compound body, then either (1) the explanation of the nature of 

properties must be altered or (2) the explanation of what a compound 

body is must be altered. Either (1) properties of a compound body are 

the general categories of that thing’s attributes or (2) a body is the 

same thing, or exists, only so long as its real attributes are pre

cisely the same.

On the first alternative, a body remains the same thing 

although there are changes in the configuration, the kinds of atoms, 

and the proportions of kinds of atoms in the compound body. On the 

second alternative, a body is the same thing only so long as its atoms 

are in precisely the same configuration, of exactly the same kind, and 

in exactly the same proportion to each other. Since a change in color 

occurs when the atoms of light strike the configuration of the atoms of
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a compound body and alter it either in respect of the configuration or 

by adding atoms of a new kind or both,-^ change in color would, on the 

second alternative, amount to the ceasing of the existence of one body 

and the coming into existence of a new body. The existence of compound 

bodies would become very tenuous. Socrates^ ceases to exist and Soc- 

rateSg comes into existence as the same Socrates of experience moves 

from a shady to a sunny spot in walking down a sun-dappled lane. On 

the other hand, the category of accidents would become an empty cate

gory, for whenever there is a change there is a new entity.

Neither of the above alternatives seems precisely consistent 

with what Epicurus wrote concerning properties and accidents. On the 

one hand, although Epicurus does use general terms to give examples of 

properties— "shape," "color," "size," "weight"— , terms that might indi

cate that he holds that properties are actually general categories and 

not real attributes at all, on the other hand, it seems hardly likely 

that he could have actually meant that general categories are proper

ties. General categories are, if anything, only concepts, not attri

butes of bodies. There are two reasons for supposing that Epicurus did 

not hold that general categories of attributes are properties of 

bodies.

(1) Things do not exhibit to the perceiver general attributes; 

the emanation is a particular attribute belonging to a body; when a 

particular emanation makes its way to the perceiver and strikes a recep-

^This account is implied by Lucretius in DRN II, 808-809: 
" . . .  and since these colors are begotten by a certain stroke of 
light, you may know that we must not think that they could become so 
without it."
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tive perceiving organ, perception occurs. Epicurus says that proper

ties are attributes of perceivable bodies, which bodies are known 

owing to the perception of properties.! Since this latter statement 

indicates that properties are perceivable, and since what is perceiv

able is particular, properties, according to this statement, must be 

particular perceivable attributes of bodies.

(2) Epicurus holds that properties determine the permanent 

nature of a thing. But no thing has general categories of attributes 

belonging to it, though its attributes may be classed (by the mind) 

according to general categories. A thing is said to be "colored" only 

because it has, say, this particular instance of a shade of red. It is 

not, itself, precisely speaking, colored, because "color" is a general 

term. The entity has this instance of this shade of red. thus, it may 

be brought under the general concept of color. But general categories 

do not belong to things as their attributes, and thus, general cate

gories cannot determine the natures of things. But properties do 

determine the natures of things.

If Epicurus is to remain consistent with what he says about 

properties, then (1) he cannot hold that they are general categories 

of real attributes because he says that properties are perceived. But,

(2) if he holds that properties are real attributes, then he must give 

up the notion, derived from experience, of an entity that has some sort 

of permanent nature despite some changes. (3) He must hold that com

pound bodies are momentary entities.

!r , sec. 68. See supra, p. 63.
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While the third alternative (above) makes Epicurus' position 

on properties consistent (though inadequate with respect to experi

ence) , it does not conform to his holding that there is another sort 

of attribute of compound bodies, namely, accidents. For on the third 

alternative, accidents are eliminated.

To see that the third alternative eliminates accidents, let 

us review some of the things that Epicurus says concerning accidents:

(1) Accidents often happen to bodies but do not go along with them 

permanently. (2) Owing to certain acts of apprehension, when the 

aggregate of atoms goes along with an accident, it might be named, but 

only whenever it may be that each accident is seen happening; since 

the accidents do not go along with a body permanently. (?) Accidents 

must be thought to go along with bodies the very way they a : :.ear.

(4) As the act of sensation sees for itself the peculiar nature of 

accidents, that act represents the way in which accidents belong to 

bodies.1

The above statements indicate (1) that accidents are per

ceivable attributes only, and (2) that they may only be named or said

to exist when they are perceived as happening to the aggregate, and

(3) that they are just as they appear. Thus, since atoms and the void 

are imperceptible, it would seem that atoms and the void do not have 

accidents; only perceivable compound bodies have accidents. In these 

statements the momentariness of the accidents is contrasted with the 

permanent character of the properties. Accidents may only be named or

^H, secs. 70-71. See supra, pp. 65-66 and note 1, p. 66.
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said to exist when they are perceived, and they are just as they are 

perceived to be. It seems that, by contrast, the permanent properties 

may be said to belong to the body whether they are being perceived at 

any particular time or not.

Or it may be that properties are, in contrast to accidents,

not perceivable at all, but distinguished only in thought. Concerning

properties, Epicurus says :

And all these things exist, having peculiar acts of appre
hension and distinctions in thought, on the condition that 
the assemblage of properties follows along with and is in 
no way separated from them. But, if the body has received 
predication, it is owing to a conception with respect to the 
assemblage of properties.J-

Further, he says, in the passage on accidents, that properties are

that without which the body cannot be c o n c e i v e d . 2

Since the properties are said to be that without which the 

body cannot be conceived, and since they are said to have their own 

peculiar acts of apprehension and distinctions in thought, it may be 

that they are not perceivable. The momentary accidents are perceiv

able real attributes. The permanent properties are, perhaps, the 

general conditions of the existence of a body and that from which its 

permanent nature is derived, although it changes throughout its exist

ence. The general conditions of the existence of a body are that it 

have shape, size, and weight. The general conditions of the existence 

of a perceived body are that it have color, shape, size, weight, odor, 

flavor, sound, temperature, and/or texture. If a property is a

^H, sec. 69. See supra, p. 64, note 6.

2h , sec. 70. See supra, p. 66, note 1.
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general condition of the permanent nature and existence of a compound 

body, then it would also be the case that it could be conceived but not 

perceived. It could be conceived by means of a general concept. Per

haps, then, an accident is a particular instance of the general con

dition for the existence of a perceivable body, whereas a property is 

the disposition of the body to exhibit one or another instance of an 

accident— such as a color or a shape or an odor or a sound or a flavor. 

The body has these dispositions or capacities (these properties) so 

long as the configuration remains, and loses these capacities when the 

configuration dissolves and the body is no longer. The conception of 

a property is the conception of these conditions— not of the atomic 

structure, but of the fact that the body can exhibit attributes of var

ious sorts to perception. The mind conceives of properties by means 

of general concepts derived from perception of accidents. The mind 

can know properties only secondarily, by generalizing from the acci

dents perceived.

This last account of properties and accidents seems to me to 

be most consistent with the general drift of Epicurus' account of pro

perties and accidents. It would seem most likely that Epicurus is 

trying to account for the permanent nature of the objects of experi

ence. The above explanation of properties and accidents can do that.

It conflicts, however, with the view that Epicurus expresses when he 

says that properties are perceived.^ There are two alternative 

explanations of this conflict.

^H, sec. 68. See supra, p. 63.
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Cl) Epicurus only meant to say that one perceives instances 

of properties, in perceiving accidents.

(2) Epicurus did not clearly distinguish the difference 

between talking generally about attributes and talking about the real 

attributes, which are perceived.

(1) If Epicurus only meant to say that one perceives 

instances of properties, then he is obligated to explain how the mind 

travels from the perceived instance or instances to the general con

cept in order that he may argue that he knows that there are properties 

and what they are. For he no longer has the evidence of direct percep

tion to support his position. In other words, he must establish what 

legitimate relationship exists between an instance and the general 

condition of which it is supposedly an instance, on the one hand, and 

what legitimate relationship exists between an instance and a general 

concept, on the other, such that the general concept is a concept of 

the general condition. I demonstrate, in Chapter VII, that Epicurus 

cannot provide an account of general concepts. According to the view 

of Epicurus, a general concept is never more than a particular instance 

or a collection of particular instances.

(2) It seems more likely to me that Epicurus did not dis

tinguish clearly between particular instances and general concepts.

In speaking about experience, one uses general terms to describe par

ticular cases. One says: "I see color, I hear sound," and the like

to describe the sorts of things that are perceived. However, one only 

perceives particulars. One cannot say, strictly speaking, that one 

sees that something is colored or even that it is red. Rather, upon
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seeing a particular instance of red one judges that the object is red 

or colored (that is, comes under the general concept red or the general 

concept colored). Inasmuch as one does use general terms to name the 

particular attributes that are perceived, it is easy to be confused 

about what one perceives. I say, for example, that "The apple is red" 

or "The apple is colored," because I see that it is red or colored.

But whereas my language makes it clear that the apple I am talking 

about is an individual, since the name "apple" is limited by the 

definite article, my language does not make it clear that its color, 

too, is an individual, since the general name ("red" or "colored") is 

not so limited. Yet, strictly speaking, I do not see that the apple 

is red or colored. I only see a certain instance of a color, a par

ticular visual datum.^ To know that the apple is red or colored I 

must somehow bring the visual datum under a concept. How I do that 

and how I had the concept at all are both very difficult questions. 

Epicurus seemingly has confused the questions and, accordingly, he 

says that properties are perceived while at the same time he calls 

them by general names (size, shape, color) and identifies them as the 

determinations of the permanent natures of bodies or perceived bodies. 

It seems clear, then, that Epicurus meant by properties, the general 

conditions of compound bodies such that they exhibit various real per

ceivable attributes, but that he was mistaken in saying that properties 

are perceived.

^Strictly speaking, I do not see the apple. I see a color.
My concept of the apple is a collection of the various perceived 
attributes or remembered attributes that ordinarily go along with the 
term. See infra, pp. 92-108.
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When Epicurus says that a property cannot be conceived with

out the assemblage of properties going along with it, although it has 

its own peculiar act of apprehension and distinction in thought,^ he 

means that, though a property may be distinguished by itself in 

thought, it may not be thought to exist by itself. The condition of 

existence of a property is to exist with other properties or as an 

accompaniment to a body. So also, accidents, he says, are apprehended 

in perception when the aggregate goes along with them, that is to say, 

they cannot be thought to exist separately. Neither properties nor 

accidents exist separately, but only as accompaniments to the body, 

or only with others of their kind (properties and accidents, respec

tively) . 2

Though, by the final account of properties and accidents 

given above (that is, that properties are the general conditions of the 

compound body such that various sorts of particular real attributes are 

perceived, the accidents), I save the notion, derived from experience, 

that a perceivable body is one that remains through change, I save 

nothing else of the experiential notion of a permanent perceivable 

body. For consideration of properties is no longer relevant to think

ing about the permanent nature of the perceivable bodies that we sup

pose ourselves to confront in experience, nor do such properties per

mit one to order the perceived accidents in such a way as to understand

^H, sec. 69. See supra, p. 64, note 6 .

x̂a9ôA,oiJ now takes on both of its senses since properties 
give a compound body its perpetual nature "in general" and also consti
tute it "in its entirety," being characteristics of the compound qua 
compound with respect to all the real attributes it may exhibit.
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the perceived body in that way. For, by considering the properties of 

any compound body one can only recognize that it belongs to the class 

of material things, since it has shape, size, and weight; or one can 

recognize that it belongs to the class of perceivable things, since it 

has color, odor, sound, flavor, and temperature. The organization of 

perceived accidents in respect of the properties of which they are 

instances will only allow one to organize them according as they are 

one or another of material kinds of attributes or one or another of 

perceivable kinds of attributes. The divisions that experience leads 

one to make, between such things as men and dogs and trees and shoes, 

is not explained by Epicurus' theory of properties and accidents.

The distinction of attributes into accidents (particulars) 

and properties (general characteristics of configurations of atoms) 

does not allow either Epicurean materialism or Epicurean empiricism to 

explain the experiential notions formed about perceived material enti

ties. Although the most general categories of things may be material 

and/or perceivable, these categories do not reflect facts that are as 

clear to one, on the basis of one's experience (for example, that 

there are mem, some good,some vicious; that there are plants and ani

mals of many kinds, some beautiful, some ugly), as that things are 

material and perceivable. There is a disparity between what, if we 

are acquainted with things through Epicurean properties and accidents, 

we would know about the world, and what, in fact, we do know about 

the world from experience. Epicurus' theory of properties and acci

dents is inadequate when tested by the criterion of experience.

Properties and accidents of compound bodies have, accord
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ingly, been classified. However, the physical nature and causes of the 

real qualitative attributes have not yet been determined. If atoms are 

the ultimate causes of all things, such an explanation should be deriv

able from his general principles of the nature of things. In the fol

lowing chapter, which is concerned with perception and perceived attri

butes, the nature and causes of these attributes will also be consid

ered.



CHAPTER V 

PERCEPTION AND PERCEIVED ATTRIBUTES

The subject of perception and perceived attributes was intro

duced in the preceding chapter in order to explain Epicurus' position 

that perceived attributes are real. The consideration of the reality 

of perceived qualitative attributes was directed towards a clarifica

tion of the distinction between properties and accidents of compound 

bodies, perceived qualities being accidents of these bodies. Although, 

in Chapter IV, a probable account of properties and accidents was dis

covered, the nature and cause of the qualitative attributes was not; 

that is to say, it was not discovered how atoms lacking perceivable 

qualities can, by combining, produce perceivable qualities. How this 

happens is considered in this chapter.

In the letter to Herodotus, Epicurus explains that three 

types of perceived attributes— those seen, heard, or smelled— are real; 

and he explains how they are perceived in virtue of physical contact 

between the various perceiving organs and the different sorts of things 

that emanate from the perceived body. He does not offer an explanation 

of the perception of tasted or felt attributes, presumably because it 

is clear that they are perceived owing to direct physical contact 

between the perceived body and the perceiver. Each of the first three

91
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types of attributes perceived, as well as the perception of these 

attributes, will be considered separately here, as Epicurus himself 

considered each one.

Epicurus begins with an explication of the mechanics of the 

physical contact affording one vision of distant bodies.^ First he 

considers the production of the images by the bodies, saying:

Moreover there are images like in form to the solid objects, 
but much more subtle or thin than solid, perceivable objects. For 
it is not impossible that such emanations "come to be in what sur
rounds bodies, it is not impossible that such conveniences for the 
production of the hollow and fine things exist, and it is not 
impossible that emanations maintain the continued position and 
sequence that they had in the solid bodies. We call these images 
films.

.Next, nothing among perceivable things contradicts the posi
tion that the films possess a thinness not to be surpassed. Thus, 
they also have a speed not to be surpassed. Since all nave open
ings in right measure, there is nothing or little before, the emana
tions to collide against them, whereas the bodies composed of many 
or endless atoms immediately collide with something. And besides 
this, nothing among perceivable things contradicts the position 
that the generation of films happens as quick as thought. And, 
indeed, the flow of emanations from the surface of the bodies is 
continuous; but diminution in the solid bodies is not detected 
because of the filling up again. The position and arrangement of 
the atoms of the solid object are preserved for a long time in the 
film; though sometimes they are confused. Sometimes, also, there 
are quick combinations in that which surrounds bodies, because it 
is not necessary for them to be filled to the depths, as it is for 
a solid body.^

^As Bailey's rearrangement of parts of sections 46 and 47 was 
observed in Chapter II (see supra, note 5 on page 29), so also it will 
be observed here. Only the first parts of 46 and 47 (referred to as 
46a and 47a) will be used in considering the generation of films for 
vision.

^H, secs. 46a, 47a, and 48: "KaV ur|V kcil tuixol ôviotoaxi'iuoves
TOLS cnrepe]ivCoLS s lo l,  XeTiTÔTriatv dn^xovxes ]j0j<pdv xcov qxxtvouévwv. 
oOxe yap anooxdoeLS â6uvaxoC3aLV év x^ neptéxovxL yLVEoSat xotauxat oOx" 
énuxTiôe tôxriTes xfis -HaxepyoaCag xùjv xouAwijdxwv uat ÀGTXtoxfjxùjv Y(veo8aL, 
oüxe ondppoLaL thv Ètns &éoiV nai J3daLV ôtaxrpoijaaL, f)v nep x a l év xolq 
oxepeuvLOLs etxov xo6xouq ôfe xoÙq xOnous eC&okx npococYopeûouev.

"Etd* ÔXL xd eCÔcoAa xate A,eixxôxnatv dvunpp|3A.f|XOLg Kéxpntau,
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Epicurus' position is that films of atoms emanate^ from the 

surface of bodies and quickly traverse the distance to the perceiver, 

usually preserving the position and arrangement of the atoms of the 

film as they were on the surface of the body. The films move quickly 

because they are extremely thin, exceeding by far in thinness the 

solid objects, and because there are openings or passages in what sur

rounds (that is, the air) of suitable size for them to pass through. 

Larger compounds of atoms, bodies consisting of many atoms, meet with 

resistance or collisions in moving.

Films can move through the air almost as quick as thought 

because there are openings or passages in the air which permit them 

to pass through. Larger, denser bodies cannot move so quickly because 

there are no openings of suitable size for them; they meet with resist

ance. Images cannot pass through stone walls, presumably because the 

openings or passages in that case will not accommodate such films.

The section on the movements of the atoms and the movements 

of compound bodies suggests another reason why films can move much more

o u S e v  dvtuiJopTupeu twv (pauvouévojv o o t v  Ka\ %dx.ri ôvunéppÀriTa éxEu, 
r d v x a  toSqov oui4 iexpov e y o v x a  Txpog (xcp) xqj à x o p p ÿ  cxûxCw ixnôèv ocuxl- 
KÔixxetv t) àXiya àvxLKÔTixetv, TiolAatG <5e wai à n e i p o L g  e O ô ù s  ccvxLvtÔTixeLV 
X L .  Tipôg xe xoûxoLQ, ôxu f] y é v z o ï Q  xwv eiÔoûÀcov dija vofiuaxL a m P a L v e i .  
xod Yctp p e ü o L g  à n b  xcôv aoydxoov x o û  éTCLTioÀfÎG ouvexng, o ( m  éniôriAps xij 
UELciùoeu ÔLO. xhv àvxccvccnÀ.T^pa)aLV, o y C o u o a  xriv ént xoü o x e p e n v t o u  ô é a t v  
xdu x d g L V  xûv àxdpxiv énl n o À Ù v  ypôvov, eC m u  évCoxe ouYX.eouévri, Kal 
o u o x d o E L S  Év xcp irepLÉxovxL o g e i a L  6  La xo ô e l v  x a x à  g d & o g  xo  outi- 
TxAnifcoija YCvEo3aL . . . ."

^To say that there are films of atoms emanating from a body 
is simply to say, as will be seen in what follows, that the "perceived" 
body actually gives off or emits a film of color and shape, or its o\m  
surface, which is then seen by the perceiver. All sense qualities 
actually come as they are on the body, or in the body, to the perceiver. 
Thus, one truly perceives the attributes of the body.
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quickly than denser bodies.^ In the denser bodies the atoms move in 

ways contrary to each other; the motion of the body is a product of 

these motions and is much slower than the motions of the atoms them

selves; indeed, oftentimes the product-motion is motionlessness. 

Because of the arrangement of their atoms, the extremely thin films 

move very quickly. The atoms in the thin films are arranged, perhaps, 

in such a way as to have a depth measurable by only a few atoms. As 

a result of this there would be few collisions among the atoms in the 

film, there being so few of them to collide with each other; and thus, 

the motion of the film would be retarded very little.

The generating of the films happens, he says, as quick as 

thought. As fast as the atoms themselves can move, a new film is gen

erated. Thus, the flow of films is, again as he says, continuous.

The atoms leaving, of course, are replaced^ so that the solid body 

maintains its bulk.

Because the films move so quickly and because they neither 

suffer much internal collision nor collision with other atoms as they 

pass through the openings in the air, the position and arrangement of 

the atoms of the film generally remain the same as they were on the 

surface of the body. These films of arranged atoms are images for the 

perceiver. Because these films of atoms are images for the perceiver, 

vision is generally accurate, although sometimes the images are con

fused or join other images to make a compound image. The combined

^See H, secs. 61, 46b, 62, 47b.

^Epicurus says in section 48 that some atoms are always 
leaving the compound body, while new ones are joining the body.
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Images would account for illusions.

Epicurus then states that his theory is supported by what 

happens in sensation and that perception (or, at least, vision) is 

veridical. He says: "None of these things is invalidated by sensa

tion, and anyone can see in what manner there is a clear and distinct 

perception and in what way a corresponding quality to the one which 

the solid body itself has is brought from the thing from without to 

us."l

So far, only Epicurus' discussion of the flow of films from 

the body to the perceiver has been considered. The receiving and reg

istering of the image by the perceiver remains to be considered. Epi

curus continues in his discussion of vision and visible a ttibutes to 

explain the impact that the images from compound bodies make upon per- 

ceivers. He writes :

It is necessary to suppose, too, that when something comes in 
from the things without, we see and think the shape. For, the 
things outside cannot impress the nature of their own color and 
shape by means of the air between us and them, nor by means of rays 
or some kind of current coming from us to them. Rather, some 
images are coming in to us, coming in from things like in color and 
like in shape to the images. They come in either to the eyes or to 
the mind, depending upon their si%e. The images move rapidly. 
Because they move so rapidly, the recurring images cause a single 
and continuous image in the eye or in the mind, and preserve a 
corresponding quality to that of the external reality. There is a 
continual impact, upon the perceiving organ, of images coming from 
the object because the atoms vibrate in the depths of the solid 
object.2

^H, sec. 48: "ouôkv y a p xouTcuv ôvTttnp-njpGÛxaL xaic a i a -
9i)oeauv, av gléinn xtg xtva xponov xcie é v o p y e îa Q , xtva v a i xas ouii- 
TKxQeiaQ cnxo xc5v ëgo)ôev w o q  avoLcysL." Because perception occurs
in this way, perception is veridical.

^H, secs. 49-50: "Aet ôe m i  voutSetv, ÉTiEtc^ôvxop xtvos dno
XÛV ê&oôEv XO.Q uopcfùs ôpav niJds m t  ôLocvoeücfSaL où y a p av évanoofpa-
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Epicurus denies that the air itself transmits the color and 

shape of the perceived object to the perceiver. He also denies that 

perception occurs because of a current flowing out from the perceiver. 

Rather, the solid object produces a steady stream of images that strike 

the eyes or the mind and produce there a continuous image that is like 

the quality of the object from which the stream flows.

The images apprehended by the eyes are different in size from 

those apprehended by the mind; one size enters the mind, another enters 

the eyes. When the eyes apprehend the image, there occurs an apprehen

sion by sense-perception. When the mind apprehends images, there 

occurs either dreaming, imagining, or thinking.

When the mind moves with respect to the apprehension by sen

sation it is not to grasp the image— it has been grasped— but to judge 

or opine about that image. Epicurus holds that the sense-organs are 

responsible for physically apprehending the sense-qualities. And, 

because he is a materialist, Epicurus accounts for mental apprehension 

in terms of some other sort of physical occurrence, the physical mind 

apprehending the physical images (or films of atoms) which are of a 

sort to act upon it. The mind, then, does not apprehend visual images, 

the eyes do; the mind apprehends its own images when it dreams, imag-

YLcatTo TO. ë&o xnv èauxuv cpfetv t o u  xe ypcipaxoc mccl xfis ôta xoO
àépos XOÜ uexagù fiiiûv xe KÔKetvcùv, o65e ôià xwv ÔKxCvajv r\ olwv txoxe 
peuijâxQV dxp' fiyôjv r ^ Q  éneLva rtapay Lvouévcpv, ouxcog cbg x ù m v  xlvûv 
ÉTxe LOLÔvxwv fiutv ànb xûv TtpaYjjâxcov ôxioxpôwv xe m l  oyotuopcpcov naxa xo 
évc5piioxxov wëyeSoG eus xnv ôjiLV n xnv ouavoiav, cbvtécoQ xaüs cpcpaüs 
Xpcpyivcov, euxa ôlcc xaùxnv xî v auxiav xoü èvoQ xat ouveyoüs xnv cpav- 
XOOLOV dTIOÔLÔbvXCÛV Kal xVlV CSUUTKÜôe Lav àTlO xoü ÙUOHeLUévOU ocpCôvxwv 
m x a  xbv éxetOev oûuuexpov éicepe uoiiov éx xns xaxà |3dBos év xÿ oxepjjvCcp 
xc3v àxdycüv nàAoeoJs."
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Inès, or thinks; and the mind becomes involved in sense-apprehension 

only in applying a concept to the sense-image or in making a judgment 

about a sense-image. It is in this latter act of the mind with respect

to sense-images (that is to say, in applying a concept or making a judg

ment) that an error might arise. As Epicurus says:

And as regards an image which we apprehend fay means of the mind 
directly apprehending or by means of the sense-organs directly 
apprehending, whether or shape or of properties, the shape is 
that which belongs to the solid object; it is a thing brought into 
being by means of the continual concentration of a residual trace
of the film. And falsehood and mistake occur as a result of the
addition of opinion <^to the thing waiting to be confirmed or the 
thing which is not contradicted and then is not confirmed ̂ or is 
contradicted^. For that which is a likeness to the images, whether 
of the sort to be received in an image produced in sleep, produced 
by means of some other apprehension of the mind, or produced by 
the remaining means for judging, could never exist among the real 
things and also be among the things called true, unless there 
were such things also striking against one. And the mi take could 
not exist unless we received also some other motion in ourselves 
similar, on the one hand, to the apprehension of images , but, on 
the other hand, having a difference. And, owing to this, if it is 
not confirmed or if it is contradicted, error comes to be: but, if
it is confirmed or is not contradicted, truth comes to be.l

In the passage cited above Epicurus explains that falsehood 

arises when the mind adds opinion to an image perceived (the mind 

asserts, perhaps, that this is a horse) but the opinion is not con-

Ĥ, secs. 50-51: "kocl nv av Ad|3coiiev cpavTaatav êniPAriTtMcos
■rij ôLccvoLqi Tols aCcjSriTTpCoLQ eCxe iiopcpng stxe ouiâ eiSriKÔxcùv, vopcpî  
éaxLv auxn xoO axepeyvLOU, y uvoyëvri xaxJx xb sEns rajuvcoua êyxaxàAe tyjja 
xou GLôwAou. xb 5e ijjeuSoQ Ka\ xb ôtrivapxriuévov év xcp npoo6oEa[oyévyi 
àet éoxLV (ércL xoü npoaiiévovxoç) ÉTiLyapxupnOéoEoSaL n yji ovxtyopxyo- 
nOéioEoGat, eux' oûh éuLyopxupouiiévou ̂ n dvxLpapxupouuévov)* n te yop 
ôyoLÔXTis xwv cpavxapyûv olov eC év eCxbvt Aayjlavoyévwv y hoô' utcvouç 
YLvoyévüjv Ti xax ' ctAAae xlvo.s éixt^oAaQ xyg ôtavoLaç h tcjv Aoltuov 
xptxrpLCûv oûx dv noxe ùrcfipxe xolq ouol xe m t  dAn&éoL TipoaaYopeuo- 
■uévotg, et yn f̂ v xtva xcà xotavxa TTpoapOAXôiaeva' xo ôe ôfnyotpxTiuévov 
oÛH av ùunpxev, eC yf| éAoypdvoyev :tciu dÀAriv x tva  Ĥ vriatv év nuCv 
aùxoüg ouvnyyévnv yev {xq pavxocrxLX^ énxgoA%), ôtdÀnikv ôe êxouoav* 
mxa ôe xaûxriv, ébv yèv ub éxtyaoxvorrh-ij n dvx Lyi'pxnPOSÔ, xo iJjeGôoQ 
Y (vexât' éctv ôè éixtyaptopnOq b yy dvxtiKïpx'opno'i.i, xo dAnOég."
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firmed or is contradicted (the object, as it turns out, is not a 

horse or it is actually a cow). One makes mistakes about the images 

one receives in sleep or in some other way in the mind, because the 

images received in that way are similar to the ones that one receives 

in perception— that is to say, images of real and true objects. Mis

takes arise also because of motions in ourselves, such as imagining, 

dreaming, or perhaps opining also, which are similar to the apprehen

sions of images but are also in some way different. Such apprehensions 

are similar enough to sense-apprehension to cause one to make mistakes, 

but of course there is some difference between mental-apprehensions 

of this sort and sense-apprehensions.l

So far the analysis of what Epicurus says concern 5 vision 

indicates that the eyes apprehend an image that is the color and shape 

of the object. Lucretius, in Book IV of De Rerum Natura, ways that 

although numerous images strike the eye, they come so quickly that the 

eye perceives a continuous image. He says, "Herein by no means must 

we deem there is cause to wonder why, when the idols which strike the 

eyes cannot be seen one by one, the whole things are descried."2 This 

passage provides assistance in interpreting what Epicurus means when 

he says that " . . .  the recurring images are the cause of a single and 

continuous image," or that the shape is " . . . brought into being by 

a continuous concentration or a residual trace of the f i l m . A  con-

^The movement of the mind in making judgments and opinions 
will be considered infra, Chapter VII, pp. 155-60.

2dRM IV, 256-58.

% ,  sec. 50. See supra, p. 97, note 1.
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tinuous flow of images strikes the eyes, but the eyes do not detect 

that there are numerous images; father, the eyes see a single image 

or an impression (a residual trace as it were) left by the films.

The mind, on the other hand, is not responsible for percep

tion per se, for the act of apprehension on the part of the sense- 

organs, but for the addition of opinion, which is a movement inside 

ourselves, similar to the apprehension of images but having a differ

ence as well.^ Again, films from the surfaces of compound bodies ema

nate to strike the eyes of the perceiver, causing him to see an image 

that is more or less the same as the surface of the compound body—  

less the same when, owing to something like a long distance traversed, 

the films become distorted.

In section 50, Epicurus begins, saying, "And as regards an 

image that we apprehend by means of the mind directly apprehending or 

by means of the sense-organs directly apprehending whether of shape or 

of properties . . • According to the findings of Chapter IV, the

properties of compound bodies can only be named by general terms, 

rather than by particular terms, for example, by the term "color" 

rather than by the term "this particular instance of light pink"; and 

only accidents are named by particular terms. Properties are the gen

eral characteristics or conditions of compound bodies that permit cer

tain kinds of accidents to happen to such a body. Seemingly, what 

would be presented to vision in an image would be a particular instance

^H, sec, 51, See supra, p. 97 and note 1 on that page.

^Ibid. (emphasis mine).
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of color, an accident, and not a general condition of the compound body, 

a property. It would seem that what is sensed is always particular; 

thus when, in the above-quoted section, Epicurus speaks of the image 

directly apprehended by the sense-organs, either he is speaking inaccu

rately when he goes on to name a "property" as a thing so apprehended 

Che should have said an "accident") or he has two senses of "property": 

A narrow and technical sense, the one determined in the previous chap

ter; and a wider sense, meaning merely qualities of any sort, the one 

used here.

In support of the second alternative (that Epicurus uses 

"property" in two ways), one may note Bailey's commentary on Epicurus’ 

use here of "property." Bailey writes: "etxe ouiipepriHÔTor■ • this

refers back to the omnd&GLO. of sections 48 and 50. It is the 'corre

sponding sequence' which gives us the 'accidents', color, movement, 

etc., of the original object."1 Bailey is suggesting here that the 

image preserves the "atomic positions and movements in the original to 

which are due the qualities of colour, etc., and any incidents of 

change,"2 thus permitting us to apprehend the shape or the "properties" 

of the concrete object. These "properties" Bailey calls "accidents." 

Or, in other words, Bailey thinks that Epicurus is here using "prop

erties" in a broad sense to mean the kinds of qualities, the partic

ular ones, which actually belong to a compound body and which are 

transmitted to the perceiver by the image that maintains the position

^Bailey, p. 196.

^Ibid., p. 194 (regarding sec. 48, line 10).
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and sequence of the atoms as they were on the surface of the body. He 

calls them "accidents," because accidents are the particular qualities 

that are so directly apprehended by the sense-organs.

At the same time one might say that a succession of images 

throughout a period of time, sufficiently long to permit changes in 

light or motion, would suggest the property (in the narrow sense of the 

term) of color rather than a particular shade, or of raovability rather 

than a particular motion. This recognition of the property, color or 

motion, however, would not be a direct apprehension by the eyes, nor a 

direct apprehension by the mind. That is to say, an image of a prop

erty cannot be apprehended; at most, the mind can form a general con

cept of color suggested by images of different colors. Eit. r Epicurus 

was using "property" here in the broad sense to mean qualities of any 

sort or he was, again, suffering from the confusion, noted at the end 

of the preceding chapter, arising from using general terms to name 

particular sense-images.^

A color is a real perceivable qualitative attribute— an acci

dent— that is apprehended by the eyes. A color exists on the surface 

of a compound body and traverses the air, from the surface of the body 

to the eyes, in the form of a film.

Unfortunately, Epicurus does not explain how color is pro

duced from colorless atoms. In a marginal note, however, it is said, 

"He says in the Twelve Rudiments that color changes with the position

^What one sees is a particular quality; one must infer, some
how, a general quality; for, as was demonstrated in Chapter IV, only 
particular instances travel to the senses to be received.
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of the a t o m s . I f  color changes with the position of the atoms then 

the position of the atoms is relevant to the production of color in a 

compound body. However, it seems clear, also, that the properties of 

the atoms, as well as their positions, determine the qualitative attri

butes of the compound bodies. This may be understood by analogy to 

the relationship between the properties of the atoms and the properties 

of texture and density of compound bodies. The properties of the atoms 

determine whether the compound body that they form is a solid, a liq

uid, or a gas, not only insofar as the properties of the atoms deter

mine to some extent the ways in which, in a particular combination, the 

atoms may be linked together, but also insofar as the atoms, by their 

very smoothness or roughness, by their shapes and sizes, determine 

directly the attributes of the compound b o d y . 2 By analogy it would 

seem that the properties of the atoms determine the qualitative attri

butes of the compound body, both insofar as they determine what combi

nations may be made in a particular instance, and insofar as they, by 

their very nature, determine directly the attributes of the compound 

body. For Epicurus accounts for the changes in compound bodies, in 

general, in this way; Changes are brought about " . . .  by the change 

of position of some things, and also by the addition and departure of 

others."3 Color is a quality of a compound body. Thus, color is

^The note to sec. 44 in H: "to è c xpcopa Ttopa XTiv Q é o lV  tcjv
àxôtujjv ôlAATTEOôaL év xats àé b e 'o a orouxGLwocou cpriat." I do not know 
who wrote this note; seemingly, it was someone who was familiar with 
Epicurus' works.

^See supra, Chapter III, pp. 41 and 47-48.

■̂ H, sec. 54: " . . .  m x a  UETOôéaeLC ^tuv65v^, tlvûv 6e xat
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owing to position, kinds, and proportions of atoms in the compound 

body.

This explanation is supported by Lucretius’ explanation of

colors and their changes. He says:

Moreover, if the nature of color has not been granted to the 
first-beginnings, and yet they are endowed with diverse forms, out 
of which they beget and vary colors of every kind, forasmuch as it 
is of great matter with what others all the seeds are bound up, 
and in what position, and what movements they mutually give and 
receive, you can most easily at once give account, why those things 
which were a little while before of black color, are able of a sud
den to become of marble whiteness; as the sea, when mighty winds 
have stirred its level waters, it turned into white waves of shin
ing marble. For you might say that when the substance of that 
which we often see black has been mingled together, and the order 
of its first-beginnings changed and certain things added and taken 
away, straightway it comes to pass that it is seen shining and 
white. J-

Since color in compound bodies is owing to the si.ape, posi

tion, and interrelations of the colorless atoms composing those com

pound bodies, there should be some way to explain how, by their shape, 

size, position, and interrelations, the colorless atoms are able to 

produce color. But this explanation is not forthcoming in Epicurus' 

extant writings, neither is it possible to derive an explanation from 

what he does say.

Epicurus next considers hearing and sound. He says: "More

over, hearing comes about when a current is carried from the thing 

speaking, making a sound, making a noise, or the thing causing a sensa- 

of hearing in any other w a y . O f  the current itself he says:

TTpoo66ous Hat ôcpôôous."

II, 757-71.

^H, sec. 52: "cüUà iiriv xau to ôwoijeLV VLveraL peûjjaxàs xuvos
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And this current divides into particles like the whole. At the 
same time a similarity of character is preserved by these parti
cles to each other and to the whole current; and the similarity 
stretches back to the object which emitted the sound, and thus the 
many Tparticlesl produce perception of that thing [making the 
soun^, or, if not, the particles make manifest only the presence 
[of the objec^

The current the sound, and each part the sound (each 

is like the whole). The current and its parts preserve the sound made 

and allow the hearer to comprehend the sound made, or at least to 

recognize the presence of the object making the sound. This must hap

pen, as Epicurus says: "For, without some transference from that place

of some similarity, such comprehension as this could not come a b o u t . " 2  

■ Epicurus then criticizes the view that the air outside the 

speaker is molded by his voice, probably because the complet ;ly verid

ical nature of this sort of sensation would be impaired if this were so; 

rather, one hears the very sound, the very physical objects, which the 

speaker makes. Epicurus says:

It is not necessary to suppose, then, that the air itself is 
arranged by the sound which is uttered or by things of a like kind
(for the air will greatly lack being acted upon by the sounds
uttered), but, when we send forth a sound, the blow produced in us 
causes a squeezing out of some particles, producing a stream of 
something like wind or air, which produces in the hearer the sen
sation of hearing.3

(P ep o u é vo u  àrh t o u  (p o jv o ü v to s  n  fixoO vTO Q  n iIjocpoüvtoq n  ôtkjùq S t i t io ts  
ô x o u o T tk o v  n à 3o s  T ta p a o K e u x ^ o v x o Q ."

^H, sec. 52: "xb ôe peCpct xouxo eCs ouotouepetG ô y k o u s
ôtaonctpexat, aya xtvà ôtaa+i^oyxas ouyndôetav Ttpôg àAAi^Xoug -Mat èvôxrixa 
CôLÔxpoTxov ÔLaxe(vouoav npôç xo ànocJxetXav, xal xfiv énatoôriOLV xriv t n  
éneuvou coq xà tcoA^A notoOcav, et ôè y,i*i ye, xo ëgcoôev yuivov êvôriAov 
Trapcaoueuà^oucav. "

^H, sec. 53 : "dveu ybp àvacpepauéviiG xlvoq éxetôev ouuTXOôe(oq
o ( k  av Y^voLxo n xotaûxT) énato&TioLQ."

^H, sec. 53: "oùx aùxbv o5v ôet vouiSetv xbv dépa ùrto xfÎQ
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The character of the particles of sound is described by

Lucretius when he says:

Lastly, all things good and bad to the senses in their touch fight 
thus with one another, because they are built up of bodies of dif
ferent shapes; lest by chance you may think that the harsh shudder
ing sound of the squeaking saw is made of particles as smooth as 
are the melodies of music which players awake, shaping the notes as 
their fingers move nimbly over the strings.^

Epicurus writes only briefly concerning odors and the sense

of smell. He says:

And again, also, one must suppose that odor, just like sound, could 
never cause any sensation, unless there were certain particles car
ried off from the object exactly suitable to move this sense-organ, 
some of them in a confused and foreign manner and others in an 
unconfused and friendly manner.2

And Lucretius tells us that, whether of colors or sounds or odors, the 

sensations that "charm the senses" must be owing to shapes which have in 

their "f'rst-beginnings" some smoothness, whereas the harsh and offen

sive shapes must have been formed with rough substances.3

All sensation is effected by means of touch.4 Vision occurs 

when the fine configurations of bodies, called "images" or "films", are

•npoteuévnc cpwvns n xau rwv ouoyevGv oynuoLTLÇEoQai. yao 5\j6eiow
egeu TouTo Ttcb^etv ùn' ÉHetvrie), 'cxlA' eù8Ù£ xfiv ytvouévriv nÀnyfiv év 
fp tv , ÔTov (pwvTjv àpic4iev, Toiaôxriv^ëKôXLvlJLv ôyvttjùv tlv ü v  peCpxroQ Tcvei>- 
uau&ôous ànoTeAeoTLXwv TTjOUELo0aL, r) xb rdSog xo âxouoxuxov niiuv 
TinpaoKeuiSEu. "

Idrn II, 408-13.

% , sec. 53: "xat unv m t xnv ôounv voutaxéov, cSortep xat xnv
OKOT̂ v, cm  dv TioxE oûôÈv rdôoe épYcioctoQaL, e C ôykou xuves f̂ oav ôrtib 
xoü TpàyiJaxoc dToapEpôuevot oùp.uExpot np6e xo xoüxo xô aLaün’nV î'OV 
KtvEüv, où liév xoLOL XExapoYuévus m 't dAAoxpûcûç, où ôè xotot àxopdxPG 
n x i o Cuetus êxovxee."

3drn II, 426-30.

4see H, secs. 50 and 53.
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sent forth from the surfaces of things and strike the eyes; hearing 

occurs when the bodies, squeezed out of the thing making the sound, 

strike the ears; and smelling occurs, likewise, when bodies are sent 

forth from a thing, which has the odor, and strike the nose. Taste and 

tactile sensations need not be explained by means of the emissions of 

bodies from things at a distance from the perceiver. One tastes a fla

vor when the tasted object is in contact with a certain part of one's 

body.

Atoms are, by their very nature, imperceptible; perceptions 

must be owing, not to atoms themselves, but, to collections of atoms—  

collections large enough to be perceivable. When atoms come together 

in the formation of a compound body, there must be a moment when enough 

atoms have collected together that a perceivable body exists, or when 

enough atoms have joined a smaller, imperceptible compound body that 

the formerly imperceptible becomes perceivable. Both in the formation 

of a world and within an existing world this process must go on, if 

compound bodies are to be, and to be perceived. Atoms differ in size: 

some are very small, some relatively large; so two very small atoms in 

combination would not necessarily be perceivable. Thus, not all com

pound bodies are perceivable.

Even though smooth atoms afford one pleasant sensations and 

sharp atoms afford one unpleasant sensations, it is not owing to the 

contact of one smooth atom with a perceiving organ that a pleasant sen

sation occurs. Rather, it is the contact of a combination of atoms, 

the greater number of which are smooth, with a perceiving organ (which 

is also a combination of atoms) that explains a pleasant sensation.
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The combination of atoms that affects the eyes an Image, the com

bination of atoms that affects the nose an odor, the combination of 

atoms that affects the ears a sound. So also, in the case of feel

ing the heat of the live coal or tasting the sweetness of the honey, 

the combination of atoms that can affect one's body ^  heat and the 

combination of atoms that can affect the tongue i^ a sweet flavor.

When one feels the shape of a wooden block, one feels, not every indi

vidual atom oscillating in the compound body, 'but the shape of the com

pound body; and the shape of the compound body is itself a compound 

body, a combination of atoms. For the atoms themselves are impercep

tible and- compound bodies are perceived by means of perceiving their 

attributes. Thus, to say that compound bodies, such as the chair or 

the dog, are perceived, is really to say that the compound bodies ema

nating from them— the sounds, colors, temperatures, and the like— are 

perceived; and, since they are perceived, we know a dog or a chair is 

out there.

Qualities, then, are bodies; but they are compound bodies 

emanating from and associated with other compound bodies, which are 

their sources. An apple, then, for example, is a compound body that 

emits in various ways smaller compound bodies that can strike the 

senses, some as color, some as odor, some as temperature, and so on. 

Further, Epicurus seems to regard the objects of the various sense- 

organs to be compound bodies different from each other: The compound

bodies we see, the images, are different from the compound bodies we 

hear, the sounds, and so on. Correlatively, the compound bodies that 

are sounds, though perceivable by the ear, are not colored, are not
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perceivable by the eyes. So it would seem that one is surrounded by 

the compound bodies that are constantly being emitted from their 

sources, but one is aware of each of them only by the appropriate sense 

and, generally, not just as a sensed quality but as a sensed quality 

belonging to this body or that. J-

It remains now to draw together what can be said about the 

relationship between the atoms and the compound bodies such that color

less, odorless, flavorless, silent atoms can produce the colored, 

odored, flavored, noisy sensations, that is to say, the compound bodies 

that come to the senses as colors, odors, and the like. It has been 

noted in Chapter IV2 that the motion of every atom is of the same speed 

and that the motion or rest of a compound body is a product of the con

flicting directions of the atoms moving within it. The shape of a com

pound body derives from the configuration (or shape of a group) of 

shaped atoms. The size of a compound body, likewise, can be accounted 

for in terms of the size of the configuration of bodies that themselves 

have size. This much seems reasonable.

A sharp flavor or bright color or pierceing sound, however,

^As the discussion of properties and accidents, in Chapter IV,
shows, one generally makes a connection between a quality sensed and
the body to which it belongs. (See supra, pp. 63-66; and see H, secs. 
69-71.) Occasionally, however, one might, say, smell an odor and be 
unable to locate the source, visually; or one might even be unable to 
"place" the source generally. For example, sometimes one might say, 
"That odor is familiar. I've smelled it before, but I can't remember 
what it is," (e.g., whether it comes from a garlic bulb or from an 
onion). One might also have a fleeting glimpse visually and fail to 
locate the source of the sensation particularly or generally. One
might ask, "iVhat was it that just passed by?" or "Is this a dog or a
wolf?"

2pp. 55-57.
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Is not owing to the tongue, the eyes, or the ears being struck directly 

with sharp atoms, since the atoms are imperceptible, but with those 

very colors, flavors, or sounds that are seen, tasted, or heard. Indi

rectly, of course, the different attributes of the atoms— their shapes 

and sizes— cause the differences in perceivable attributes. In addi

tion, the arrangement of the atoms is a factor in the explanation of a 

perceived attribute. The perceived qualities, however, are not reduc

ible to size, shape, and arrangement of atoms without remainder. Atoms 

are things that have only the attributes of extension; atoms of a cer

tain sort combine together in a certain way, and suddenly something 

new comes into being— a color, a sound; and there is no way to explain 

this occurrence.1 Although the motion or rest of a compoun ’ I )dy is 

not the same as the motions of the combining atoms but, rather, a prod

uct of the conflicting motions, yet this attribute of the compound body 

is the same in kind as the attribute of the combining atoms which is 

responsible for this attribute— both attributes are motions. The same 

may be said of size and shape. But an explanation of the relationship 

between the quantitative attributes of atoms and the qualitative attri

butes of compound bodies cannot be made. Epicurus fails to save the 

appearances in the way that the appearances must be saved if he is to 

support his oivn empiricism. The reason he fails is that the atomism 

upon which he attempts to base his explanation is consistent only with 

an empirical scepticism such as Democritus held.2

^It is suggested that these are emergent qualities. See
supra, Chapter III, p. 52, note 2.

^Democritus held that knowledge by perception is obscure [see
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Epicurus could have made an explanation of color in compound 

bodies, if he had allowed that the atoms have color, even if the colors 

of the combining atoms are not the same as those of the compound body. 

For the mixture of red and yellow pigments produces something new—  

orange— but like in kind— color— to the the origins of the new quality. 

A sound, too, can be analyzed with respect to the overtones and under

tones that are different in pitch from the sound produced, but like in 

kind. There are faint odors and flavors, and strong ones. Some seem 

to be combinations. The flavor of curry is not the same to the palate 

as the separate flavors of the cloves, turmeric, chilies, and cardamon 

that are combined to produce it, but they are the same in kind. A 

rough surface can be made smooth by rubbing, removing the particles or 

compressing them. Heat is introduced into an object by something hot, 

fire or sunlight. Something warm, rather than hot, is a combination of

hot and cold. One adds cold water to one's bath if it is too hot, but

the quality of warmth is the same in kind as its cause: it is a tem

perature. But the colorless water becomes colored only by the addition

of something colored, dye. The very same thing can change color, too, 

by a change of position of the parts, if the parts are differently 

colored on different sides, or if the parts, when their position is 

altered, collect or reflect the light in a way that is different from 

the way they collected or reflected light previously. For example a

G. S. Kirk and J. E. Raven, The Presocratic Philosophers (Cambridge:
The University Press, 1962), p. 422, Fr. 590]. He also held that per
ceivable qualities exist only by convention, whereas atoms and the void 
are real (Diogenes Laertius, Lives of Eminent Philosophers, IX, 45). 
Epicurus held that perception is veridical and that the perceivable 
qualities actually belong to the perceived objects.
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carpet changes color slightly when one rubs the nap in a different 

direction.

But Epicurus does not hold that the atoms possess qualitative 

attributes, and in support of this position, Lucretius claims:

. . . [t1 he more each thing is pulled asunder into tiny parts, the 
more can you perceive colour little by little fading away and being 
quenched: as comes to pass when purple is plucked apart into small
pieces: when it has been unravelled thread by thread, the dark
purple or the scarlet, by far the brightest of colours, is utterly 
destroyed; so that you can know from this that the tiny shreds dis
sipate all their colour before they are sundered into the seeds of 
things.^

However, one might argue, quite to the contrary, that just as the col

ors fade as one increases the distance between himself and an object, 

so also, one must look more closely at the small threads in order to 

perceive their color than one must at the larger combinat!' i of threads 

in the whole cloth. Reasoning from sense-perception about the underly

ing realities can produce a view quite contrary to that of Epicurus and 

more consistent with the position that perceived qualities are real and 

that there are imperceptible atoms supporting that reality in which 

perceived qualities exist. A position that would make a consistent 

tie-up between Epicurean empiricism and atomism x;ould be that, though 

the atoms have the qualities of perceived bodies, these qualities of 

the atoms are imperceptible— but only because they are too small to be 

perceived! And these qualities of the atoms are unchanging because the 

atoms are unchanging.

Epicurus, however, failed to remain consistent with what 

seems to be his starting point, Democritean Atomism. If Democritus

^DRN II, 826-33.
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was correct in holding that atoms are qualified only by size, shape, 

and weight, then color and odor and any other qualities other than size, 

shape, and weight, are appearances only. If perceivable qualities are 

real, then atoms must have those qualities.

Let us consider again Epicurus' reasons for holding that 

atoms have shape, size, and weight but not the other qualités belonging 

to perceivable things. It is because, he says, the other qualities 

change but the atoms do not. Further, although the shape of a perceiv

able thing changes, some shape remains; the perceivable qualités, how

ever, do not remain in the same way. ̂

Beginning from the position that whatever is real is material, 

Epicurus deduces that the essential qualities of what is real are the 

qualities of extension and no others. For, although the body changes 

in sharr— even if the body is so reduced that it is no longer perceiv

able— because it is a body, it must have some shape. On the one hand, 

Epicurus holds that perceivable qualities really belong to perceivable 

compound bodies; on the other hand, he holds that because such qual

ities can totally disappear, they cannot belong to atoms, since the 

atoms always remain in existence. His arguments, however, are the 

arguments of one who holds that perceived qualities exist only as per

ceived, not of one who holds that perceived qualities really belong to 

compound bodies. For, if shape remains even when changed and even when 

the size of the object is so small as to be imperceptible, why cannot 

color be said to remain even though it changes from green to blue or

^See H, sec. 54-55.
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becomes so small as to be imperceptible? There is no good reason for 

not supposing so, except that Epicurus has implicitly accepted Democri

tus' position concerning the attributes which are not essential to 

extension— they come and go as they are perceived or not perceived.

But extension, he thinks, is essential to bodies.

This reasoning, however, is not consistent with Epicurus' 

empiricism: Epicurus, in holding that sense-perception is veridical,

is holding that the attributes one perceives are really there. And, 

from the evidence of perception (which is held to be veridical), one 

would not be led to assert that the fundamental elements have the 

attributes of extension only: for, by sight one is acquainted with

extension only in accompaniment with color, and by touch one is ac

quainted with extension only in accompaniment with temperature and 

texture. By smelling, hearing, and tasting one does not know exten

sion at aJ.l. That an odor is extended (and Epicurus does hold that it 

is) is a deduction from the position that all that is real is material 

and that all contact is by touch. Thus, the contact between the per

ceiver and the smelled object is held to be effected by physical con

tact of odor-bodies and the nose.

If the imperceptible is not colored, there is no reason to 

suppose either that it is extended; and since, on the other hand, it 

is held that changes in perceivable bodies are effected by changes in 

the position of the atoms and by the addition of some and the departure 

of others, there is no reason to deny that different atoms have differ

ent perceivable qualities that only gain the strength to be perceived 

through gathering together in large enough groups to affect the sense-
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organs. In addition, perceivable qualities and their changes can be 

accounted for by the blending of atoms of similar or raixable perceiv

able qualities and by the dominance of the perceivable qualities of 

the largest number of atoms in the compound, by analogy to the mixing 

of perceivable qualities in sense-perceivable mixtures.^ Or, again, 

change in perceivable qualities in compound bodies can be accounted for 

in terms of the change in the mixture through change in position or 

addition or departure of atoms of different perceivable qualities.

Thus, for example, colors of an object might become brighter 

in sunlight because the atoms are rearranged by the sunlight so as to 

show different sides with different colors or because some atoms are 

added by the sunlight (atoms that have colors different from the colors 

of the atoms that have departed). There is no reason why the color of 

a compound body could not be altered because of the addition of more 

atoms of a certain color, by the action of the sunlight; for the sun

light is itself a combination of atoms— a body composed of atoms rain

ing down.2 The colors of an object could just as well be altered 

because the atoms of the sunlight had disturbed the position of the 

outer layer of the object’s atoms so as to permit a different arrange

ment to come about or so as to permit other atoms, with different col

ors, to cover the surface of the object. Had Epicurus held that atoms 

do have perceivable qualities (that is to say, colors, odors, flavors,

^See supra, pp. 110-1 1 .

^The sunlight is described by Lucretius as being composed of 
bodies and as striking entities and thus changing their colors in DUN 
II, 108, 149-64, and 795-809.
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sounds, and temperatures) that can be perceived only when a number of 

atoms combine together to make a compound sufficiently large enough to

be perceived, he could have accounted for the reality of the perceived

qualities in terms of a kind of atomism.

However, the unfortunate combination of Democritean Atomism 

and Epicurean Empiricism is the very cause of two fundamental inad

equacies in Epicurus' position that have been identified in this 

chapter:

(1) Epicurus' Atomism fails to explain the existence and 

nature of perceivable attributes.

(2) From the (veridical) evidence of perception, one cannot 

argue to the nature of the atoms as Epicurus describes that nature.

For, perception would lead one to the conclusion that, if the atoms 

are extended, then they are colored, and that, if the atoms are not

colored, then they are not extended.

I have identified at least four difficulties in Epicurus'

position:

(1) Epicurus' materialism is inadequate to account for the 

unity and identity of compound bodies insofar as it is the form (the 

configuration of the atoms), and not the matter (the atoms themselves), 

on which the unity and identity of compound bodies rests. Since some 

atoms are always leaving and others taking their places in what seems 

to be a permanent compound body, its unity and identity depend upon the 

configuration of the atoms into which the new atoms must fit themselves 

if they are to be accepted into the compound body.

(2) Although Epicurus indicates that the properties of com-
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pound bodies are perceived, the most reasonable conclusion from most of 

his discussion of properties and accidents is that properties are the 

way in which the configuration of atoms of the compound body is dis

posed to have certain accidents. Thus, a property of a compound body 

cannot be perceived; it is known only by reason's making an inference 

from the accidents. By such an inference, reason constructs general 

concepts about the compound body.-  ̂ This means that the permanent 

nature of the compound body is known directly neither by perception nor 

by reason.

(3) The only sense of a permanent nature of a compound body 

that the concepts of properties provide one is the very general sense 

in which a thing is a body, a visible body, a touchable body, a hear

able body, and the like.^ A concept of such a thing as an individual 

of a cer'.ain natural kind is, like a concept of a property, inferred 

from the accidental qualities. It is not a concept of an attribute 

that actually belongs to a compound body but, rather, a shorthand way 

of making reference to a collection of perceivable qualities— accidents. 

Unlike concepts of properties or accidents, concepts of this kind have 

no special objective referents in reality.

(4) The perceived qualities, the accidents, are not explain

able in terms of the real things, the atoms.

^I consider the construction of a concept infra. Chapters VII 
and VIII, pp. 158-59.

^The concept of a property has as its referent the disposition 
of the atoms in the compound body towards being visible or towards hav
ing a shape, etc. There is no explanatory framework in Epicurus' posi
tion to account for the referent of, for example, the term "man."
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In the following two chapters I shall examine further diffi

culties in Epicurus’ position. They are difficulties in Epicurus* 

account of the soul and its properties and accidents, and they arise 

because Epicurus attempts to account for the soul and its attributes in 

a purely materialistic way. Chapter VI is concerned with Epicurus' 

materialist account of the soul; Chapter Vll is concerned with the 

implications of that account for explaining awareness, will, sentience, 

concept-formation, and cognition.



CHAPTER VI 

EPICURUS' ATOMISTIC ACCOUNT OF THE SOUL

The soul, according to Epicurus, is corporeal, an aggregate 

of atoms, just as everything else that exists is corporeal. The var

ious attributes of the soul— for example, its being that which causes 

the movement of the body and that which conceives— are its properties 

and accidents. The concern of this chapter is to explain Epicurus' 

materialist account of the soul and its properties and accidents.

Epicurus' first two statements about the soul^ have been the 

subject of some dispute among Epicurean scholars.^ Two representative 

interpretations of these statements are those of (1) Bailey and 

(2) Kerferd.

(1) Bailey translates these two statements:

. . . the soul is a body of fine particles distributed throughout 
the whole structure, and most resembling wind with a certain 
admixture of heat, and in some respects like to one of these and in 
some to the other. There is also the part which is many degrees 
more advanced even than these in fineness of composition, and for 
this reason is more capable of feeling in harmony with the rest

^H, sec. 63: "f| iK))Cn o t W  écnri, Aern:o]iepes ncp' ôAov
TO (SSpOLOija Txapeonnpy,évov, TipoaEwepéaTaTGv ôè TtveujaaTL ôep]ioO T t v a  
Mpoatv ëxovTL xaV Txri -p-èv xoÙTcp TTpooeiicpepés, Ttij ôe^xoÔTip. êoxt ôe xo 
liépos tdoAAtiv riOpcfXXayr]v eiXrfpoQ tq  Aerrrouepe v a i aôxwv xoùxwV/ 
oWTTjOôès ôe xoùxcp iJoAAov xàt X(Ç AoLPtjS ôôpoCoMaxL."

^See G. B. Kerferd, "Epicurus' Doctrine of the Soul," 
Phronesis, XVI (1971), 80-96. (Hereinafter referred to as Kerferd.)

118
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of the structure as well.^

Bailey’s translation of the first sentence does not indicate 

clearly his position and the traditional position that he represents. 

According to Bailey, Epicurus holds that there are three parts of the 

soul— a wind-like one, a heat-like one, and a third unnameable one, 

which is far finer in structure than either of the other two.2 This 

interpretation of Epicurus’ view on the soul is the received interpre

tation of the Epicurean scholars.3 The interpretation is made in light 

of later Epicurean sources, which say that the soul has four parts—  

breath, air, heat, and a fourth unnameable one.4

(2) Kerferd points out that the language of the first sen

tence suggests that the soul is a single body. Though the soul is said 

to have different particles, it is not the particles that are like 

breath and heat, but the soul itself that is like a blend of heat and 

breath and is in some respects like the one and in some respects like 

the other.3 He suggests that the second sentence be translated,

’ . . . the part has acquired great mobility (or perhaps ’great 
capacity for change,’ i.e., 'variability') as a result of the 
lightness of parts of just these things (namely breath and heat).' 
It is by virtue of its power of variation that it is able to under
go modifications jointly with (cJUjj.- in outLTtctôeg . . . ) the rest 
of the structure."

As Kerferd rightly points out,? Epicurus does not claim in 

his first statement about the soul (in the letter to Herodotus) that 

the soul has a wind-like part and a heat-like part (two parts). Rather,

^Bailey, p. 39. ^Bailey, p. 226. -^Kerferd, p. 81.

^Kerferd, p. 80; Bailey, p. 226. ^Kerferd, p. 81.

^Kerferd, pp. 93-94. ?Kerferd, p. 81.
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Epicurus says that " . . .  the soul is a body consisting of small parts 

diffused through the whole assemblage of atoms, and resembling wind 

having a sort of mixing of heat; and, it partly resembles the one, and 

partly, the o t h e r . I n  other words, Epicurus says in the first state

ment that the soul has not two parts, but that it has one. Kerferd 

holds that the second sentence concerns that same part, or, in other 

words, that the soul is completely unitary, a thing which is like wind 

and heat and a thing which has great mobility.%

The received interpretation of Epicurus’ first statement about 

the soul, then, rests not upon the text but derives from an attempt to 

interpret Epicurus' position in terms of what the later Epicureans 

■ said. Kerferd's interpretation rests upon simply what Epicurus says 

in the first statement. I am in agreement with Kerferd concerning 

the intP pretation of the first statement.

The difference between Kerferd's and the received interpre

tations of the second statement, however, does not rest entirely upon 

a difference in view point concerning the relevance of the later 

Epicurean explanations of the nature of the soul to what Epicurus writes 

in the letter to Herodotus. It is true that the traditional interpre

tation of the second statement is used to support the view that Epi

curus held that there are three parts of the soul; however, whereas 

the syntax of the first statement is non-problematic, the syntax of 

the second statement is not. So, whereas it is clear that Epicurus 

is not saying in the first statement that there are two parts of the

^H, sec. 63. ^Kerferd pp. 93-94.
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soul, it is not clear what Epicurus is saying in the second statement.1

Bailey and Kerferd translate the second sentence differently:

(1) Bailey: "There is also the part which is many degrees more

advanced even than these in fineness of composition . . . ."2__

(2) Kerferd: "And the part has acquired great mobility as a result of

the lightness of parts of just these things (namely, breath and 

heat) . . . ^

(1) Bailey translates this sentence as though "is" (êari)

were existential ëcrcL. He supposes that the term "the part" (to

uépos) refers to the third part of the soul. He translates the parti

ciple (eCXricfxis) as a predicate adjective. He suggests that "ttoAAtiV 

TüpoAXccyi^v" means "a large step in the scale."4 Apparently, Bailey 

thinks that "a large step in the scale of fineness of texture (Tij 

XGTTTOHEpc(a) " implies a comparison between the third part of the soul 

and what is referred to by the pronoun in the genitive, "these things" 

(TOiixcov)— namely, the wind-like part and the heat-like part. The 

third part, he holds, is many degrees more advanced than the first two 

parts in respect of fineness of texture.^

(2) In his translation, Kerferd supposes that "ëotl" is 

being used periphrastically with the participle. According to him, the 

periphrasis (êoTL . . . GLÀTypÔG) means "has acquired." According to

^My main concern is with the first part of the second sentence 
from H, sec. 63: "êcrcL ô 't to uépos noAAnv mpoAXco^nv sCXricpoc Tg
ÀETrrouepECqi m l  auTCiv TouTwv . . .

^Bailey, p. 39. ^Kerferd, pp. 93-94.

^Bailey, p. 226. ^Bailey, pp. 39 and 226-27.
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him, then, "the part" (x o  y.épOQ) is the subject of this verb. He sug

gests that the part being referred to is the soul— the soul is a part 

of the combination of the soul and the body. He holds that "TraAAriv 

TTOpaAAayi'iv" means simply "great mobility" or "great variability"; and 

that the soul has great mobility as a result of the lightness of parts 

(xti ÀemotiGpSLÇ,). He translates "of just these things" (xat outœv 

toÛtwv) as though it were a genitive of possession, which refers to 

breath and heat. He says:

The soul while resembling breath mixed with heat is not identical 
with them, but it does derive one quality from the quality of 
breath and heat, namely variability resulting from their Aerrco- 
liepetqt. This it derives from the individual atoms . . . .

(jVe have^ an essentially unitary soul built up in a special 
way from highly mobile individual atoms.^

Apparently, Kerferd means that the atoms of the soul, like the atoms of

breath and heat, are fine and highly mobile and thus account for the

great mobility of the soul, its "sympathetic ease of movement" which

is its characteristic q u a l i t y . 2

Kerferd disputes the traditional interpretation of the second 

sentence in respect of two main syntactical points. They concern:

(1) The syntax of ëcTtt and eîAricpàQ and (2) the syntax of hoAAhv 

TTDipaAAcxyHv GtATypog Aeruouepe £ql.

(1) Concerning the syntax of êoTL and eCAncpôs, Kerferd says:

The existential interpretation of ëoTL has also been built into 
the received interpretation, so that we find translations such as 
'there is also the part which . . . .' This will not do if the 
reference is to the soul as a part of the body . . . .  I f  
is not existential it could be taken with euAiypds in the sense 
'but the part has acquired . . . .' This periprastic use of the

1Kerferd, p. 94.

^Kerferd’s arguments occur on pp. 93-94.
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verb 'to be' with a perfect participle would have plenty of 
parallels. Linguistic features now begin to fall into place.
There is no Kat before t o  liépoQ, which is something that ought 
to have been there if the reference were to a part not already 
mentioned. There is no need for a second article after (i.e.
TO . . . EtÀTTpôg) which is needed on the existential interpre
tation if the orginal article is retained before TiepoQ.^

Kerferd argues that if êoTt were existential then (a) TO

luépoQ should have been preceded by Mat, (b) t o uépog should have been

followed by t6.

(a) Apparently, Kerferd thinks that if Epicurus is intro

ducing a new part, the adverbial vat (also) is needed.

(b) Apparently, Kerferd supposes that on the received inter

pretation, e CAtxp6q would have to be an attributive participle. Its 

attributive position would require, he thinks, that it be preceded by 

the definite article.

(2) Concerning the syntax of tioAJCtiv ■napaAAccyriv EtAricpbs

T%) AertTOUEpECqi, Kerferd says:

This differentiation of the "part" is stated to be based on the 
fact that is it TxoAAriv TrapaAAjayriv elAtipos Tfj Aetxtoiiepe tqt Mat auTcpv 
TOÔTCOV. This is usually interpreted as though noAAi*iv we^e txAe Cq , 
meaning 'more', and as though the phrase TioAAfiv TtopotAAocYriv EtArypGS 
T% AET!:To;j.Eps(ç. meant ixcAAfp AETTCUEpdoTspov. The reason for this 
interpretation is the belief that the reference must be to the 
fourth nature.

But—
(a) This is a very elaborate and unnecessary periphrasis. Why not 

say simply AETXTOjlEpdoTEpov ?
(b) The phrase does not, anyway, naturally have this meaning. The 

commonest meaning of TTopaAAocyri is 'change'— very commonly 
change of position or movement, and often with the idea of 
'interchange'. It also frequently refers to a qualitative 
variation. Moreover it would normally be accompanied by a 
genitive of that which varies or . is varied - so napoAAocynv 
UeyEpcSv in par. 55 of the present letter.2

^Kerferd, p. 94. ^Kerferd, p. 93.
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Kerferd argues (a) that rxoAAnv TtopoAAaYriv eiÀ-ncpoQ 

XertroiiepeCc?. is a very elaborate and unnecessary periphrasis for lioX^x^ 

XeTTrouEpéorepov, (b) that the most common meaning of TTnpaAAayA is 

change, change of position or movement, or qualitative variation, and

(c) that when TTapcoUayi^ takes a genitive, it takes a genitive of that 

which varies or is varied.

(a) Kerferd is suggesting here that if Epicurus had intended 

to describe something as consisting of smaller (or lighter) parts, he 

would have said ÀenrtouepéoTepPV. Since Epicurus did write the more 

elaborate phrase, he must have intended some other sort of description 

than this.

(b) Kerferd suggests that what Epicurus intends to express 

by this phrase is great mobility, great capacity for change, or great 

variability (as a result of consisting of the lightness of parts of 

breath and heat).

(c) Apparently, by this third point Kerferd means to say 

that the genitive in this sentence (auT&d tputccw) cannot be taken to

be a genitive with a comparison (which would support the interpretation 

that the phrase in question concerns something which consists of lighter 

parts than something else). For when 'njCtpaXAaYî  takes a genitive it is 

not a genitive after a comparative; rather, accompanied by a geni

tive, napoAAocyi*] means "variation." For he adds that " a comparison 

after nopoAAaYl'l would normally have np6s + accusative, not a genitive."!

Although I do not support the received interpretation of

^Kerferd, p. 94.
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the first sentence about the soul,^ I do support, in part, the 

"received" interpretation of the second sentence.^ That is to say, I 

support the view that, in the second sentence, Epicurus distinguishes a 

finer-textured part of the soul. Before presenting an interpretation 

of the sentence in question, I shall examine Kerferd*s criticisms of 

the received interpretation and his own interpretation.

(1) Kerferd criticizes the existential interpretation of 

êoru.^ His fundamental criticism, seemingly, is that if êcJTt is 

existential, then GÎÀTYpôg must be an attributive participle. However,

" ^  he present or perfect participle is often used as a simple pred

icate adjective, especially with eCuC and "YCyvoijat."^ And, " . . .  the 

participle has the article when it designates the subject itself . . . . 

But the article is not used when the participle marks a class in which 

the subji.ct is i n c l u d e d . S m y t h  offers as an example of a case in 

which the participle has the article, "eyo to upayu' GUTlL ToC&* o  

ÔEÔpoMCÎiQ, I am the one who has done this deed."^ He offers as an 

example of a case in which the participle does not have the article, 

"uCCiV d ü lO T O u v T o Q  T IV E S  îtAoTCTiv» there were some who distrusted 

Philip."7 This second example is analogous to Epicurus' "eOTL 5e TO 

yipos tioAAtiv TTCtpoAAxxYTlv eCXrwxSs." It is not necessary, then, that the

^Namely, that there are two parts, a wind-like one and a 
heat-like one.

take Bailey's interpretation to be representative of what 
Kerferd calls the "received" interpretation and representative of the 
interpretation against which he argues.

^See supra, pp. 122-23, and Kerferd, p. 94. Smyth, #2091.

^Smyth, # 2091a. ^Smyth, #2091. ^Ibid.
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participle have a definite article if it is being used as a simple 

predicate adjective to mark a class in which the subject is included.

(2) Kerferd suggests that if Epicurus were introducing a new 

part cf the soul he would have said "uat" before " t o  liépoQ."! I under

stand Kerferd to mean by this the adverbial MCtC (also). Indeed, Epi

curus does not say, "There is also the part . . . ." However, his using 

the adversative conjunction is not inconsistent with his introducing 

here a new part of the soul, a part not mentioned previously.2

There is not, at this point, a stronger argument on syntacti

cal grounds for choosing one of these interpretations over the other. 

Epicurus could be saying, "But there is the part which has acquired . . ." 

or he could be saying, "But the part has acquired . . . ." It may seem 

odd that he should choose suddenly to call the soul "the part"; however, 

one canr-'t decide on the best translation in terms of the oddity or lack 

of oddity of a person's choice of terms. However, we have yet to con

sider what Kerferd calls "a very elaborate and unnecessary periphrasis." 

(1) The most common meaning of rtapaAAayi*!, according to
'XT ̂  C  ̂  ^  ^  ^  1m ̂  mm mm 1m -t 1 m ^  .*m mm ^  * .m 1 ^  m m .m mm -m #m ̂  m /m mm li'm.* 4* 1m m fm

x a  ;  i i i w w x x x u j f  )  W  i~ « ^ « a c x x x  t . t x  V W  V I X X  .A .C I •  X  X

understanding of TXCtpaÀAocY/i he moves to the interpretation "But the 

part has acquired great mobility, great capacity for change, or great 

variability . . . ." This sense of v a ç a X k x i'f \, he claims, is used by 

Epicurus in section 55 of the letter to Herodotus and in sections 95 

and 113 in the letter to Pythocles.3

^Kerferd, p. 94. ^Smyth, #'s 2834-2836.

^Kerferd, p. 94.
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In section 55 of the letter to Herodotus, Epicurus is 

describing the sizes of the atoms. He says that there are some 

■napoAAoYOls -variations (perhaps) in sizes or differences of

sizes, but clearly not qualitative variations (the reference to size 

rules out that kind of variation). There is not a sense of dynamic 

variability, mobility, or changeability in this use of "popcxAAaYl^. "

The point Epicurus is making in section 55 is, very simply, that the 

atoms come in different sizes.

In section 95 of the letter to Pythocles, Epicurus is sug

gesting various ways of accounting for the appearance of the "face" on 

the moon. One possible account is that it is owing to a TtopaXAotYVlV 

TlEpwv, a variation of parts. That is to say, perhaps it is because the 

parts are different from each other that some reflect or give off more 

light th.n others. The variation is, in this case, of parts; and 

although the variation may in this case be qualitative, as it clearly 

is not in the first case, the variability is not a dynamic one of 

mobility or changeability, but static. One part simply differs from

In section 113 of the letter to Pythocles, the napctAAxxY^ 

Oecqpoxjuévas, the observed variations or differences, are the changes, 

differences, or variations in the orbits of the planets. In this case 

the variations seem to be the irregularities of the paths of the 

planets or, possibly, variations in the directions and speeds of the 

planets. In the latter sort of variation we have, perhaps, the sense 

of variability that Kerferd is using in section 63 of the letter to 

Herodotus, a variability of motion. However, the additional connotation
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of motion comes from the context in which the term is being used— when

is used in the context of the movements of the planets, it 

can mean variation of movement. In other contexts, however, it seems to 

mean, fundamentally, "difference." I should point out also, that in 

this last use of 'napcOO\CV{i], Kerferd’s "genitive of that which varies or 

is varied" does not occur at all. And this is not a case of qualitative 

variation— difference in speed and direction of motion is a quantitative 

difference.

Thus, so far as concerns Epicurus' use of vctpcOJiCOf'f] in the 

places cited by Kerferd, we do not find support for his interpretation 

of the term. We do find, however, the fundamental sense of "difference" 

running through all three examples— difference of size, difference of 

parts, and difference of direction and speed of motion— the kind of 

difference being derived from the context in which the term occurs.

In the fjirst two cases the difference is specified in the genitive. In 

the last case, which is closest to the sense that Kerferd would like 

the term to have, no qualitative variability is specified in the geni

tive.

One of Kerferd’s objections to the received interpretation of 

this sentence is that the "very elaborate and unnecessary periphrasis" 

is being interpreted as though a comparison were being made when a 

comparison is not being made. His alternative to this comparison is to 

say that the genitive aÙTWV TO^)TMV is a genitive of possession which 

refers to breath and heat in the previous sentence. So he holds that 

Epicurus is saying that the great variability is a result of the light

ness of parts of breath and heat. On the one hand, he holds that
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Epicurus says that the soul is not breath and heat but only resembles 

breath and heat. On the other hand, he holds that Epicurus says that 

the soul derives its distinctive qualities (lightness of parts and the 

consequent variability) from breath and heat. 1-Ihat Kerferd recognizes 

to be an analogy, in the first sentence, he takes quite literally, in 

the second sentence, to be the source of the lightness of parts and 

the variability of the soul.

It makes perfectly good sense to translate "ëcJTL 6e xb 

iiëpos . . . "But there is the part . . . ." And the entire phrase 

"ttoàxViv Tiapct\J\aYTiv euAriqbs tîi Xernrouepeuqi" can be understood to be an 

adjectival phrase which implies a comparison. "Adjectives of the 

comparative degree or implying comparison take the genitive. The 

genitive denotes the standard or point of departure from which the com

parison is made . . . ."  ̂ The adjectival phrase is "which has acquired 

a great difference in consisting of small parts." The genitive aÛTcüV 

ToëiTcciv, of these very things, which serves as the standard of compari

son, refers to the AeTnoiiepéQ of the first sentence. ̂  part referred 

to in the second sentence is distinguished by a difference in respect 

of the smallness of its parts, which, compared to the parts referred to 

in the first sentence, are smaller. The remainder of the sentence may

^Smyth, #1431 (emphasis mine).
2Although the term AeTCTOUepég is not in agreement with aûtôSv 

toijtcjJV in number, it is in sense; for it is plural in sense. Perhaps 
because Kerferd was searching for a plural referent of aÛTcSv roùrwv 
chose two things, breath and heat. However, this leads Kerferd to 
assert that the soul, for Epicurus,^ breath with a mixing of heat.
It is not consistent to assert both that the soul is not breath, and 
heat and that the qualities of the soul derive from breath and heat.
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be translated as follows: "And in respect of this, ̂  it interacts inore^

with the remaining aggregate of atoms."^

Form these considerations we may conclude, then, that the 

soul is a body— it is an assemblage of atoms just like any other body 

(a tree, a dog, a rock). This body is diffused through another body, 

the "whole assemblage of atoms," that is to say, the human body; and it 

is composed of small parts. The small parts are not atoms but parts or 

pieces of the soul, parts that are themselves assemblages of atoms.

For Epicurus says that the soul is a body composed of small parts.^ If 

he had meant by these "small parts," atoms, then he probably would have 

said that the soul is an assemblage of atoms  ̂composed of small parts 

(meaning by this, small atoms), rather than, again, a body composed of 

small parts.

And one part of the soul is a body that most resembles breath 

with a sort of mixing of heat. This part of the soul is not breath with 

a sort of mixing of heat, but of all bodies that are not souls and with 

which we are acquainted by sense-perception (as we are not with souls), 

breach with a sort of mixing of heat is most like this part of the 

soul. In some respects this part of the soul has a greater resemblance

^I.e., consisting of smaller parts.

^Again, this term implies that one part of the soul is being 
compared to another. One part of the soul interacts more with the body 
than the other part.

^I.e., the human body.

^H, sec. 63: " . . . iKwi o C W  éoTL Xenrouepés • • • •"
(Emphasis mine.)

^ctSpotopa.
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to breath, and in other respects, a greater resemblance to heat.

There is a second part of the soul which is composed of parts 

even smaller that those of the first part of the soul. Because of the 

smallness of the parts of this second part, it is more sympathetic 

(than the first part) with the body.

These two parts would perhaps be responsible for two of the 

main functions of the soul— bestowing life and sentience upon the 

entity, the human being. Since warmth and breath are the symptoms 

of living and are absent in the dead body, the first part might be 

responsible for the organism's being simply alive; it would keep the 

flesh and blood and organs pulsating, alive. This part perhaps 

resembles heat insofar as it is responsible for the body's being warm, 

and breath Insofar as it is responsible for the body's being elastic 

or turgid, or simply insofar as it is responsible for the movements of 

life— breathing, blood pulsating, and things of this sort.

The part with parts smaller than those of the life-giving 

part (that is to say, the sentient part) would be responsible for the 

feelings, sensations, and thoughts of which one is conscious— that is 

to say, for one's being conscious of the pressure, pain, or heat 

imposed upon the body, and of the images, sounds, and other sensed 

qualities imposed upon the body, as wall as of the images imposed,upon 

or grasped by the soul without these images being imposed upon the mind 

via the body or the senses.^ Since this part is responsible for one's 

being aware of the emanations imposed upon the sense-organs and of the

^Both of these ways of receiving images were noted supra, 
Chapter V, pp. 95-97.
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pleasures and pains of the body, it must interact or feel sympathetic 

with the body.

There is a further distinction to be made among the parts of 

the soul— a distinction between the rational and irrational parts. To 

understand this distinction, consider a note to section 67 of the 

letter to Herodotus. It says:

(Épicurus]] says elsewhere also that the soul is composed of 
the smoothest and roundest of atoms, surpassing by far the atoms of 
fire; and on the one hand, it is the irrational part of it which 
is distributed in the rest of the body; on the other hand, the 
rational part is in the breast, as is clear from both the fears and 
joys. Sleep comes into being when the parts of the soul that are 
distributed through the whole of the organism are held fast or 
scattered. After sleep (or when one is awake), these parts again 
collide, make contact with one another, because of impacts.^

The atoms of the soul are of the smoothest and roundest sort. 

At this point the atoms themselves are described, rather than the parts 

of the s-ul. These atoms are of such a sort that they must be embraced 

by the (human) body, as will be noted later,2 if they are to maintain 

themselves as an aggregate. Their great smoothness and roundness also 

accounts, perhaps, for the subtle nature of the soul and its attri

butes,

It is then said that the irrational part is distributed 

throughout the body and that the rational part resides in the breast. 

The proof for this latter point is that joy and fear are felt in the

 ̂ ^"Aéyei êv AAAols moll eg âTÔyrov aOtriv ouYXGLoOaL AeLOTdxtov
JCLL OTpOYYUALOXdlWV, TDDAAip TLVL 6 LOtpSpOUOÔA) XWV XoG TUUpÔQ MOLL xb p iv  
XL dAoyov aûxfiQ, b xcp Aoltep notpeornipSaL cx&yaxL* xb ôè Aoylmov év x$ 
SupOML, ù)Q ôfiAov ëx xe xôv (pôPcùV MOLL xf̂ g xapÔLg. Grcvov xe y (vEcAau 
xûv xfis tWcfis uepLùv xcùv xnp' ôAriv fiyv c^ymplolv nnpeonopuévcüv 
èYMaxexotLéxu)v t) ÔLacpopoup.évcùv, etxa  omiTti-Tixdvxcov xols érnepeLopDLQ."

2 Pp. 136-38.
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breast; thus, the rational part includes, in addition to reason, the 

passions; and, again, it resides in the breast. The irrational part, 

on the other hand, is distributed through the body.

The question which arises is whether it is (1) the irrational 

part that has two parts— breath with a sort of mixing of heat and a 

finer part than that— or (2) the finer part that has two parts— the 

irrational (which is distributed through the body) and the rational 

part (which is located in the breast). The note cited above^ and the 

part of the letter that describes the soul as having a breath- and 

heat-like part and a part finer than that2 indicate that the dispersed 

part of the soul has two parts, one, the part like breath with a sort 

of mixing of heat (the life-giving part), the other finer than this 

(the irr tional part). A third part, the rational part, is not dis

persed, but has parts as small as the irrational part. The first two 

sentences in section 63 of the letter to Herodotus are about the two 

dispersed parts of the soul. The note is about the division of the 

finer part of the soul into two parts— rational and irrational.
TTiO vo'FoT'O'nn Ô eloor* moVoe f'irî o ittt er»r» ooo-m r*on cr»n*aV*1 o

for the part which is responsible for life in the organism is always 

operative, whether one is asleep or awake. That is to say, there is 

life so long as the soul is present, and its symptoms are always much 

the same— the pulse beats, the body is warm and soft and resilient.

But sentience does not always occur. When one is asleep, one does not 

hear, see, or feel; when one is asleep, as the note tells us, the

^On the page previous to this. ^See supra, pp. 119, 130-31.
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parts of the irrational parts of the soul are inactive, they are held 

fast or scattered. Afterwards (when one is awake) they interact again. 

Thus, the soul has three parts: One coarser part and two finer parts.

The irrational part of the soul stands between the body and 

the rational part (that is to say, the mind-^), in that it is distrib

uted through the body but composed of small parts like those of the 

mind. Thus, because it is dispersed through the body, this finer 

distributed part of the soul can receive sensations, wherever they 

strike the body, and then transmit them to the mind. Because it is 

fine, it can receive such subtle things as sensations. Because it is 

like the mind, it can receive what the mind itself is capable of 

receiving (that is to say, sense-impressions). Indeed, as will be 

seen later,^ the mind receives sense-impressions because the irrational 

part of ue soul transmits them to the mind. This finer distributed 

part is also instrumental in voluntary physical acts.3

In receiving and transmitting sensations, and in transmitting 

the commands of the mind to the body, this finer distributed part of
 ̂  ̂  ̂̂ # 4 1  ̂̂ ̂  ̂ ..V m- ̂ J  ̂m -f —̂ 1— — ̂  ̂—. -1— _ ̂ A. 1 — Am 1—. ̂  ̂J — —

UIAO OWUJ. UiUOi. XOOX iiiVX C C iAC UXU WXUiiÿ ox XLii.CXCtOC WXCii) L.ÜO U K J S S J

and the mind, whereas the coarser life-giving part of the soul proceeds 

less by interaction or sympathy. The life-giving part of the soul does 

respond to or interact with, the body, but, rather, performs its func

tion, perhaps, by automatically and constantly bringing about a certain

Rather than use the cumbersome expression "the rational 
part," I shall use, when convenient, the term "the mind." There is 
no dialectical point to be gained by the difference of terminology.

^See infra, pp. 138-40. ^See infra, p. 140.
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condition in the body, keeping certain parts of the body in motion.

The finer distributed part, however, must interact with the body with 

respect to the subtle sensations received through the parts of the 

body that are themselves subtle enough to be receptive of sensations, 

and it must be fine enough to receive what it must ultimately transmit 

to the fine part that is the mind. Thus, the finer distributed part 

is suited, as the coarser life-giving part is not, to function in 

sensation. I have described two parts of the soul, so far as concerns 

material composition, and three parts, so far as concerns function.

The reasons for ascribing these material qualities to the 

parts of the soul are explained by Epicurus next. He writes, "And the 

powers of the soul and the feelings and the mobility and the processes 

of thinking and that which is lost when we die make all this clear."!

(1) Sir the soul has the power to move the body, it must be diffused 

throughout it so that the soul can make contact with whatever it moves. 

And what permits (or empowers) the soul to interact with the rest of

the aggregate of atoms is its fineness and the diffusion of its parts.
 ̂O N  ̂I ̂ ̂ i—. 1.5 *1 J T—. " m * 1 «5 —̂  ^ ^ m 5 _ 1 — ̂ —. — —. ̂  . .5 —* —I a

X L i C  O JU L.i*C C90U.1. X l i  i. li CL11«X C . i i X i i < V X U g  X C ^ U X i C A  X U C t U

!h , sec. 63: "to u t o 5e m,v at Suvdhets t F)s lî uyîis ôfiAov
(riDioüail) xa l xb. ndOri xol a t eOutvrpCaL xa \ a t ôuavo/iOGiG xa i cSv 
orepduevoL OviJioKoiiev."

^It is true that Epicurus holds that the soul has great
mobility, and he says so quite straightforwardly here. Indeed, it is
undoubtedly the case that the mobility of the soul is owing to the 
smallness of its parts, and the greater mobility of the part respon
sible for thought to the greater smallness of its parts. For, just as 
with the images, which can move through the air very quickly because 
they are fine and are not slowed down very much by, internal collisions, 
so also the small parts of the soul, being small and thus composed of 
fewer atoms than most other things, will not be slowed down very much, 
by internal collisions, in their movements.
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the soul be composed of very small parts what can move quickly,1 as 

they must do in sensation and thought; and they must be small enough 

to interact with the subtle sensations and thoughts. Since one feels 

sensations all over the body, the soul must be diffused throughout 

it, since, as will be made clear next,̂  the soul is the cause of sen

sation. (3) Lastly, when one dies, one loses, in addition to sensation, 

breath and heat.

Epicurus then goes on to discuss the relationship between 

the soul and the body. "The soul has the greatest cause of sensation 

. . . yet it could not possess this if it were not in any way at all 

embraced by the rest of the aggregate of a t o m s . T h e  atoms of the 

soul must be embraced (or covered or enclosed) by the aggregate of 

atoms that is the body, if the soul is to possess sensation. The 

power of sensation is brought about in the soul in virtue of its being 

embraced by the rest of the aggregate of a t o m s T h e  atoms of the soul 

must be so embraced, perhaps, because they (that is to say the soul 

atoms) are too round and smooth, and because they are too few, to 

collide in a way by which they could form a compound without an enclo

sure.

■1 It is important to note that since Epicurus holds that the 
atoms all move at an equal rate of speed, one cannot suppose that he 
thought that the atoms of the soul have greater mobility than other 
atoms. Kerferd, for example, makes this mistake (p. 94).

2 See infra, this page to page 138.

■3h , secs. 63-64: "wau unv xô L ôtl êyeu f) liwxh aCoôi^OEXOS
T̂ ]V TtXeCornv atxtav, 5el xaTéxELV* où ütiv e CXî ei av roùrnv. Et yri 
ùrxb ToO ÀOLnou àQpotoiiaTcs ÉorEYdCsTo nug."

^H, sec. 64.
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When these atoms are embraced, however, the organization of 

the combining atoms is such that the soul comes into being. At the 

same time, sensation can only occur in a compound made of these very 

round and smooth atoms organized in a certain way. Thus, if the body 

does not enclose the soul atoms, the organization of soul atoms cannot 

take place; and since these are the very sorts of atoms needed to 

produce a sentient soul, the soul cannot exist outside of the body.

Thus, although the soul is the greatest cause, the principal cause, of 

sensation, the body, too, shares in causing sensation, since sensation 

is dependent upon the soul atoms being embraced by the body and organ

ized by the embracing body.

Sensation occurs only when atoms of this sort are arranged 

as they are when embraced by the body. Still, the soul is the princi

pal cause of sensation, since the body would not be receptive to the 

emanations if there were not a soul in that body: the body becomes 

receptive only when ensouled.^ The soul has sensation, though some 

part of the body be lost; it continues to have sensation so long as it 

exists; but if the body is disturbed in such a way as no longer to act 

as a covering for the atoms which constitute the soul, then the soul 

will be destroyed, its atoms d i s p e r s e d . ^ "For one is not able to think 

of the soul perceiving if it is not in this composite and using these 

motions, when the covering and surrounding in which the soul has its

being and movements is not such as it was. The very existence of the

sec. 64. % ,  sec. 65.

% ,  sec. 66: "où yoç o l6v re voeUv aùxo aCoSavojiEVOv uti
(.ov) év roÙTcp Tcp oixTn^tiaxu m i xaCs xiv/iaeai xaùxaiG XP^uevov, ôxocv
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soul and its motions, which account for sensation, require that the 

atoms of which the soul is composed be enclosed in the body.

Further, Epicurus says: "While the body provides the cause

of sensation in the soul, also the body has a share in sensation from 

the soul. Yet, the body does not have a share in all of the attributes 

which the soul possesses."^ Not only does the soul, by being contained, 

become the greatest cause of sensation, but also the body by its asso

ciation with the soul, has a share in sensation, the soul being the 

source. But, Epicurus says, the body does not have a share of all the 

things that the soul has acquired.

The question that arises, and which Epicurus does not answer, 

is, in what sense does the body have a share of sensation? One obvious 

answer which suggests itself is that the organs of sense acquire sen

sation insofar as, when the soul is present in a body, they are able 

to receive the subtle emanations of perceivable attributes from exter

nal objects. Thus, when the soul is in the body, the eyes are sensi

tive to visual images, the ears to sound, the body to pressure, temper

ature, texture, and the like, the nose to odor, the tongue to flavors. 

Then, perhaps, the transmission of the sensation from the eyes to the 

rational part is performed by the irrational part, so that the rational 

part can take account of the images of sense.

The body has a share in sensation only in its association

TOC oreYdSovxa xocL TteptéxovTa yh xoLaCxa t5, év o Zq vOv o5aa é%GL xaûxccs 
xàs HUVi*|aetG."

^H, sec. 64: "xb ôe AoLTrbv âôpoucpa TüotpooKetxScav éxeCvij x^v
aCxCocv xaOxTiv wexeCA.ricpe mu auxb xoioOxou auyTxrcIpaxoQ nap' éneCvriQ, ou 
liévxoL ndvxojv c5v éneCvri xéxxnxat. "
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with the soul and the soul has sensation only when embraced by the 

body. Thus, again, the body has a share in sensation when associated 

with the soul at least insofar as the body is receptive to emanations 

when associated with a soul and is not receptive when the soul is gone. 

But the body is receptive principally for the soul, as will be shown,^ 

since it is the soul which, in the rational part, responds to per

ceived qualities in forming concepts, making judgments, or feeling joy, 

fear, or sorrow. And these latter attributes, which the soul acquires 

by being embraced, the body does not share in.

The eyes, then, receive the color; the rational part of the 

soul judges that it is red. The rational part of the soul is also what 

is responsible for judging that this color belongs to the very same 

object which has a certain odor, or makes a certain sound. In other 

words, the rational part of the soul joins together the qualities, 

which have been received separately by the separate sense-organs, and 

judges that they all belong to the same object.2

Since the sensitivity of the body is owing to its association 

with the soul, it is perhaps to the finer part of the soul that is dis

persed throughout the kody that the body owes its share in sensation, 

since, according to Epicurus' materialist account, all action of one 

thing upon another requires that there be physical contact of that one 

thing with that other. This requirement that all acts of the soul 

take place through physical contact is shown in Epicurus' argument

^ Infra, Chapter VII, pp. 178-79.

^See Life, secs. 32-33.
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that the soul is not incorporeal. He argues that the only thing which 

is incorporeal is the void. The void can neither act nor suffer. The 

soul does act and suffer; thus, the soul cannot be incorporeal.^ Thus, 

if the soul is to be a source of the body's sharing in sensation, this

sharing in sensation would have to be brought about by direct contact

of soul with body, and this contact would be the contact of the dis

persed irrational part of the soul with the body.

Next, it would seem that when the mind makes a judgment about

qualities received by the senses, those qualities would have to be 

transmitted, again physically or by physical contact, to the rational 

part from the senses. The irrational part would perform this function.

And, lastly, it would seem that when the soul decided or 

willed that the body should move in some way or another, the irrational 

part of tae soul would have to transmit this command or impetus to 

move from the rational part of the soul to the body. The mechanics of 

these transmissions will be considered in Chapter VII.

In summary, then, this much has been suggested:

(1) Tlie life-giving part of the soul is responsible for the 

body's being a living, pulsating entity.

(2) The ensouled body is receptive to emanations and thus 

has a share in sensation.

(3) The irrational part of the soul is responsible for making 

contact with the body so that the body is receptive or sensitive to 

emanations.

^See H, sec. 67.
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(4) The irrational part of the soul might also be responsible 

for transmitting what is received by the senses from the receptive 

body to the rational part of the soul (for the sake of judgments), and 

for transmitting the decisions or volitions from the rational part of 

the soul to the body (in order to move the body at the bidding of the 

soul). This transmission would be necessary if all that occurs must 

occur by physical contact.

All of these point are indicated by what the note to section

67 says about sleep.^ There it is said that sleep occurs when the

parts of the irrational part of the soul are carried apart or held 

fast. When one sleeps the mind does not receive qualities from the 

senses, nor does the body respond to the mind's commands, though the 

body does go on functioning as a living thing. The mind does not 

receive qualities from the senses or move the body as it wills because 

the dispersed irrational part of the soul is not in a condition to 

transmit sensations or commands; it is scattered apart or held fast.

At this time, the mind is more likely to attend to the images that are

too fine to be received by the eyes and that emanate directly to the

soul.2 When this happens, one dreams.

Thus, there seem to be, on Epicurus' account, three separate 

functioning parts of the soul. Two are closely involved in the oper

ations of the body— one giving life; the other, sensation. The rela

tionship of the mind to the body is indirect, the relationship being

^See supra, p. 132, note 1.

^See supra, Chapter V, pp. 95-97, and H, secs. 49-51.
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effected by the irrational part of the soul. The mind is the seat, 

not only of reasoning, but also of feeling and will.

Epicurus' view that the soul comes into existence and 

becomes the cause of sensation only when enclosed in the body is sig

nificant in two ways:

(1) It is significant for Epicurus' Ethics."^

(2) It is significant for his Psychology.2

(1) According to Epicurus, the business of ethics is to 

remove the unnecessary pains both of the soul and of the body, in 

order to improve the quality of life. He holds that fear of death is 

one of the great causes of pain to the soul, and he thinks that one 

can remove this pain by properly understanding death. If one can 

understand that after death one feels no longer— one exists no longer 

and thus cannot suffer— Epicurus thinks that one will not fear death.

One exists no longer at death because the atoms of the soul 

are dispersed once they are not embraced by the body; when the atoms 

that make up a compound body are no longer combined together, that 

compound body no longer exists. when the atoms of the soul are dis

persed, the soul exists no longer. Further, when it is not contained 

in the body the soul has no feelings, endures no suffering, since 

being contained is the necessary condition for the soul's sentience.

Of course, since the soul goes out of existence when its atoms are 

dispersed, it could not suffer after death.

■^Because of the nature of the soul, death is nothing to us 
(see M, sec. 124).

^By being embraced the soul becomes sentient (see H, sec. 64).
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(2) According to Epicurus' Psychology, when the soul becomes 

enclosed, it is the moment, in the order of explanation, when sen

tience comes into existence. By being embraced, the soul becomes the 

greatest cause of sensation; that is to say, by being embraced, the 

soul atoms form a compound body which is the cause of sensation. Such 

a compound body comes into existence only by being embraced. Further, 

the smoothness and roundness of the soul atoms are not enough to 

account for sentience; but when atoms of this sort are enclosed by 

the body, sentience occurs.

Thus, again, just as it is necessary in the realm of per

ceivable things for atoms of a certain sort to be arranged in a certain 

way, if they are to be a certain compound body with its "perceivable" 

properties, for example, a visible object and its color or a hearable 

object ar.d its sound; so also, when other sorts of atoms, very round 

and very smooth ones, are combined in a certain way (embraced by a 

human body), another sort of compound body and its properties, a soul 

and its properties of sentience, come into existence.,

Just as in the case of perceivable bodies and their acci

dents, when certain kinds of atoms combine in a certain way something 

new comes into existence, a color, a sound— things not reducible to 

colorless and soundless extensions— ; so also in the case of the soul, 

and its accidents, when certain kinds of atoms combine in another way, 

something else new comes into existence, acts of sensation and acts of 

thinking. And these acts of sentience and thinking, too, cannot be 

reduced to moving bits of matter, as will be demonstrated in Chapter 

VII.
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By analogy to the properties and accidents of perceivable 

compound bodies, I understand the properties of the soul to be its 

being disposed towards certain kinds of acts (such as thinking, willing, 

feeling, and sensing). These acts all seem to be acts of awareness.^ 

The life-giving functions of the soul seem not to be acts of awareness. 

I understand the accidents to be the particular acts of awareness and 

the particular life-giving activities. I shall give an account of 

these accidents of the soul in Chapter VII.

^Awareness is examined infra, Chapter VII, pp. 174-87.



CHAPTER VII 

ACTS OF AWARENESS

At the end of his discussion of the soul, Epicurus says that 

one will be able to see what is entailed by the general principles of 

his theory of the soul and to work out the details of this theory if 

one refers one's considerations to feelings and sensations.^ Having 

explicated the general principles of the soul (in the previous chap

ter), I shall now work out the details, in order to discover whether 

Epicurus' account of the soul is adequate to explain the feelings, 

sensations, and thoughts which we experience. I am concerned to 

determine the explanation of how an aggregate of insentient and un

thinking atoms can be sentient and thinking. Presumably, one should 

be able to work out h o w  these t h i n g s  are explained; in general and 

in detail, by appealing to the atomic theory, the accounts of thinking 

and perceiving, and the general account of the soul.2

In Chapter V, some acts of awareness were considered. It was 

established that sensation requires physical interaction between

^H, sec. 68.

^The fact that such an account cannot be given in modern 
atomic theory does not invalidate my work here. For I am measuring 
a philosophical account of the soul for adequacy in terms of what its 
originator claims it can explain.

145
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bodies. In vision, films emanate from bodies and strike the eyes. In 

hearing, sound particles emanate from bodies and strike the ears. In 

smelling, odor particles emanate from bodies and strike the nose.

Taste and touch are effected by the physical contact of the palate or 

thé body with other bodies. The films, the sound particles, and the 

odor particles are corporeal entities, aggregates of atoms. The eyes, 

ears, and nose are corporeal entities, aggregates of atoms. So also 

are the palate (which tastes) and the body (which receives tactile 

sensations) corporeal entities interacting with other corporeal enti

ties; all of them aggregates of atoms.

Similarly, in Chapter V, two acts of the mind were accounted 

for by physical contact: they are dreaming and imagining. These acts

of the mind are brought about when images or films which are too fine 

to be received by the eyes are received directly into and attended to 

by the mind. In such cases, then, mental apprehension, like sense 

apprehension, requires that there be physical contact between two cor

poreal entities (in this case they are images, which are corporeal, and 

the soul, which is corporeal). In order to give a complete explanation 

of Epicurus’ view on mental apprehension, it is necessary to inquire 

whether Epicurus holds that there are other acts of the mind besides 

these and, if so, whether they can be explained in terms of physical 

contact of bodies.

In order to determine what other acts of the mind there are 

besides dreaming and imagining, according to Epicurus, consider (1) the 

uses of the mind that Epicurus makes, (2) what uses of the mind he says 

there are, and (3) what Diogenes Laertius, in his account, adds con-
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cernlng this question.

(1) Epicurus himself thinks about things which cannot send

films to the mind. First, he considers the imperceptible: the nature

of the atoms, the void, the interaction of the atoms, and matters of

this sort.^ Second, he considers things on a general level, both the

perceivable and the imperceptible. He makes general statements about

the aggregates of atoms and their properties and accidents, and he

considers the atoms, in general— for example, that they are always in 
2motion. Third, he makes inferences from particular and general state

ments. For example, he infers, from general truths about bodies,
Othat nothing can come to be from nothing.

(2) Epicurus says that we have instruments of j u d g m e n t , ^  

that we obtain images by an act of apprehension on the part of the 

mind,^ that we opine, ̂  that we hold things in m e m o r y . ^ He further 

says that we grasp and keep general principles in memory.®

(3) Diogenes Laertius speaks of Epicurus’ view concerning 

making inferences, and he accounts for the generation of thoughts 

(or ideas or conceptions) from sensation by experience, analogy, 

similarity, or combination (reason contributing something, too).^

^See supra, Chapter II and H, secs. 54-62.
2That he considers such things can be readily seen in the 

entire letter to Herodotus; and the letter is, indeed, as he says,
"an epitome of the whole philosophical system" (H, sec. 38).

^H, secs. 38-39. ^H, sec. 38. ^H, sec. 50.

^H, sec. 50. ^H, sec. 50.

^H, sec. 36. ^Life, sec. 32.
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In addition, Epicurus holds that men engage in voluntary 

acts of choice and avoidance.^ Although he does not consider free 

will in particular, in the letter to Herodotus, he assumes free will 

in the letter to Menoeceus.^ Lucretius does account for the will.3 

I shall appeal to his account later in this chapter.

The material nature of the soul was examined in Chapter VI; 

the physical contact affording the body sensation of emanations and 

the physical contact affording the mind direct perception of images 

(without the intervention of the sense-organs) were examined in Chap

ter V. Various other acts that Epicurus attributes to the soul have 

just been noted.

These last acts do not always have as their objects emana

tions coming directly from bodies either to the sense-organs or to the 

mind. In some cases, the mind acts with respect to what are called 

concepts. In order to determine whether a materialist account of 

these acts of the mind can be given, it is necessary to determine the 

nature of these concepts. Consider what Epicurus says concerning the 

foundation of knowledge.

First, then, Herodotus, it is necessary to have detected the things 
associated with words,4 in order that we might have references to 
consider in regard to these opinions held or matters of inquiry or 
puzzles before us, and in order that they might not be confused to 
us— pointing away to infinity— or that we might not have empty 
sounds. For it is necessary that the first notion be seen in 
relation to each word and not stand in need of a demonstration 
besides, if we shall understand the matter of inquiry or puzzle

^See M, secs. 128 and 133.

^Ibid. ^DRN II, 251-93.

4"(p9(5iYYOs" means, literally, "sound,"
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before us, to which we shall return. Furthermore it is necessary 
to preserve absolutely all things in accordance with sensations 
and particularly with the present acts of direct apprehension, 
whether of the mind or of any one of the instruments of judgment 
whatever, likewise also in accordance with the emotions actually 
present in us, in order that we might have the things by which 
we shall examine both the thing waiting to be confirmed and 
the imperceptible.!

Epicurus holds that if words are not to be meaningless it is 

necessary to detect the things associated with words, the referents 

of words. It is the first notion which must be seen in relation to 

each word, and these first notions do not need demonstration. A word 

is meaningless if it is an empty sound (a sound actually having nothing 

associated with it) or if it does not have the appropriate sort of 

thing associated with it but rather points only to another word or set 

of words which in turn point to others, ad infinitum. A word needing 

a demonstration also points to other words; and because it points to 

other words, rather than to a sensation, concept, or feeling, it does 

not have a first notion.

The things associated with words are (1) sensations,

(2) concepts, and (3) feelings. When one has these first notions 

then one can make examinations or inferences concerning the things 

waiting to be confirmed, that is to say, imperceptible things and

!h , secs. 37-38; "TtpÛTOv uèv oOy ta  urtoTetayi-iéva t o l s  
cpôÔYVOLS, cS '1^3(500X6/ ÔGL eCÀTicpévat, ôtïùs av xa ôogaS6iie\>a fj grixoOiieva 
Ÿ) co icpo i^va &x.cciiiEV etg  xaüxa âvccYocYÔvxec énLXpLveuv, x a l un Skpixa 
Tttivxa fp tv  eus drteLpov ànoôeLKvdouaLV n h evo Ijs  cpèôvYouQ êxcaiiev.̂  
ôcvdcyxn Yoip x6 npcùxov Éwônwa yioâ' ëKooxov (tdôyyov 3À.értea9at x a l unOp; 
cotoôEÛgecùQ TTpooôELoOaL, E Creep ëgouev xb [r|Xoi%iEvov fi dmopodiievov xa i 
ôoga£6]iEvov Écp' o dvdEcpev. êxt xe m x à  xàs atcJôî oELS ôeC rtdvxa xrpeCv 
x a i ôaïAûs <^xc$)xàs TTOpodoas eCxe ôlocvoCoq eC ô' ô;cou ôî rtoxe
xcav xptxnpCüW, ôjjoCcùs 6e xaxà xà ùndpxovxa TicSôri, ôruos av xau xo 
npoouévov x a l xô oôtiAjov Syccuev o îs  onueLCùoàueOa."
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things about which judgments or inferences can be confirmed by per

ception.^ The first notions associated with words by sensation are 

clearly the emanations received, but in order to determine what the 

first notions apprehended by the mind are, it is necessary to examine 

a passage from Diogenes Laertius, He says:

[jhe Epicureans! reject dialectic as unworthy or unfit, and redun
dant. For it is sufficient for the physicists to proceed accord
ing to the sayings or sounds of things. Thus, in the Canon Epi
curus is saying that the standards for judging the truth are the 
sensations and previous notions or conceptions and the feelings; 
and also, the Epicureans say that a standard for judging the 
truth is the apprehension of the mind which is able to produce 
the appearance. And also, he himself says this in the letter 
to Herodotus and in the Principal Doctrines. For, he says, all 
sensation is irrational and is not at all capable of memory. For 
it neither moves by itself nor, being moved by another, is it 
able to add something or take something away. Neither is there 
a thing able to refute these: For a similar sensation can neither
refute a similar one because of equivalence; nor can a dissimilar 
sensation refute a dissimilar one, for they are not the standards 
of the same things. Nor, again, can reason refute a sensation, 
for all reason depends upon sensations; neither can one refute 
anof'-er, for we attend to all equally. And also the existence of 
perceptions make trustworthy the truth of sensations. And, also, 
our seeing and hearing exist as much as pain. Whence, concerning 
the imperceptible, one must make inferences from the things per
ceived. For all thoughts come into being from sensation by means 
of experience and analogy and similarity and combination, also 
something being contributed by reason. . . .

And they speak of the thought as if a direct apprehension 
or a right opinion,or a conception or a general concept stored 
up that is a memory of something that often is presented from 
without; as, for example, "Such and such is a man." For, if the 
perceptions go first, immediately when "man" is mentioned, one 
knows the form of him by a previous conception. Accordingly, 
the first significance of every word is distinct.2

^Epicurus does use concepts drawn from perception to explain 
the imperceptibles (see supra, Chapter II, pp. 15-25).

^Life, secs. 31-33: "ttiv 6 i.a\e>iTL>triv os ■nnpéAwoimv
ccnoôoHLwà^ouaLV. apneuv yap to u s (puauxoùs Xi^eîv xaxci tous libv 
TçxtyyàTuv cpôôyYouS/ év tol vuv Tcp I4xvôvl ÀéyùJU éoTtv ô 5t(xoppos 
xpLTTV^La Tfis ôXriôeCas eCvau tos aCo&T^oeus xat tpoÀt^Eis xai toi Titi&n 
où 6 ' 'ErcLxoùpGiOL m l xds (pavToocnrims éuL&oAàs xfis ôtavoùas. Aéyei
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According to Diogenes Laertius, Epicurus holds that the 

source of concepts is sensation. A concept of a certain sort is the 

first significance of a word; it is derived from sensation when some

thing is often presented from without so that a concept can be formed 

and stored up; it is what is associated with a word. Since sensation 

does not have memory, it is necessary for the mind (which does have 

memory) to store up the sensations, which come from without, and 

their accompanying words, so that, when one hears a word, the mind can 

produce the appearance associated with it and directly apprehend that 

appearance.

Diogenes Laertius tells us that the concepts are derived from 

sensation by experience, analogy, similarity, and combination; reason 

contributing something too.^ We experience things together or in a 

certain series, and thus we have a concept, the first significance of

ôè McxL {a v T o t} êv npog *I$x5ôotov éniTouti xau év xaig KipCats ô6gaLg. 
moa y a p , (pnatv, aCoSriaLg o\.oy6s éo tl mu uvt̂ urig oCôeuuôls ôeHTUTiî * 
oOte Ycp (xp*̂  aùxfis MuveuTau, oûxe Cxp' èxépou xuvriQeuoa ôùvaxaC xu 
TTpoo&euvau h dcpeXeuv. o65e êoxu xo ôuvduevov aûxag ôueAéY&xu oùxe 
yhp  f) ôwoyevt̂ s aCoGnoug xfiv ôuoYevfi ôta xfjv uoDoôévetav' oûG' f)  ̂
àvcpoYéveua xriv àvoiiOYÉvetcw, où yàp  xô3v aùxwv état m tx tm t* oüxe utiv 
XÔYOg, TOLg ybp AÙYog àrà) xwv aCcô^oeoiv fpxnxat* oûô* n èxépa xriv 
èxépav, ndoatg yap npooéxouev. m t xo xà énata8T*iiJata 6 ' ùpeaxdvat 
TitoxoOxat xf)v Twu atcOr̂ aeajv ctA i^tav. ùpéoxriHe ôè x6 xe ôpôcv nii&S xcit 
ôwoùetv, cùorxep xà âÀYetv. cGev m t Txep't xûv ôôî Acov ànà xtSv (patvojiévuv 
xph OTiuetoCjaGat. m t yàp  m 't eut votât moat ànà xûv atoOî oecav Yeïàvotot 
mxà xe neptnnxùotv m t ocvaAoYtav m t àuotôxrixa m t oûvGeatv, auu~ 
GotUopàvou XL m't xoù AoyloijoO. . . .

T?iv ô'e npàXriilJtv Xéyoxxsiv otove't mxdXrulJtv n ô6&xv ôpô?iv f| 
ëw otav f| môoXtKTiv vôriatv évanoxetiiévriv, xouxéaxt uvi^uriv xou noXX&ttg 
g&ùGev (povévxog, oîov xo Ib to u x ^  éoxtv âvGpœnog* âpa yàp xÿ piiGnvat 
dvGpojnog eùGÙg m xà npôXinjjtv m t ô xùnog aùxou voetxat nporiYOuti^vuv 
xwv atoGfioewv. novx't o5v ovdyatt xo npcixcog ùnoxexaYuévov évopYég 
éoxt."

^The contribution of reason is apparently either to note 
the order of experience, the similarities, the analogies, or to make 
new combinations and note them.
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the word associated with that series of images; the concept is 

those images together in that way or in that series. In addition, 

reason can note similarities or analogies, and reason can make new 

combinations of images. Since Epicurus employs general concepts and 

concepts of the imperceptible, and since he holds that concepts are 

derived from sensation, his account of the acquisition of these con

cepts must be something like the following:

A certain particular emanation is received by a sense-organ; 

if the mind is to take account of that perceived accident, the acci

dent must be transmitted to the mind where the mind can attend to it. 

The mind may then store in memory that accident. Sensation itself 

does not admit of memory; yet if concepts are to be derived from sen

sation by the various modes of combining, the sensations must be 

stored for that purpose. Thus, the mind must apprehend such sensa

tions and store them in memory, if they are to be used in the forming 

of concept.

Once the mind has stored in memory some sensations, it can 

then attemd to those 'sensations in various ways : in various combina

tions or according to similarities or analogies, or according to the 

ways in which the sensations come together in being received, that is 

to say, the way they are experienced.

Associated with the emanations are words, sounds heard along 

with the sensations; and these are stored along with the concepts with 

which they are associated. Once the mind has some general concepts 

and the associated words, it may produce them from memory, directly 

apprehend them along with the words associated with them, and use
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them to judge of new sensations which come to the attention of the 

mind. One may judge whether the new sensations are of one sort or 

another and whether to call a thing by one name or another.

To have a concept of red, with which one associates the 

word or sound "red," one would probably, after storing together a 

number of times in memory sensations of red and sounds "red," begin 

to note the similarity of new instances of that color and that sound, 

and, eventually, grasp the significance of the sound. Thus, that 

sound would call to mind one of the similar images of red stored in 

memory. In addition, a new image of red similar to the ones stored 

in memory would bring to mind the sound "red," which has been stored 

in memory together with one or some other Images of red.

More complex combinations of sensations and the word or 

words associated with them would be acquired, stored, and used in a 

similar way. According to an analogy of form, the soul might compare 

the image of one horse with that of another, or of one cow with that 

of another, and thus form the concept of a horse or a cow.

According to this analysis of Epicurus' view on conception 

and judgment, the mind does not have a general or abstract concept 

per se (that is, a concept which is not a particular image or set of 

images). Rather, a general term is understood when the mind notes 

similarities between particular images and learns the general term 

which goes with those images, images similar to or analogous to one 

another in some respect or respects.

Concepts are derived from sensation; what the mind contrib

utes, in conceptualization or in forming a concept, is noting or
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discovering the similarities, analogies, or combinations which are 

presented or can be made when two or more images are present to it. 

Further, it is the mind which associates words with images. And the 

mind, when presented with an image like some which have been pre

sented in the past, can grasp from memory an image similar to the 

present one and the word associated with it. Such a sense-image is 

the first sense of the word; it underlies the word. Given the first 

senses of words, the mind can, by a comparison of images, determine the 

relations between them for the sake of affirming or denying opinions, 

making inferences, and the like. Diogenes Laertius also says that the 

mind can be said to have an apprehension when it produces an appear

ance; 1 this means that the mind can call up a concept.

Even concepts of imperceptibles are images, it seems; for 

Epicurus' explanations of the imperceptibles are by reference to the 

bodies we can see and feel, and their attributes. For example, he 

explains the minimum extension of atoms by analogy to perceivable 

extensions;2 and he argues that the universe is infinite and is com

posed of atoms and the void by appealing to perception and then 

generalizing and inferring from statements about perception.^ The 

acts of the soul are described as motions. The qualities of the soul 

are explained by analogy to wind with a sort of mixing of heat. Some 

of the particles of the soul are then described, negatively, as being 

smaller than those particles of the soul which are like wind with a

^Life, sec. 31: "tcxs (pocvxaaTtms entPoAag ttig ô u x v o Co g ."

% ,  sec. 56-59. % ,  secs. 39-42.
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sort of mixing of heat. And, undoubtedly, Epicurus would account for 

the meanings of words like "good" and "bad" by means of the third 

measure of truth, feelings, or concepts derived from the feelings 

(stored in memory) of former experiences of pleasurable and painful 

sensations of the body and the soul.

Epicurus suggests that if one looks for the first concept 

associated with a word and if one preserves reference to sensations 

and to direct apprehensions of the mind (which are derived from sen

sation) and to feelings, then one will have what is needed to examine 

questions concerning reality. Thus, all knowledge is derived, ulti

mately, from sensation. All concepts are derived from sensation; 

even general concepts are particular sensations.

An atomistic account of noting sensations, storing sensations 

in memory, and forming concepts would explain these acts of the soul 

only in terms of the motions and collisions of bodies. If the mind is 

to attend to a sensation— as it must, even if only to grasp it in its 

individuality, grasp it with its associated word, and store it in 

memory— , and if the activities of the mind must be accounted for 

materially, then it is necessary to suppose that the emanations are 

carried to the mind from the senses. For the mind, seemingly, remains 

in the breast and does not travel to the receiving organs to grasp 

the emanations there. Thus, the emanation must be carried along to 

the rational part of the soul, where it can be grasped and stored in 

memory. The irrational part of the soul performs this function.

Since all acting and suffering occur by physical contact, 

the irrational part of the soul must carry, bodily, the emanation from
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the sense-organ to the mind, or it must pass it along physically (hand- 

to-hand fashion) from one part to the next until the emanation reaches 

the mind. The irrational part of the soul cannot be altered into an 

image or sound, or whatever other perceivable qualities are received 

by the senses, and somehow in this way pass the message to the rational 

part of the soul, since then, the veridical nature of perception would 

be called into question, just as it would be on the view that the 

transporting of perceived attributes to the sense-organs from external 

objects is owing to the air's being molded by the perceived attributes 

rather than owing to the perceived attributes' passing directly from 

the object to the perceiver. This alternative was rejected by Epicurus 

in the discussion of the perception of attributes;1 so also it must be 

here.^

The irrational part of the soul can transport the sensation 

to the mind because it is dispersed through the body. It may be dis

persed in the sense that it moves from place to place in the body. Or 

it may be dispersed in the sense that it remains dispersed in more or 

less the same places in the body all the time. If it is dispersed in 

former way then one might say that as it moves from place to place in

^In H, secs. 49 and 53, Epicurus says that the colors and 
shapes could not be impressed upon the perceiver if the air were 
molded by them, and that the sound heard results when the sound itself 
actually goes from the sounding object to the ears.

^Indeed, Epicurus most successfully guarantees the veridical 
nature of sense-perception since, on his account, the emanation received 
is the attribute of the body and, as I understand the function of the 
irrational part of the soul, the emanation grasped by the mind is the 
attribute of the body. It travels all the way to the mind, passing 
first through the senses and thence to the mind through the agency of 
the irrational part of the soul.
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the body. If it is dispersed in the latter way then one might say that 

it transmits the perceived attribute by passing it, hand-to-hand fash

ion, from the sense-organ back to the soul. This latter form of being 

dispersed would seem the most reasonable alternative since, if this 

were the case, then the soul might best recognize where the sensation 

originated and, also, since the functions of the irrational part of the 

soul would be most simply and efficiently arranged. Further, it would 

seem that the irrational part of the soul would have to be dispersed 

throughout the body rather than traveling around within the body, 

since there is sensation in many places at the same time in the body.

If the Irrational part of the soul were generally in the same places 

in the body, then communication from the soul to the various parts of 

the body could be carried on most efficiently. Thus, it would seem 

that the irrational part of the soul is able to grasp and pass from 

one part to the next the emanations received by the sense-organs and, 

ultimately, to pass such emanations to the mind. Similarly, if the 

mind wills a certain act, that irrational part of the soul, perhaps 

in this case by being pushed or moved by the rational part of the soul, 

can also move the part of the body at some other appropriate extremity 

of the irrational part of the soul.

Epicurus uses the term étil3oA,t̂ to name the act of attention. 

This term means, in its non-metaphorleal sense, a throwing or laying 

upon, and is used to describe what grappling irons do. For Epicurus' 

materialist account of the act of the soul in attending to an image or 

a concept, this is a very apt word, since the soul must literally 

grasp or touch or thrust itself upon and grab an image or a concept if
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it is to receive it physically. Again, remember that Epicurus argues 

that the soul cannot be incorporeal since it acts and suffers, and only 

corporeal things can act and suffer; they do so by physical contact and 

by motion. Thus the mind grasps an image and then, perhaps, stores it 

in memory, again physically, in the way that one stores in the attic 

the things which one has collected throughout the years. And the mind, 

in making a comparison, noting a similarity or an analogy, would grasp, 

touch, or hold in some way the images or concepts which it is comparing 

or noting. In this way we can account for the mind’s attending to 

combinations, similarities, or analogies in a material way. Epicurus 

uses the term cpôôvYOQ for what is translated as "word" or "term"; but 

the term means literally "sound," a physical entity which can be 

grasped or held and thus associated with and stored physically in 

memory together with the image or concept with which it is associated 

by convention. Thus when the mind combines some Images, it lays itself 

upon or grasps! those images together; when the mind learns the meaning 

of a word, it grasps together the similar images (or some of them) that 

have come in with the word (or sound),2 and it associates them and 

stores them together iù memory.

Concepts are physical entities, aggregates of atoms, just as 

the films, sound particles, odor particles, heat particles which 

travel to the body are aggregates of atoms. Indeed, the concepts are 

either one of these emanations that has been stored in memory or a

!por étclPoA.!̂ see H, secs. 38, 50, 51, 62, and 70.

^For cpOÔYYOG see H, secs. 37 and 38.
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combination of the emanations that have been stored in memory.

An abstract concept, such as the concept of "two," must 

be physically graspable, as must a general concept, such as that of 

"animality." These, too, must be aggregates of atoms which can be 

derived from sense-perceivable attributes by means of combining, noting 

similarities, or the other ways in which the mind can deal with the 

qualities that come to it by way of the senses.

From what Epicurus says, it follows that he holds that the 

meaning of the term "two"— that is, the concept in the mind associated 

with the sound "two"— is an Image of a set of two things (two bricks, 

two horses, two pieces of clay, or some such thing as that). Again, 

one might grasp several images, similar with respect to twoness, when 

one conceives of two. One might grasp from memory an image of two 

trees and two dogs, or an image of some other set of two things. So, 

also, a general term (or sound) would find its meaning or concept in 

some representative image or set of images associated with that sound. 

The concept of "cow" would be an image of a cow or several images, each 

of a different cow. Concepts that are associated with terms that name 

imperceptibles would likewise be particular sense-qualities associated 

with the sounds. This is borne out by Epicurus’ explanations of, and 

arguments concerning, imperceptible things. He appeals to sense-experi- 

ence to explain the atoms, the void, the minimal parts of atoms, the 

infinity of atoms and the void, the motions of the atoms, and whatever 

other properties belong to them. Concepts are formed, then, by the 

physical grasping, on the part of the mind, of images, or other emana

tions, stored in memory and grouped together in accordance with their
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way of appearing in experience, or their similarities, or their anal

ogies, or in accordance with some new way of being combined when the 

mind combines them.

The mind makes a perceptual judgment when it grasps and 

compares an emanation, together with it's‘associated word, with a 

concept already formed owing to experience; then the mind might grasp 

also that the emanation comes from a certain sort of aggregate of 

atoms, and one might say, on the basis of these activities, "That is a 

cow." The mind makes a conceptual judgment when it either combines 

two or more concepts, and notes what they have in common and how, 

or when it notes that a part of a compound concept is like another 

concept. In the first case it might note, for example, that all of 

these concepts (the concept of horse, the concept of cow, and the con

cept of goat) are similar in being concepts of mammals. In the second 

case one might note that "Two is one-half of four," or that "Corporeal 

entities include atoms."

All judgments which are made by a direct apprehension are 

true. The mind directly grasps all that it is concerned with in 

judgment. Opinions, however, may be false; for they concern what is 

waiting to be confirmed.^ For example, the opinion that the other 

side of the apple is also red must be confirmed by turning the apple 

around and actually grasping the emanation of the color of the other 

side. If the apple is yellow on the other side, the opinion that it 

is red, is false.

^H, secs. 50-51; Life, secs. 31-32.
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The soul is a body whose properties are dispositions towards 

certain kinds of motions and ways of being physically affected. In 

Chapter IV, it was suggested that a property of an aggregate of atoms 

is one of the characteristics of that aggregate, generally conceived, 

such that it has a certain set of accidents.-1 The forming of general 

concepts has been considered above. To think of something in general 

one must recognize an example or some examples of sense attributes 

or of collections of sense attributes that are associated with a 

certain word. To conceive generally of the properties of the soul, 

since one does not receive perceivable accidents of that aggregate 

of atoms, one must appeal to experience in some other way, for example, 

one must appeal to the kinds of acts that the soul seems to be capable 

of, the kinds of acts the soul performs.

From the general comments which Epicurus has made about the 

soul and from out own sensations, feelings, and what has been said 

about atomism, one may infer what sorts of acts Epicurus thinks the 

soul can perform. The general comments which Epicurus made, he prob

ably regarded as necessarily deduced from other general truths of his 

atomism that were, in turn, necessarily deduced from observations 

about bodies.

The properties of the soul are its capacities to form con

cepts, remember, make judgments, cause sensation, imagine, dream, will, 

opine, feel passion. The kinds and arrangements of its atoms are such 

that the soul can move and be moved or affected in ways called conceiv

^See supra, pp. 84-89.
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ing, sensing, willing, and feeling. The soul can so touch the body 

that the eye senses an image or the knee a pain or the ear a sound; or 

the soul can so touch the body that the body moves— it walks or stops 

walking by being touched in certain ways by the soul. In touching the 

body in these ways the soul is the cause of sensation and volitional 

acts. The irrational part of the soul can carry an emanation from the 

place in the body where it is received to the mind, and at the same 

time carry the accompanying sound, or word, also to the mind; the mind 

can then place that emanation and its accompanying word together in 

a place in itself, its memory. Thus the soul, too, can sense; and 

unlike the sense-organs of the body,^ the soul in its rational part 

can remember. And the soul can receive emanations directly, not 

through the sense-organs; it can dream or imagine.

The soul, in the rational part, does more than passively 

receive sensations. The mind can pull out of memory emanations stored 

there with their accompanying sounds, and touch them, or arrange them, 

in such a way as to from new combinations of images, sounds, or other 

perceivable attributes. Thus, the soul forms concepts. The soul can 

place those concepts in memory and pull them out again, in order to 

place them side-by-side with each other or with new emanations, and, 

thus, make judgments of a conceptual or perceptual sort. Opining is 

like judging except that some things involved in the opinion are not 

directly apprehended, whereas in judgment, all thing are.

In the rational part, the soul also treats, in a way differ-

^Life, secs. 31-32.
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ent from conceiving or judging or sensing, concepts or emanations 

received; it reacts to things in such a way that it might then touch 

the body and cause tears to come to the eyes or laughter to the lips or 

a tightness in the throat. This happens when the soul is said to feel 

passions.

These characteristic ways in which the soul performs are 

the properties of the soul; one can think, in an Epicurean way, of 

these ways of performing only by bringing to mind some particular 

images of parts moving, or perhaps, remembrances of passions felt 

or judgments made. The accidents of the soul are the particular 

instances of functions of the sort described above.

An Epicurean account of an act of the soul, then, would be 

somewhat like the one that follows: A physical emanation strikes a

receptive sense-organ. That emanation is physically passed on to 

the rational part of the soul. The rational part physically grasps 

the emanation and physically stores it in memory. The rational part 

then retrieves physically from memory that emanation and physically 

grasps it and, at the same time, grasps a new emanation transmitted 

from a sense-organ.^

^A problem arises concerning the size of the visual images. 
When one stands close to an object, one either sees it as the main 
object in the field of vision, the largest object, or one sees only 
a part of it; how one sees it depends upon its size. When one stands 
away from the very same object, either it is a small object in a field 
of other objects or one sees more of it than one did when one was 
close to it; again, how one sees it depends upon its size.

This simple experiment would seem to indicate that the size 
of the image decreases as it moves from the body of which it is the 
image to the perceiver. But if it does, then the possibility of dis
tortion of the image arise. This may be why Epicurus says that some 
judgments about perceivable objects must be confirmed, that we must
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Thus far the physical account of the soul's activities is 

intelligible. However, the distinctive act of the rational part of 

the soul is to have chosen this emanation rather than that from memory, 

and to have noted the similarity or difference between them. These 

acts— choosing and noting— stand behind or explain the physical 

retrieving from memory and the physical grasping of the stored ema

nation and the new one at the same time. Otherwise the retrieving 

and grasping together would be either entirely determined by mecha

nistic laws of matter or entirely undetermined, owing to chance.

But the creativity and reasonableness which we note in our 

experiences of the activities of our souls and in our experiences of 

the souls of others (in, for example, the employment of language and 

the making of perceptual judgments) indicates to us that behind these 

activities is an awareness of what emanations were present, what were 

in memory, and what similarities or differences obtained between (or 

among) these emanations. Further, the choosing of one and the compar

ing of that with another seem to be owing to will, which is responsible 

for choices and decisions.

In one's own internal experience one discovers a unity 

behind the acts of awareness. It is a unity of a history of experi

ences and it is a unity which bestows upon its acts their intentional^

have "clear visions" of things to make true judgments (H, secs. 50-52). 
For if the images did not decrease in size as they travel to the per
ceiver, many problems would arise. Two such problems are the reception 
of the images by the eyes and by the mind and our comprehension of the 
relative sizes of things.

^I use the word "intentional" to name a relation between con
sciousness and that of which it is conscious (a mental relation between
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character. Without awareness, no amount of the soul's physically 

falling upon and grasping aggregates of atoms could bring about the 

forming of a concept or the making of a judgment or an opinion. And 

without awareness, no deliberation or inferring could take place irre

spective of how many aggregates of atoms were held together or touched 

in succession. Without awareness and will, no decisions could be made 

or plans devised and acted upon irrespective of how many aggregates of 

atoms were held together, touched in succession, or pushed. Although 

awareness always stands behind its acts and, thus, cannot be brought 

before itself for inspection, by its effects one can know the sort of 

thing it is. Although it seems difficult to understand how an aggre

gate of atoms can will or be aware, I shall attempt, in what follows, 

to give an Epicurean account of these two peculiar attributes of the 

soul.

I suggest that Epicurus would account for the will (or for 

free will in choosing and avoiding) in terms of the swerve of the atom. 

I suggest this because Lucretius does account for free will in terms of 

the swerve of the atom,-! because Epicurus does hold that men are free 

to make c h o i c e s , 2 and because Epicurus' Canon, Physics, and Ethics are

the rational part of the soul and that of which it is aware) or a non
physical activity of "attending to" something. Even if one describes 
the relation or act physically or spatially, one has not captured the 
nature of the intentional act, but must add to this material account 
the distinctive intentional aspect.

-!see infra, p. 166-67.

^Epicurus says that an important consideration in ethics is 
the standard of choice and avoidance (M, secs. 128-29 and 132) as 
though we do have a choice. Further he suggests that some things 
occur by chance, some by necessity, and some are in our control (M,
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parts of a connected system in which the first two parts are meant to

support the Ethicsp- In addition, Epicurus presents an argument ad

absurdum against necessity which indicates that he does not hold that

all things occur by necessity. "The man who says that all things come

to pass by necessity cannot criticize one who denies that all things

occur by necessity: for he admits that this too happens of n e c e s s i t y . " 2

Since we have no extant writings of Epicurus on will, let

us use Lucretius' attempt to account for freedom of the will as a

starting point for discussion. Lucretius accounts for freedom of the

sill by means of the swerve of the atom. ̂  He says:

Once again, if every motion is always linked on, and the new 
arises from the old motion in order determined, nor by swerving 
do the first-beginnings make a certain start of movement to 
break through the decrees of fate, so that cause may not follow 
cause from infinite time; whence comes this free will for living 
things all over the earth, whence, 1 ask, is it wrested from 
fate, this will whereby we move forward, where pleasure leads 
each one of us, and swerve likewise in our motions neither at 
determined times nor in a determined direction of place, but 
just where our mind has carried us? For without doubt it is 
his own will which gives to each one a start for this movement, 
and from the will the motions pass flooding through the limbs.
Do you not see too how, when the barriers are flung open, yet 
for an instant of time the eager might of the horses cannot 
burst out so suddenly as their mind itself desires? For the

sec. 133). See, also, supra, Chapter 1, p. 7, and infra. Chapter Vlll, 
pp. 203-204 and note 2 on p. 204.

^He says that it is the study of philosophy which aids us 
in the pursuit of happiness (M, sec. 122; H, sec. 82). See, also, 
supra. Chapter 1, pp. 7 and 12-13, and infra, Chapter Vlll, pp. 201-207.

2Bailey's translation of Vatican Fragment XL, Bailey, p. 113.
3Epicurus adopted a modified form of Democritus' Atomism. 

Democritus held that "Everything happens of necessity" (D. L. ix, 45). 
Epicurus denied this (e.g., in M, secs. 133-34), and it is generally 
believed that his modification of Democritean Atomism that brought 
chance into an atomistic universe is the swerve of the atom.
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whole store of matter throughout the whole body must be roused 
to movement, that then aroused through every limb it may strain 
and follow the eager longing of the mind . . . .  Wherefore in 
the seeds too you must needs allow likewise that there is another 
cause of motion besides blows and weights, whence comes this 
power born in us, since we see that nothing can come to pass from 
nothing. For weight prevents all things coming to pass by blows, 
as by some force without. But that the very mind feels not some 
necessity within in doing all things, and is not constrained like 
a conquered thing to bear and suffer, this is brought about by 
the tiny swerve of the first-beginnings in no determined direction 
of place and at no determined time.1

While successfully avoiding the odious conclusion that 

nature is completely determined, since a chance occurrence is possible 

whenever an atom swerves; yet, the same account applied to the soul 

does not suffice to show that the soul determines its own acts.

Rather, it only indicated that the soul is subject to chance occur

rences also. But an act of will seems not to be a chance occurrence 

or a mechanically determined one, but, rather, a deliberately chosen 

motion or course of action. Let us examine experience in order to 

determine what the will is. Then it may be possible to determine 

whether the Epicurean account of will is adequate to explain experience.

When one acts according to one's will, rather than involun

tarily, one is said to be, in some sense, aware of and responsible 

for the action undertaken. Involuntary acts are not acts of which one 

is aware or for which one is responsible.

Some involuntary acts are automatic responses of the body 

to stimuli— responses over which one has no control and of which one 

is unaware. One is always unaware of these acts, though one may be 

aware sometimes or always of a result or of a concomitant of such an

^DEN II, 251-293.
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act. The enlarging and contracting of the pupil of the eye in response 

to light is an automatic involuntary act of which one is unaware,! 

though one will be aware of the fact of the failure of this act occur

ring if, say, the pupil does not contract in the light and, as a con

sequence, the light is too bright for one. The opening of the pupil 

of one's eye in the dark is an action of the body that is not performed 

according to one's will. One cannot, by choosing to do so, either 

cause the pupil to enlarge or cause it to contract. Numerous other 

activities of the organism are acts like this, acts which the body 

performs but of which one is not aware and over which one does not 

have control— for example, the pulsating of one's blood.

Some involuntary acts are acts which one performs automat

ically but which one attended to and learned at some time; they are 

habitual. Many actions involved in a daily routine are of this sort. 

Habitual acts are such that one may become aware of them and cause 

them to stop or to start, though for the most part one does not.

A random involuntary act may be distinguished from the other 

two— the automatic or habitual responses of the organism. A random 

involuntary act is not a regularly occurring or necessarily expected 

act. Some of these acts one could choose to do or not to do but one 

is not choosing to do at the time when they are random involuntary 

acts. Some random involuntary acts are acts of which one could be 

aware; but one is not aware of them when they are random involuntary

^That is to say, one does not feel directly the enlarging or 
contracting of the pupil. One can be aware, as an observer, of these 
movements if he looks in a mirror and varies the light reaching the 
eye.
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acts. For example, sometimes one becomes aware of the fact that one 

is doing, and, one suspects, has been doing for some time, an act of 

which one was not previously aware. At this point one can choose to 

continue or to stop doing it; at this point one has become aware of it 

and can take responsibility with respect to it. Such an act as drum

ming one's fingers on the table may be a random involuntary act.

Acts of the will, however, are chosen, and one is neces

sarily aware of them. An act according to will is an act chosen by 

the agent.^ It may be chosen on the basis of a reasoned deliberation 

or on the basis of an emotion. It is an act arising by choice and 

direction of the agent performing it as an act of that agent.

Involuntary acts are not according to will and, although 

they are acts of the same agent that performs voluntary acts, they 

are not acts chosen by or directed by that agent. The voluntary act 

is conceived as being performed by, according to the direction of, and, 

often, for the sake of the agent. This analysis points to the will as 

an autonomous source of action. Voluntary action, according to this 

analysis, would seem to arise from the same source which thinks and 

feels; for such acts arise on the basis of thoughts or feelings of the 

agent. The agent is understood to be the same entity which receives 

many sensations, which thinks many thoughts, and which feels many

1 Some acts of the will that we commit are acts about which 
we say we had "no choice." But this is only to say that we would 
not have chosen the act if there had been some different alternatives 
to choose from than there were. The escaping robber does not choose 
to go along peacefully with the arresting officer absolutely, but he 
does choose that alternative over the alternative of being shot at as 
he attempts to resist arrest— or, as we would say, "He had no choice."
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feelings. Most of the acts willed are conceived to pertain to the 

sensations received, thoughts conceived, and/or feelings felt by the 

agent insofar as they derive from some, and are planned, often, to 

bring about other, sensations, thoughts, and feelings. In other words, 

the agent who wills is regarded as a single agent (and sometimes a 

patient) of many acts of many sorts, and is, indeed, a unity behind 

these many experiences.

The notion of will for Epicurus is, I suggest, very much the 

same as the view expressed by Lucretius and quoted above.1 For he 

accounts for all things materially, there being no other ultimate 

causes than the atoms in the void, and thus there being no other cause 

for will than a material one. Further, one of the ways in which Epi

curus' atomic theory differs from the theory of Democritus is that 

according to Epicurus the atoms swerve, whereas according to Democritus 

they do not.2 This change in the atomic theory, it has been suggested,^ 

was made in order to bring into the fundamental account of reality 

chance and human will— these two being essential to Epicurus' ethics.^ 

The swerve of the atom is not mechanically determined; it is completely 

undetermined. Thus, because the atom swerves,undetermined occurrences 

take place in reality— chance events and voluntary human acts.

But, though it is possible that the swerve of the atom

^See supra, pp. 166-67.

^See supra, p. 166, note 3.

^Atomists, pp. 316-22.

^See M, sec. 133.
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account for chance physical events. It seems to me that the swerve 

of the atom is inadequate to account for free will. For, whereas the 

sense in which chance physical events are undetermined is that they 

are not predictably caused by the preceding motions and collisions of 

atoms, the sense in which voluntary human acts are undetermined is 

not that they are not predictably caused by collisions and motions of 

bodies— but something quite different.

A chance physical event may be understood to be undetermined 

in two senses: (1) It could have been otherwise with respect to the

previous conditions of compound bodies, it is not a necessary effect of 

previous occurrences and thus is not predictable. (2) It is caused 

by a swerving atom (or by swerving atoms) but, because the swerve is 

unpredictable so is its result in the perceivable world.

(1) Voluntary human acts are not unpredictable with respect 

to preceding physical events in the perceivable world; that is to say, 

they are neither predictable nor unpredictable with respect to preced

ing physical events in the world. Rather, voluntary human acts are 

caused by the agent himself. (2) Involuntary human acts may be caused 

by the motions and collisions of the atoms, in a predictable or in an 

unpredictable way— automatic and habitual acts predictably; random acts, 

unpredictably.

However, voluntary human acts do not seem to be caused by 

motions and collisions of atoms, in a predictable or in an unpre

dictable way; for they are neither automatic or habitual involuntary 

acts nor random involuntary acts. Voluntary acts seem to be dis

tinguished from these two kinds of involuntary acts in precisely the
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sense that they are not the effects of the motions of bodies; they are 

caused by the agent.

Of course, Epicuinis* response to this account might very 

well be to say that the attributes of the human soul are attributes of 

a compound body, not of the individual atoms which compose it; and 

thus, he is not calling the swerve of the atom the direct cause of a 

voluntary human act. Rather, he might suggest, the soul as an aggre

gate of atoms has distinctive properties and accidents which belong to 

it as an aggregate and not to the atoms, just as the perceivable bodies 

have perceivable qualities which belong to them as aggregates and not 

to atoms. Further, he might suggest that the peculiar attributes 

which he would call the accidents of the will, particular acts of 

willing, belong to a soul in virtue of the fact that the atoms of the 

soul can swerve. A particular volitional act is owing to the fact 

that, in that compound, one or more atoms happen to swerve. But the 

swerve is only indirectly responsible for a volitional act. That act 

is directly caused by the compound of atoms as a whole. To evaluate 

this response, let us consider chance occurrences among perceivable 

entities.

It seems that Epicurus would say that chance^ among perceiv

able objects means that such objects exhibit characteristics (qualities 

or motions) which are not determined by their preceding characteristics, 

or that, in their relationships with each other, there occurs a rela-

^Epicurus says that chance occurs, that it is a real feature 
of the world (see M, sec. 133). Thus chance must be owing to a break 
in the mechanical causal chain of atomic collisions. The swerve per
mits this to happen.
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tlonshlp not determined by preceding relationships and characteristics 

among things in the perceivable world. And the swerve of the atom is 

not determined by the motions or collisions of other atoms or by its 

own previous motions. The voluntary human act is not simply not deter

mined by physical precedents of the compound of atoms as a whole, but, 

more importantly, is owing to the choice of the agent rather than to 

the choice of someone else or rather than to physical forces.

The swerve of the atom is absolutely uncaused, however a 

chance occurrence among compounds of atoms is caused by the swerve of 

the atom. And if the swerve of the atom is responsible for voluntary 

human acts, then voluntary human acts are caused and are not voluntary 

at all but owing to physical force. If human voluntary acts are caused 

in any way whatsoever by the motions and collisions of atoms (even if 

by swerving atoms) then they are indistinguishable from involuntary 

acts.

My experience, which is, according to Epicurus, a legitimate 

source of knowledge, leads me to believe in the existence of such a 

•thing as my will; that is to say, my experience leads me to suppose 

that I am an autonomous source of my own acts. According to Epicurus’ 

account (if he holds that free will is owing to the swerve), acts of 

the will are illusory; they are not actually caused by the agent but by 

the unaccountable, irrational, and passionless swerve of the atom.l

^David Furley ^in Two Studies in the Greek Atomists (Prince
ton, N. J.: Princeton University Press, 1967), pp. 161-23!^ , considers
the connection between Aristotle's theory of voluntary action and 
Epicurus' theory of voluntary action. He determines the latter by 
analyzing Lucretius' account in DRN. Furley’s objective is to refute 
the view of other Epicurean scholars that the swerve of the atom enters
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If this is the case, Epicurus' ethics is based on an illusion.1

Will and awareness are closely associated in the soul. As 

an account of awareness is developed below this connection will be made 

clear. Let us consider first what in experience is meant by awareness, 

beginning from examples of a more general notion (which I shall not 

attempt to define but only describe in part as I distinguish it from

into the chain of events in the soul at one point or another when one 
commits a voluntary act. Rather, thinks Furley, the sense in which 
voluntary acts are voluntary for Epicurus, as for Aristotle, is simply 
in that the source of the act is the agent. Such acts are neither 
forced upon one by external causes nor by internal mechanical neces
sity.

Furley thinks that, for Epicurus (as for Aristotle), acts 
are voluntary not in the sense that a particular act is freely chosen 
but because the agent originally chose the disposition he has to act 
in one way or another. The importance of the swerve (if it has any 
importance at all), thinks Furley, is that it provides a break in 
the chain of mechanical causes so that the acts of the agent (in choos
ing his dispositions) are not determined by something occurring external 
to him (i.e., before the birth of the agent).

My objective here is not to account for Epicurus' position in 
terms of other views but, rather, to develop out of his own first 
principles whatever can be so developed in order to explain, among 
other things, the soul and its acts.

Although Furley has managed to attribute to Epicurus a fully 
developed Aristotelian position on voluntary action, he has no more 
explained the connection between the swerve and voluntary action than 
have those whom he critizes. For even if the swerving atom does not 
enter immediately into voluntary action but only a few times or once 
in the history of the agent (when he "chooses" his disposition to act), 
how that swerving atom is relevant to choice is not explained.

^Since my concern in this dissertation is to view Epicurus' 
system as a whole, I have not considered whether there is some sense 
in which his ethics could stand alone, or is worthwhile though unsup
ported by his physics. It would be presumptuous of.me to deal with 
such a question in a footnote. A comment, however, is in order.

Dr. Feaver asks whether the support of the physics is 
necessary to the ethics. In response I should point out that the 
Socrates of Plato's early dialogues, the Socrates who eschews the study 
of physics (in the Phaedo), not only does not consider such support 
necessary but, indeed, regards the study of physics to be irrelevant to 
ethics. I tend to agree. However, I do not think that Epicurus 
agrees. Thus, I have offered my criticisms.
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awareness).

The more general notion is that of being alive. A dead body 

is definitely not aware; when the soul is no longer embraced by the 

body, its parts disperse and it is no longer; and then, of course it is 

no longer aware.^ A dead body is no longer aware, although it may 

be moved or struck or burned or buried, and although it is altered by 

being so acted upon in this way, and although it may act upon other 

things while in this condition (as when it bends the blades of grass 

upon which it lies). Thus, the simple fact of being altered by being 

acted upon or of altering other things by physical contact does not 

constitute awareness. Thus, rocks are not aware, nor are billiard 

balls, nor are the infinitely many atoms which move through the 

infinite void, and swerve and collide and recoil. Simply acting and 

reacting does not constitute awareness.

One clear difference between the dead body and the ensouled 

body is that whereas the dead body has no life, the ensouled body is 

alive. Does life then constitute awareness? If it does, then the 

human organism as a whole is aware owing to the presence of the soul. 

However, plants are said to be alive; indeed there is present in a 

live plant a quality of turgidness similar to the quality in the live 

human being that each lacks when it is dead; Further, the plant seeks 

water with its roots and sun with its leaves. Yet, on the basis of 

experience, one would infer that these processes are automatic 

responses of the organism to certain stimuli and that they are like the

^According to Epicurus, H, secs. 63-64.
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human being’s automatic response to light (when the pupil of the eye 

contracts), rather than acts of awareness. Awareness seems to be more 

than simply being alive and acting and reacting: one is not aware of

the automatic involuntary acts of the organism. Such automatic 

responses of a human being find their source, perhaps, in the life- 

giving part of the soul.

Experience indicates that it would be legitimate to call acts 

of the mind, acts of awareness. When the mind judges that there is a 

cow in that field, or when it fears the dog in the path, or when it 

judges that the fire caused the pain, or when it decides after delib

eration to take the left rather than the right turning at the fork in 

the road, the mind is aware. In each of the above cases the soul's 

being aware involves attention to another, or regarding another, in 

some particular way— in a judging, fearing, willing way— , in a way 

which is attributable to the mind as Epicurus understands the mind 

(that is to say, the thing responsible for rational acts and passions).

Other acts of awareness, unlike the ones mentioned above,

are not directly concerned with external objects but with general con

cepts (as when one thinks of the number two or of animality), or with 

relations between concepts or sentences (as when one makes a judgment 

or follows a deduction), or with particulars which do not come through 

sense-organs (as when one dreams or imagines). Acts of awareness, 

for the rational part of the soul, are acts in which the mind is 

related to something by one of the characteristic acts of the mind. In

order to distinguish these acts from other acts, I shall call them

mental, rather than physical acts; in order to distinguish these rela-
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tions from other relations, I shall call them mental, rather than phys

ical or spatial relations.

Acts of awareness occur when something is judged, feared, 

chosen, conceived, deduced, imagined, dreamed, opined by the mind.

Other acts not yet considered may be acts of awareness, but at least 

acts of the rational part of the soul are acts of awareness. Thus, 

even when the rational part of the soul judges concerning a physical 

object that it has acted in a physical way, it* is not the physical act 

which constitutes the awareness relation of the object to that mind, 

but the mental act. For example, if the rational part of the soul 

judges that a building is ten feet away from one, it is not the dis

tance of ten feet between two physical objects but the judging that con

stitutes the relation that is awareness; it is awareness of the phys

ical state of there being a distance of ten feet between two bodies.

And if the mind judges that a stone hit one's knee and caused a pain, 

it is not the impact of the stone or the pain that constitutes the 

relation of awareness between the mind and the stone or the pain, but 

rather the judgment concerning the physical contact of the stone with 

the knee and the consequent pain.

When one is asleep the rational part of the soul does not 

have such relations of awareness to external objects because it cannot 

be made aware of them. It cannot be made aware of them, according to 

Epicurus, because the irrational part of the soul is scattered or 

held fast and cannot make the physical contact necessary to transmit 

the sensations from the sense-organs to the mind.

Having established clear cases of awareness and non-aware-
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ness, we may ask whether the receptiveness of the sense-organs to 

emanations is a form of awareness. An act of awareness certainly 

occurs when the sensation received by the sense-organ is transmitted 

to the mind and a judgment is made about the object whose emanations 

have been received; and an act of awareness certainly occurs when the 

pain is transmitted to the rational part of the soul and is judged to 

have been caused in a certain way. It also seems certain that the 

simple pulsation or elasticity of life is not a form of awareness. 

However, sensation is generally regarded as a kind of awareness.

Epicurus says that the body has a share in sensation through 

its association with the soul,^ and he also says that there are acts 

of apprehension on the part of the s e n s e - o r g a n s . % Thus, it would seem 

that Epicurus holds that the body, owing to its association with the 

soul (through its physical contact with the irrational part of the 

soul), is in some sense aware. But the sort of awareness that the 

sense-organs have in the apprehension of emanations would have to be 

non-judgmental in nature; for once the judgment is made that the color 

is red or that the cause of the pain is fire, the mind has entered into 

the perceiving in its own distinctive way. However, it would seem that 

even when the mind, for its own purposes, becomes aware of the ema

nation, it is also aware of the place of entry of the emanation—  

for example, this color from the eyes, that sound from the ears, this 

pain from the knee.

I suggest that this awareness of the place of entry of the

^H, secs. 63-65. ^H, sec. 50.
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emanation is, for Epicurus, owing to the tie between the mind and the 

sense-organ through the irrational part of the soul. Further, Epicurus 

would undoubtedly hold that one may be aware in sensation though one 

makes no judgment; and that this is the sense in which the body is 

aware or the sense-organs apprehend. There is a simple feeling of 

pain, or an image in the eyes, or a sound in the ears. If, of course, 

these sensations are to be remembered, the mind must apprehend and 

store them in memory.^ And, again, since the entity that is aware of 

the pain (though the pain is non-j udgmentally felt in the knee) or 

aware of the image (though the image is non-j udgmentally seen in the 

eye) or aware of the sound (though the sound is non-j udgmentally heard 

in the ears) is the same entity that judged of the previous sensation 

or might judge of these or store them in memory, it would seem that the 

source of the body's awareness is the single rational part of the soul. 

The body has this awareness owing to the contact made, between the 

rational part of the soul and the body, by the irrational part of 

the soul. So one is aware (non-judgmentally) of the pain felt in the 

knee owing, ultimately, to the mind in the body that has that knee. 

Awareness, then, seems to be at the basis of the acts of the rational 

part of the soul— thinking, judging, willing, perceiving (judgmentally), 

remembering— and at the basis of the simple recognition of the entry 

of sensations to the body.

For Epicurus, since awareness might be regarded as the dis

tinctive property of the soul, the account of that property might be

^See Life, secs. 31-32.
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analogous to the account of properties of other aggregates of atoms.

In Chapter V, it was determined that the general disposition of certain 

sorts of atoms in an aggregate made possible the particular accidental 

qualities of that aggregate of atoms. Thus, some aggregate of atoms 

has the color blue because the atoms of that aggregate are of such a 

kind and are arranged in such a way that the color blue comes into 

being. And although the color may change to red or green,nonetheless 

the aggregate of atoms is such that it is visible; that is to say, it 

will have one color or another. So also, the soul, Epicurus says, has 

sensation owing to the fact that these atoms which compose it are 

covered or embraced by the body. Thus, a certain arrangement of the 

atoms of the soul, atoms which are very round and very smooth, accounts 

for sensation (or, more generally, awareness) coming into being; namely, 

this particular act of awareness or that may happen to this soul.

The criticism of Chapter V seems appropriate here. Just 

as it does not seem possible to account for the reality of color in 

terms of colorless atoms simply by their being arranged in some way, 

so also it does not seem possible to account for sentience, thinking 

or awareness in general in terms of an arrangement of atoms that have 

no other attributes than those of shape, weight, and size. Neither 

can one account for sentience in terms of the mobility of the parts of 

the soul; for there is more in sentience than simply matter in motion.

Whereas, in Chapter V, I said that it was possible to 

account for the perceivable attributes if the atoms themselves have 

perceivable attributes, it does not seem possible to account for the 

attributes of the soul in an analogous way (that is, if the atoms are
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sentient). As will be seen below, to attribute awareness to each of 

the atoms of the soul does not permit one to account for the awareness 

of the soul itself.

The argument against the atoms' possessing perceivable 

attributes is that perceivable attributes change, whereas the atoms 

must be unchanging. However, in Chapter V, an account was suggested in 

which each atom could always retain its own particular sense-attributes 

if changes in the compound of atoms are brought about by changes in the 

positions of the atoms, and by the addition or departure of atoms—  

perception occurring only when a large enough number of atoms are 

organized so that the collected qualities of those atoms are perceiv

able together. But the argument against each of the soul atoms 

being sentient is that, as Lucretius says:

If, in order that all living things may be able to feel, we must 
after all assign sensation to their first-beginnings, what of 
those whereof the race of men has its peculiar encrement? You 
must think that they are shaken with quivering mirth and laugh 
aloud and sprinkle face and cheek with the dew of their tears.
And they have the wit to say much about the mingling of things, 
and they go on to ask what are their first-beginnings.^

And he also says that the parts cannot be sentient because "all sensa

tion in the limbs depends on us, nor severed from us can the hand nor 

any part at all keep sensation by itself.Sensation is caused by the 

soul as an aggregate. If each part of the soul is sentient, then 

" . . .  still by their meeting and union they [would] make nothing 

besides a crowd and mob of living things, even as, you may be sure, 

men, herds of cattle and wild beasts could not beget anything jjthat is,

^DRN II, 973-79. ^DRN II, 910-14.
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a single sou^ by coming together with one another."1

Lucretius tells us that each part of the human soul cannot 

be sentient, since then each one would be itself a small sentient being; 

and the combination of a number of sentient beings does not make one 

sentient being but a mob of sentient beings. Lucretius recognizes that 

a sentient being seems to have, or to be, a fundamental unity, not 

a unity of parts, whether like or unlike itself, but a unity neither 

dissoluble nor even with parts distinguishable by thought. Although 

a soul has various functions and activities, and though it changes as 

it gains knowledge and modifies its attitudes, still it is regarded 

as always being the very same thing which underlies the changes in 

opinion, the differing experiences, and the acquisition of new knowl

edge.

Compound bodies that are not souls are said to have a unity 

and identity as material bodies owing to the arrangement of their 

atoms. But it seems impossible to explain how the simple unity of 

awareness which underlies all of the experiences and attitudes of 

a man can be owing only to an arrangement of hard, solid, moving 

bodies.

Our experience, Epicurus' own measure of truth, permits us 

to regard other aggregates of atoms as organizations of bits of matter. 

By analogy to one's experience of perceivable objects, one can under

stand the account of their imperceptible components. Just as a box is 

a box rather than pieces of wood, because the pieces of wood are stuck

^DRN II, 920-23.
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together, so also, the piece of wood Itself can be understood to be a 

single entity which is, nonetheless, an aggregate of bits of matter 

(of atoms) organized to stay together and to present themselves 

together as one. Further, just as one finds it quite reasonable to 

suppose that a part of a wooden box can be replaced with another piece 

of wood, while the box remains fundamentally the same thing owing to 

its organization, so also it seems reasonable that some atoms can 

replace others in a compound of atoms, while it remains fundamentally 

the same thing owing to its organization. But reflection upon oneself 

as a soul (understood as the source of awareness) leads one to a rather 

different sense of being from that of the material sort of being 

described above.

One's sense of being in this case is of a being that is 

somehow the source of unity of the various acts and experiences under

gone, not itself a unity owing to an arrangement of parts (particularly 

of material parts). On the evidence of experience one judges that the 

soul seems to be a being that holds together the strands of experience 

rather than to be a being that is bits of matter owing its unity to the 

organization of those bits of matter.

Epicurus might remark that the explanation of awareness in a 

materialist or any other context seems always to be imperfect, for one 

no more experiences directly the soul than one does the imperceptible. 

The reason for this seems to be that the mind is always behind, as it 

were, an experience and, thus, can never be the object of the experi

ence. But it is just considerations of this sort which lead to dis

satisfaction with Epicurus' account of the soul, even if it does not
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provide one with an alternative account. For what one does discover 

about the soul is that it seems to be a simple unity behind experience, 

not a unified whole of parts of any sort whatsoever.

This is the sort of unity, this distinctive mark of the 

soul, which Epicurus must explain. For this unity explains the fact 

that all of one person’s experiences (acts of awareness) are regarded 

as belonging to him. At the same time it explains the fact that they 

are these very peculiar sorts of things. For this unity bestows their 

distinctive mark upon the attributes of the soul and it is the source 

of these acts.

Epicurus, being a materialist, would not have held, of course, 

that certain atoms have sentience (awareness) and that it is out of 

these that the soul is composed. Rather, it is clear that he holds that 

awareness arises as a property of a certain sort of compound of atoms. 

The reason for my noting Lucretius’ rejection of the suggestion that 

the atoms of the soul are sentient, is to direct attention to one 

attribute of the soul that Lucretius himself recognizes and which makes 

it impossible that a materialist explanation of the soul be complete, 

that is to say, to the center of awareness, to the unifier and source 

of acts of awareness.

The center of awareness is the mind which thinks and feels 

passions. On the basis of rational deliberation or passion, acts of 

the will are determined, for these acts are chosen. Thus, they are the 

result of what goes on in the rational part. The will resides in the 

rational part. For sensations to be remembered, they must come to the 

attention of reason. Thus, memory, also, resides in the rational part.
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An act of awareness cannot be absolutely isolated from that which is 

aware. And that which is aware understands its acts of awareness as 

belonging to itself. To understand this is to understand that the same 

thing which is aware in this way now, was aware before in other ways 

of other things— it regards, itself as having a history. This requires 

that the center of awareness reside where memory and reason reside, 

since memory holds the historical record of acts of awareness of that 

soul, and reason is able to make the connections between the contents 

of memory and the new act of awareness. Thus even a non-judgmental 

act of awareness resides ultimately in the rational part, where at 

least the implicit judgment that this non-judgmental act of awareness 

belongs to this soul with this history, is made.

All that I have outlined as the fundamental, distinctive 

attribute of the soul must be brought about by a part of an entity 

which is simply an organization of hard, moving bodies. The rational 

part of the soul is an aggregate of atoms; and it is the center of 

awareness.

I have explained the various acts of the soul, as far as 

possible, in terms of motions and physical impacts. However, these 

motions and physical impacts do not account for the distinctive acts 

of the soul. Rather, awareness must be included in the account to 

distinguish these motions from the insentient motions of other sorts of 

bodies— atoms or insentient compounds of atoms. For example, appre

hension is falling upon or grasping an image, but this falling upon or 

grasping is not the same as that of a rock falling upon another rock or 

a burr grasping an animal’s fur.
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If Epicurus is to explain the existence of awareness he must 

argue that awareness arises out of the simple combining of the soul 

atoms. Awareness must arise out of the combining of mindless, passion

less, totally unaware, moving atoms. Their being aware would not 

explain the unity of awareness discovered in experience. Neither does 

their not being aware explain awareness. For if they are not aware, 

awareness would have to arise as an attribute of a collection of hard, 

moving bodies. This does not constitute an explanation of awareness. 

Awareness is an entirely different sort of thing from matter and the 

attributes of matter. Every attempt made in this chapter to discover 

awareness in the motions and collisions, the fallings upon and graspings, 

has failed. Rather than finding awareness in any of these activities 

of material objects it was necessary always to add awareness to these 

activities, if they were to be understood as acts of awareness.

These activities of the soul cannot be explained simply in 

material terms. They demand some other sort of explanation. Since 

Epicurus offers only a material explanation, he cannot explain the 

acts of the soul. I am not implying that it is necessary to suppose 

that there is mind on the one hand and matter on the other. Indeed, 

the mind/matter dichotomy produces problems of its own.-^ However, 

the reduction of one kind of occurrence in our experience to another 

radically different sort of occurrence is also inadequate. In this

particular case, we find in experience two kinds of occurrences—

^The principal one of which is to find any connection between 
the two, once the separation has been made. Epicurus has no difficulty 
explaining the reception of physical images by the physical mind or the
ability of the mind to move the body in volition.
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those which might be explained in terms of material and spatial rela

tions, and those which might be explained in terms of intentional 

relations. To reduce both to one source (which is rich enough to 

explain both) may be possible, but to reduce one sort to the other is 

not possible. If, as in the case of Epicurus, one has only one sort 

of entity— a material sort— , and thus only one sort of relation—  

material and spatial— , then relations which are not of that sort 

cannot be explained.

Although it is possible, as Epicurus claimed, to work out 

the details of the physical activities of the soul from the few para

graphs in the letter to Herodotus, one finally comes to a point in 

the explanation where the soul acts in a way for which no physical 

account can be given, and in a way which makes the physical acts 

themselves have the special character that they have as acts of the 

soul. This grasping is not simply grasping but conceiving or per

ceiving or judging; this motion is not simply motion but volition.

At that point one has come to the awareness and to the will of the 

soul.



CHAPTER VIII 

KNOWLEDGE AND ETHICS

In the preceding chapters I have dev.eloped Epicurus’ accounts 

of atoms, of perceivable compounds of atoms, and of the soul. There 

are two aspects of his position that I shall consider in this chapter: 

(1) some problems associated with his theory of knowledge and (2) some 

problems associated with his ethics.

There are two sources for determining Epicurus’ theory of 

knowledge. They are his criteria of truth and his account of the 

nature of the soul. These have been considered previously in Chapters 

I, VI, and VII. In this chapter I shall demonstrate that there are 

some inconsistencies in Epicurus' application of his criteria of truth.

The fundamental principles of Epicurus’ ethics are presented 

in his letter to Menoeceus and in his Principal Doctrines. My concern 

here is not to develop in detail Epicurus’ ethical position, but to 

determine whether his physics serves as an adequate basis for his 

ethics. In order to determine this, I must first outline his ethical 

position as he presents it in the letter to Menoeceus and the Principal 

Doctrines, and then explain how the physics is meant to serve as a 

basis for the ethics. Then I may examine the relationship between the 

two. Because Epicurus' theory of knowledge has some bearing upon his

138
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ethics, as shall be demonstrated below, I shall also examine the rela

tionship between the theory of knowledge and the ethics.

Epicurus is an empiricist insofar as he holds that knowledge 

derives from perception and insofar as he holds that perception is 

veridical. Epicurus holds that knowledge derives from perception, but 

he also holds that there are imperceptible entities. He employs cer

tain methods to derive from perception truths about imperceptibles.

I shall demonstrate that his use of these methods is inconsistent. 

Epicurus holds that perception is veridical, yet he sometimes fails 

to heed the evidence which perception provides. I shall demonstrate 

that his failure to heed the evidence of perception is a symptom of 

the incompatibility of Epicurus' atomism with his empiricism.

Epicurus' methods for deriving from perception truths about impercep

tibles are: (1) the direct use of empirical evidence, (2) the use of

"first notions" for general terms, (3) analogy, and (Ji) causality or 

condition.J

Epicurus' argument for the fundamental principle that nothing 

can come from nothing depends upon the empirically determined evidence 

that all things come from seeds.% His argument for the principle that 

everything is bodies and void is also based upon empirical evidence.

For he observes that there are bodies and that there must be space for 

bodies to be in and move in.^ These are arguments in which one derives

1These have been explained in Chapter I and in Chapter VII, 
pp. 2-6 and 148-63.

^H, sec. 38.

^H, secs. 39-40.
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from generalizations about the perceivable, propositions about the 

imperceptible.

Sometimes, when concerned with the imperceptibles, Epicurus 

does not appeal to the most obvious empirical evidence. For example, 

when Epicurus considers the motions of the atoms within the perceiv

able bodies, he does not argue that all the atoms of a compound body 

are at rest when it is at rest or moving in the same direction and at 

the same speed as the compound body.1

If he had argued from the most obvious perceptual evidence he 

would have concluded that the atoms move or are at rest as the compound 

body, which they combine to make, moves or rests. For in perception 

one sees a single body moving or at rest as a whole, and one might con

clude from that evidence that all the parts of that body are at rest 

or moving as the compound body is at rest or moving. But although the 

perceivable parts of the body are moving or at rest as the body as a 

whole is, the atoms that combine to make that body, according to 

Epicurus, are not. For, once having made some general determinations 

about bodies and the existence of things, Epicurus comes to the con

clusion that motion is fundamental and rest is derivative from motion.

Epicurus holds that motion is fundamental because he holds 

that the only causes are the atoms in the void. If atoms were not 

always in motion it would be necessary to suppose that there was an 

additional cause, the cause of motion. But perceiving only bodies, and 

perceiving that only bodies act and suffer, Epicurus inferred that

^H, sec. 47b.
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bodies (atoms in the void), being the only causes must be in motion at 

all times.^ Because all the atoms are always in motion and because 

they move as quick as thought, the atoms within a compound body are mov

ing in different directions from each other and from that of the com

pound body.

Another way in which all arguments are grounded in perception 

is that all first notions are derived from experience. The first 

notion of any general term is a particular emanation or a collection of 

particular emanations held in the mind in association with the term of 

which it is the meaning. % The emanation used as the meaning of a term 

is a representative emanation for all other emanations like it, and is 

drawn for use from memory, where it is stored; but its original source 

is perception— before it could be in the mind, in memory, it had to 

come to the mind from experience.3

For Epicurus, whether one argument (or set of terms) or 

another leads to the truth about imperceptibles depends upon which 

argument (or set of terms) employs consistently the generalizations 

about existence that will apply both to the perceivable and the imper

ceptible bodies. Thus, in the example above in which Epicurus argues 

that the motion or rest of a compound body is different from, and a 

product of, the motions of the combining atoms, Epicurus appealed to 

general considerations about bodies, which explained what the percep

tion of the motion or rest of perceivable bodies would not explain.

For, although the perceivable parts of a perceivable body are at rest

3-H, secs. 43 and 62. secs. 37-38. sec. 33.
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or in motion as the perceivable body is, general considerations about 

bodies and space, considerations that have permitted one to know the 

imperceptibles, lead one to conclude that the atoms of a compound body 

do not all move or remain at rest as the perceivable parts of the per

ceivable body do. When the imperceptibles are under consideration,

^ arguments that proceed from generalizations from preception (both gen

eral concepts and general propositions)^ lead to the truth about imper

ceptibles, whereas the truths about particular"perceivable facts are 

true only with respect to those perceivable facts.

An example of Epicurus' use of analogy is his account of the

minimal parts of atoms by analogy to the minimal parts of perceivable 
2body. An example of his arguing to an imperceptible cause or condi

tion for perceivable occurrences is his argument that there is void, 

because bodies must be in and move in something.

However, Epicurus' use of the evidence of perception is not 

consistent. In some cases he holds that there are imperceptible things 

analogous to perceivable things; in other cases he does not. Although 

he holds that perception is veridical and although colors, odors, 

flavors, sounds, and temperatures are perceived, yet Epicurus does not 

allow that the imperceptibles have these qualities.4 Epicurus cannot 

argue that such qualities only occur when perceived, since he holds

^How this happens is explained supra, the previous page and 
Chapter VII, pp. 158-59.

^H, secs. 58-59. See also supra. Chapter I, pp. 4-6.

% ,  secs. 39-40. See also supra, Chapter I, pp. 4-6.

^H, sec. 55.
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that the emanations of the qualities are constantly leaving compound 

bodies— are really attributes of compound bodies, whether or not any 

perceiver receives these emanations.^ But still he holds that size, 

shape, and weight are constant whereas the perceived qualities are 

not,2 and thus whatever exists always has size, shape, and weight but 

not the other qualities.

That what exists has only size, shape, and weight but not the 

other qualities is not obviously true. The evidence of perception does 

not support this view. For only so long as a body is perceivable by 

vision (and thus known to have color) is it known to have size and 

shape. Or only so long as a body is perceivable by touch (and thus 

known to have temperature) it is also known to have size, shape, and 

weight. Sounds and odors are not perceived as having themselves size, 

shape, and weight; and although flavors might be regarded as being 

associated with things that do have size, shape, and weight, if the 

tongue or palate is also touching something when a flavor is tasted, it 

is also the case that sometimes flavors remain when the tactile sensa

tion is gone, or sometimes there are flavors belonging to things too 

small to be felt. And, thus, again one is having a perception of some

thing that does not have size, shape, and weight. However, even in 

the clear case of perceiving size, shape, and weight, a color or a 

tactile quality is always present with some or all of these qualities. 

When the tactile or visual quality is gone for perception, so are 

these other qualities gone for perception.

^H, secs. 46a-51. ^H, sec. 54
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To support his view that size, shape and weight do belong to

atoms but that temperatures, odors, flavors, colors, and sounds do not,

Epicurus argues that the perceivable qualities change where, for

example, shape remains; thus, while shape is constant and ultimately
1real, perceivable qualities are not. This, however, is not an obvious 

observation either. For, although the color and temperature of a body 

may change more frequently than does the shape, shape does change. 

Epicurus says that color may change or disappear, but shape remains 

in a way different from the way color does. But one must object that 

so long as one can know that a body has shape, one must know that it 

has some visible or tactile quality. In this particular case, then, 

one must conclude that Epicurus does not consistently use the evidence 

of perception to determine the nature of reality, but rather, uses 

selected perceivable facts to support what in Democritus' atomism he 

wishes to employ.

Democritus holds that the atoms do not have perceivable 

qualities. Epicurus supports that proposition according to his own 

criteria: his inconsistent use of those criteria indicated that

Democritean Atomism may not be supported by Epicurean Empiricism.

Epicurus' adoption of a modified form of Democritus' atom

ism and a form of empiricism creates another problem in his system.

For although he holds that the ultimate realities do not possess the 

perceivable qualities, yet he also holds that the perceivable qualities 

of compound bodies are in some sense real, and because they are real

1 2H, sec. 55. Ibid.
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perception is veridical. But if one bases one's system upon a form of 

atomism, one cannot demonstrate that the perceivable qualities of com

pound bodies possess any reality at all.

In Chapters IV and V, I demonstrated that Epicurus cannot 

provide an adequate account of the reality of perceivable qualities of 

compound bodies. Because Epicurus cannot provide an adequate account 

of the reality of perceivable qualities he cannot establish the legit

imacy of arguing from the evidence of perception to the nature of the 

imperceptibles upon which the perceivables are supposed to be founded. 

For the relationship between perceivable attributes and atoms has not 

been established. And if his atomism is the correct account of reality, 

then it would seem that perceivable attributes are appearances only.

If his view that perception is veridical is correct, then his atomism 

is, perhaps, incorrect, or, if not incorrect, at least incomplete. For 

his atomism, as it stands, cannot explain the reality of perceivable 

attributes.

Epicurus fails to be consistent in another way. For he some

times argues that certain imperceptible things must exist as the con

ditions or causes for occurrences in experience that could not other

wise be explained; but sometimes he does not. For example, on the one 

hand, he argues that the void must exist in.order to account for the 

fact that bodies are somewhere and are in motion; for if there were not 

the void, there would be no place in which bodies could be or move.

On the other hand, Epicurus does not hold that there are incorporeal 

spirits, presumably because he does not perceive such things. However, 

since his materialist account of the soul is inadequate to account for
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the kinds of attributes that the soul is known through experience to 

have, it seems that his explanation of the soul should have been made 

in light of the same sort of evidence that he used in his explanation 

of the void. In Epicurus* system, it is permissible to appeal to the 

evidence of experience in order to argue for an imperceptible condition 

or cause that explains an experienced effect. The soul is impercep

tible; and Epicurus does appeal to some of the evidence of experience 

in order to attribute to this imperceptible some attributes that would 

account for its being the cause or condition of these experienced

effects. But Epicurus does not take heed of all of the evidence. 1

Epicurus' materialist account of the soul, although con

sistent with some of his principles and with some of his criteria of 

truth, is inadequate to account for sentience and thinking, the very 

things it was designed to explain. However, if Epicurus had used con

sistently the evidence that he suggests one use and in the way in which

he sometimes uses it himself, he might have discovered that the materi

alist account of the soul is inadequate. For Epicurus says that it is 

legitimate, in the examination of the soul, to use as a measure, one's 

feelings and one's acts of apprehension. If he had considered what 

kind of thing must be the cause of such things, he might have discov

ered a more adequate account of the soul than his materialist account. 

Just as inquiry into the nature and source of perceivable bodies rests 

upon what is perceived, so also an inquiry into the nature and source 

of perceiving and feeling and thinking must rest upon what is discov

^See supra, Chapter VII, p. 173. ^H, sec. 55.
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ered in these acts. Epicurus, limited by his predisposition towards 

atomism, attends only to what in these acts is consistent with atomism; 

for example, he attends to the speed with which such acts occur; for 

speed can be attributed to bodies in motion. Other aspects of these 

acts, aspects that do not seem to be physical entities or qualities of 

physical entities, are not taken into account by Epicurus.

If one reflects upon these acts, one does not discover any 

bodies in motion. One does discover a common factor in all acts of 

the soul; that is to say, one discovers that all acts of the soul are 

acts of awareness or ultimately issuing from a single source that is 

the source of awareness. For one finds that each of the acts of one's 

soul is a part of the history of acts of a single entity whose defining 

characteristic is that of awareness, not that of corporeality.^ It 

seems to me, then, that just as one must conclude that there are bodies 

and the void underlying the bodies perceived (because one perceives 

bodies that move), so also one must conclude that there is a single 

source of awareness underlying sentient and cognitive acts. This con

clusion, however, Epicurus does not make. Rather, he concludes that 

the soul is an aggregate of atoms; this aggregate of atoms must be 

the cause of sentience.

By analogy to the explanation of the unity and identity of 

perceivable compound bodies that I offered in Chapter III, I attempted 

in Chapter VII to account for the unity of the soul. However, I 

observed that the unity of parts in an organic whole is not the kind of

^See supra, Chapter VII, pp. 183-85.
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unity required to explain the unity of awareness. The unity of aware

ness stands behind all acts of awareness and makes them a part of the 

history of all past awarenesses belonging to the entity that is aware. 

Although the organic unity of the aggregate of atoms is explanatory of 

the unity of perceivable compound bodies, and although it can be 

explanatory of the unity of the soul as a single corporeal thing, it 

does not explain the kind of unity that is distinctive of the soul and 

that serves as the ultimate explanation of all other qualities of the 

soul. It seems to me that the unity of awareness would be the sort of 

attribute of the imperceptible that one would be led to assert exists 

on the basis of experience. For, since certain sorts of experience 

exist, a certain thing that is not directly experienced must exist as 

a condition or cause of those sorts of experience.

Lastly, Epicurus' Canon and his account of the nature of the 

soul provide an inadequate account of the formation and use of general 

concepts. The materialist explanation of perception and cognition, 

which is derived from Epicurus' atomism and the information he provides 

concerning concepts and knowledge, is one in which there can be only 

particular images in the mind as a result of concept formation.

Since, for Epicurus, when anything acts or suffers it must physically 

touch or be touched, the reception of an image from sensation, storing 

it in memory, and retrieving it from memory must be physically 

explained (some bodies must touch each other). The sensation is an 

aggregate of atoms and so is the sense-organ. Sensations are partic

ular; concepts are formed from them; the corporeal sensations are com

bined or compared by the physical activity of the corporeal mind. What
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results from this activity is another particular sensation, perhaps 

combined from two or more others, but still possessing only particular 

features. I developed this account from what Epicurus writes about 

the criteria of truth, first notions, and what Diogenes Laertius sug

gests about concept formation.-^ Concepts are used when one makes judg

ments about new sensations and when one thinks in general terms about 

the world. But when general concepts are really particulars, how can 

one be expected to judge of a new experience that it belongs under the 

scope of an image that cannot have nearly so broad a scope as the word 

with which it is associated? How can one use a particular image of a 

cow to judge; "This is a cow, but unlike other cows I have seen, it is 

red and white rather than black"? Or how can one use a particular 

image to represent animals in general rather than a particular kind of 

animal? What would such an image look like? Or, if our general con

cepts are really particulars, how can one be expected to realize that 

all things are either bodies or space, or that all acting and suffering 

is owing to physical contact?

If one is to explain the use of particular images as general

concepts, one must, it seems to me, then suppose that there is in the

mind a faculty that is able to note similarities. This very noting of 

similarities, I think, requires a non-particular concept of some sort 

that is able to embrace the sorts of similarities to be noted; but 

whether this latter point is correct or not, Epicurus cannot account 

for our ability to think in general concepts in the second way either—

^See H, secs. 37-38, and Life, secs. 32-33. See, also,
supra. Chapters I and VII, pp. 1-6 and 148-63.
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that is to say, he cannot account for a mind that is able to note simi

larities. For Epicurus’ explanation of the mind does no more than to 

explain the mechanics of bodies moving when similarities are noted. To 

say that the mind physically places side by side physical images for 

comparison does not explain the faculty of making the comparison. And, 

again, in terms of what would the comparison be made if there is not 

a concept that actually features the aspect in terms of which the 

comparison is to be made and that does not feature only an instance of 

that aspect? Both the fact that Epicurus cannot give an account in 

which general concepts are possible and the fact that he cannot actu

ally explain in his theory of the soul how similarities are noted, 

lead me to judge that his account of knowledge is untenable.

Epicurus account of concept formation also prohibits him 

from making use of his account of properties. For it is through its 

properties that a thing is known; but, because emanations from bodies 

are particular and these emanations are the source of concepts, the 

concept of a property, which is a general disposition or condition of 

a body, is never known directly.^ Only through using an accident, an 

instance, as a representative of a property can one think of a property 

at all. But an accident is not a property, and one cannot capture the 

sense of a property through attending only to an instance. Epicurus 

holds that it is by its properties that the nature of an object is 

determined in existence and is k n o w n ; 2 but Epicurus cannot account for

^See supra. Chapter VII, pp. 158-59.

^See H, sec. 69.
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knowing properties but only instances of properties. So, in effect, 

Epicurus cannot account for knowing the natures of bodies.

Epicurus’ account of the formation and use of concepts causes 

difficulties in his ethical theory as well. Before explaining those 

difficulties, however, I shall give a brief account of his ethics and 

explain how it is based upon his physics.

Epicurus begins the letter to Menoeceus by enjoining one to 

study philosophy, to believe that the immortal and blessed gods exist, 

and to believe that death is nothing to us.^ He then discusses, in 

some detail, desire and pleasure.

The study of philosophy, he holds, leads to blessedness.2 

In the more detailed examination of pleasure he explains why this is 

the case. The many believe that the gods exist; in this they are 

correct. However, the gods do not conduct themselves in the way that 

the many believe them to. That is to say, the gods exist as immortal 

and blessed beings; for the gods to interfere in the lives of men, to 

benefit the virtuous or harm the vicious, would be inconsistent with 

their immortal and blessed nature.3 Death is nothing to us because at 

death one is no longer and thus cannot suffer.4

Epicurus divides desires into natural and vain. Natural 

desires are either necessary or just natural; and necessary desires 

are necessary either for happiness or for the repose of the body. 

Epicurus goes on to say that the right understanding of the nature of

^M, secs. 122-23. sec. 122, and H, secs. 37 and 83.

& ,  sec. 123. 4l, sec. 124.
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desire enables us to refer all choice and avoidance to the health of 

the body and the freedom from disturbance in the soul. These last 

two are what we aim for in the life of blessedness; and to obtain the 

life of blessedness we must avoid pain and fear, the evils of the body 

and the soul respectively.^

Because, in order to obtain blessedness, we must avoid pain 

and fear, pleasure is the beginning and the end of the blessed life.

For pleasure is the objective— health in the body and freedom from fear 

in the soul— and pleasure is the object of desire. Thus the measure 

of choice and avoidance should be pleasure and pain. We must avoid 

the opposite of pleasure— in the body, pain; in the soul, fear.^

More specifically, the pleasant life, writes Epicurus, is 

brought about by sober reasoning, searching out the motive for all 

choice and avoidance, and banishing mere opinions, to which are due the 

greatest disturbance of the soul.3 The mere opinions that must be

banished are those concerning the gods, death, and the end of nature.

The wise man understands, further, that praise and blame pertain to 

what is in our control, and that good and evil are neither given by 

chance nor by necessity, but are owing to our own efforts.4

The aim of blessedness is achieved essentially through knowl

edge: Knowledge of what desires are necessary and how they are best

fulfilled,3 and knowledge which banishes fears in the soul, fears 

founded on false opinions about the gods, death, and the end of nature.^

^M, secs. 127-28. ^M, secs. 128-29. ^M, sec. 132.

M, secs. 133-34. ^M, sec. 127. % ,  sec. 133.4
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On the first kind of knowledge one bases one's deliberations concerning 

choice and avoidance. The fruit of deliberating properly is pleasure 

in the body or the avoidance of pain. In deliberating about such 

things, one must understand that pleasure is good and pain is evil.l 

However, the result of this understanding is not that one pursues 

physical pleasures without restraint, but with great moderation. For 

if one understands matters of choice and avoidance properly, one under

stands that the pursuit of physical pleasures without restraint does 

not bring about freedom from pain in the body, but greater pain as a 

result of t h e m . 2 One also understands that the greatest pleasure of 

the soul goes along with the attainment of knowledge.3

Knowledge also has its fruit in the pleasure of the soul—  

that is to say, in freedom from fear. For the opinion that the gods 

interfere in human affairs causes men to fear the gods. In fact, the 

gods are immortal and blessed, and are not of such a sort to interfere 

in human affairs.^ It is also necessary to understand death so that 

one does not fear it. Death is nothing to us because upon death we no 

longer exist, and thus cannot s u f f e r . ^ Lastly, we must understand the 

nature of reality so that we do not fear necessity or chance. For, 

according to Epicurus, praise and blame are naturally attached to what 

is in our control, and good and evil are in our control. We are not 

bound by necessity; and chance does not give us good, and evil, but the

sec. 128. ^M, sec. 129.

^Vatican Fragment XXVII.

^M, secs. 124 and 133-34. ^M, sec. 124.
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opportunities for good and evil. The blessrd life accrues to one who 

directs his life by sober reasoning; such a man can take the opportuni

ties afforded him by chance and turn them to good. That he acts rea

sonably is the most important factor in a man’s life, if he is to 

acquire blessedness.^

I shall consider here two ways in which the physics is sup

posed to support the ethics of Epicurus. The physics is supposed to 

support the ethics in providing knowledge that will allay the fears 

that disturb the soul. The physics, in conjunction with the criteria 

of truth, is supposed to support the ethics in providing a theory of 

knowledge that can account for one’s knowing the things that Epicurus 

claims one can and must know in deliberating about choice and avoidance 

and in allaying the fears of the soul.

Epicurus’ ethics finds its support in his atomistic account 

of the nature of the soul, in his atomistic account of the source of 

all things, and in his view that because the atoms swerve there is 

chance in the u n i v e r s e . ^ The truths about the nature of the soul, the

”M, secs. 133—35.

assume that Epicurus holds that there is chance in the 
universe because he says in the letter to Menoeceus (sec. 134) that 
chance affords us the opportunity for good and evil, but is not an 
unreliable cause. I think that he means, not that all is uncertain, 
but that all is not determined. There is order in the universe owing 
to the mechanical relationships that the atoms have to each other. At 
the same time, all does not happen of necessity; men’s souls are not 
mechanistically determined and not all events are mechanistically 
determined. Thus, men are masters over themselves and can alter events. 
Further, we are not necessarily bound to experience a certain chain 
of events predetermined in the order of things. The future is not 
absolutely determined by whatever collisions the atoms have undergone, 
since the atoms do swerve.
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nature of the gods, and the connections between things are discovered 

in the study of physics. Proper understanding of the nature of things 

frees one from the fear of death and the fears brought about by igno

rance in religion or philosophy. Ignorance in religion consists in 

believing that the gods interfere in the lives of men. Ignorance in 

philosophy consists in believing that all things come about of neces

sity. ̂  The fear of death arises from ignorance about the nature of the 

soul.

Since the only causes are the atoms in the void; the soul, 

too, is an aggregate of atoms. In his ethics, Epicurus argues that 

death is nothing to us; for death is deprivation of sensation, and 

all good and evil consist in sensation.^ Epicurus' view on the soul, 

in the letter to Herodotus, is that it is the cause of sensation and 

that its being the cause of sensation, indeed its very existence, is 

dependent upon its being embraced by the body. At death the body can 

no longer embrace the aggregate of atoms that is the soul; and so the
Osoul disperses and no longer has sensation. Since the only causes 

are atoms in the void, and since the atoms swerve unaccountably, there 

is chance in nature and free will in men's souls. Our lives are not 

absolutely determined, neither by completely determined relations 

among the atoms of our souls, nor by completely determined events in 

the world. And since atoms in the void are the only causes— not even 

motion needing a separate cause, since the atoms are always in motion—

^M, secs. 123-24 and 134.

sec. 124, and KD II. secs. 65-66.
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the gods are not causes.

The criticisms of Epicurus' atomism that resulted from my 

examination of his position, explained in the preceding chapters, are 

directed towards these points of support for his ethics: The explana

tion of the soul as an aggregate of atoms, the explanation of free will 

in terms of the swerve of the atoms, and the explanation of the perceiv

able world in terms of atoms that do not possess perceivable attributes. 

If it is not possible to give an adequate account of the soul as an 

aggregate of atoms and the void, then perhaps it is necessary to posit 

some other cause or causes than the atoms. If that is the case then 

a resolution of the problem of the fear of death, different from the 

one Epicurus provides, may be needed. If it is necessary to posit 

other causes than the atoms, both to explain the soul and to explain 

the perceivable world, then it is necessary to alter Epicurus' explana

tion of reality. If it is necessary to alter Epicurus' account of 

reality, then his solution to the problems caused by ignorance about 

causality and the gods no longer holds.

Epicurus' atomism falls short in the explanation of the soul 

and in the explanation of the world of perception. If, in response, 

Epicurus were to add other explanatory entities or forces to his account 

of reality, then, most likely, he would also have to alter his answers 

to problems in ethics concerning fear of death, fear of determinism, 

and fear of the gods— for, his supporting explanations would be differ

ent.

In his ethics, Epicurus enjoins one to pursue knowledge for 

the sake of blessedness, because knowledge is the guide in choice and
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avoidance, because knowledge removes the fears of the soul that are 

induced by false opinions, and because the possession of knowledge in 

itself is pleasant to the soul. The study of physics is supposed to 

provide the latter two kinds of knowledge, which are conducive to bless

edness. The first kind is determined by one of the criteria of truth, 

that is, feelings. I have noted problems in the physics, problems that 

are related to the kinds of knowledge conducive to blessedness. Epi

curus* account of the soul is inadequate both with respect to choice 

and avoidance (for he has not adequately explained free will) and his 

account of the soul is also inadequate to explain concept formation. 

Knowledge, he says, is obtained through sensations, feelings, and con

cepts. Because concepts are used in obtaining knowledge and knowledge 

is conducive to blessedness, the Epicurean account of the formation and 

use of concepts is relevant to ethics. The explanation of the formation 

of concepts should permit one to explain the kinds of concepts one uses 

in making choices.

It seems to me that in order to think about ethical matters, 

one must be able to form general concepts in one's mind, concepts that 

embrace that with which one is concerned. According to the account of 

the formation and use of concepts that I deduced, in the preceding 

chapter, from Epicurus account of the criteria of truth and the nature 

of the soul, a general concept is a particular instance of a kind or 

several instances of a kind, instances drawn from memory— having their 

origin ultimately in sensation or feeling.

A general concept of red is an image of red, which was at 

one time received in sensation and which is now drawn from memory
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where the image has been stored. When the image is brought out of mem

ory it is again an image held before the mind. By analogy, then, a 

general concept of pleasure or pain should be a particular feeling of 

pleasure or pain, which was once felt and is now drawn from memory 

where the feeling has been stored; and this feeling is now again before 

the mind. The image is perceived (that is to say, seen) again; thus 

the feeling is again perceived (that is to say, felt). To conceive of 

pleasure or pain is to feel again a pleasure or pain experienced in 

the past.

When I examine the contents of my thought when I am thinking 

of pleasure or pain I do not find that I am experiencing a vivid sen

sation of a pleasure or a pain. Indeed, when I remember a sensation 

of pleasure or pain that I experienced in the past I do not have a 

vivid sensation of that pleasure or pain. According to the Epicurean 

account the conception of a sensation is the experiencing of a remem

bered sensation,

I do not cry out in pain when I think about the time that my 

finger was crushed in a door. Very occasionally, when I remember a 

time that I felt the pain of embarrassment and I feel the pain of 

embarrassment, it is because I am actually still embarrassed by what

ever it was that happened— I say, "I still blush when I think of doing 

that." So also I might occasionally feel a pain in an old wound, hot 

out of remembrance of a pain once felt, but because my attention is 

directed to the old wound that still hurts. The remembrance of a pain 

or pleasure, however, is not the actual experiencing again of that 

pleasure or pain.
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According to Epicurus, good is pleasure, and evil is painA 

But when I think of good, I do not feel pleasure, nor do I feel pain 

when I think of evil. Of course, one might have a feeling when having 

a thought, but the feeling is not the thought. Rather one feels some

thing, pleasure or pain, because the thought itself causes, in addition, 

a feeling of pleasure or pain in the soul; but this is not the pain 

that is evil or the pleasure that is good. For example, a good man 

feels uncomfortable, perhaps, at the thought of a life of vice; but 

his discomfort is not the thought of what is evil but a result of think

ing of something evil.

The very reason that one finds it necessary to conduct one’s 

life according to principles and not according to immediate sensations

is that immediate sensations by themselves are not indicative of pain

ful or pleasurable consequences that such sensations might have. Epi

curus holds that one must, in the determination of of conduct, consider 

the causes and consequences of particular acts referred to particular 

immediate pleasures and pains. Even when one thinks of the pain that 

is associated with a present pleasure, one cannot feel it. For this 

reason a man sometimes will repeatedly indulge in a pleasure that he 

knows will bring pain as a consequence.^ Thus, if one's conduct is 

to be informed by one's concepts of pleasure and pain, one's concepts 

of pleasure and pain must be understood to be something different from 

instances of feelings of pleasure and pain. For concepts of pleasure

% ,  sec. 129. % ,  secs. 127-130.

^For example, over-indulgence in the various pleasures of
the flesh.
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and of pain are not feelings; and even if they were, they would be 

useless for the determination of conduct. If it were possible to 

bring to mind an actual pain felt or pleasure enjoyed, these immediate 

sensations themselves could not be employed as the standard of human 

conduct because standards of conduct must bring to bear upon an intended 

act the consequences of the act. But immediate feelings do not func

tion in that way.

A concept of pleasure or of pain tha't is simply a feeling of 

pleasure or pain could not be employed as a standard in human conduct 

on Epicurus' view. For, according to Epicurus, the standard of human 

conduct is not a simple feeling of pleasure but a concept of a man's 

general well-being— that is to say, bodily health and freedom from 

disturbance in the soul.l Yet, according to Epicurus' theory of the 

formation and use of concepts, a pleasurable feeling must be used as 

the meaning of the general term "pleasure." Thus, Epicurus' theory 

of the formation and use of concepts does not support his ethics.

Surely Epicurus must have realized that it is only by 

taking account of many considerations and their mutual interrelations 

that one is able to determine in what the general well-being of a man 

consists.2 The very sort of life that Epicurus enjoins one to live 

cannot be conceived simply in terms of a pain to be avoided or a pleas

ure to be pursued; rather it must be conceived in terras of the relative 

value of various kinds of pleasures and pains, while at the same time 

one understands the causes of pleasures and pains and the consequences

sec. 128. 2gee, for example, M, secs. 132-34.
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of them. However, if this process of comparison is to be explained in 

terms of Epicurus' theory of concepts, then one would have to make all 

of these comparisons and judgments in terms of particular instances of 

pleasure and pain, in terms of immediate feelings.

Even if it were possible for the mind to hold before itself 

a number of instances of real pains and real pleasures, both of the 

body and of the soul, and to connect them with particular sensations of 

their causes and consequences, I question that one could by so doing 

judge the relative values of one pain and another pleasure, or of the 

pleasure of the soul as opposed to the pleasure of the body. It does 

not seem that the intensity of a pain can be measured and compared 

with the intensity of a pleasure, or that the intensity of a pleasure 

of the soul is comparable with the intensity of a pleasure of the body. 

One recoils from or pursues one or another of these when they are pres

ent, but one cannot compare the actual intensity of a present one with 

one absent. Further, one may decide to bear a pain and not recoil from 

it for the sake of health in the body and the freedom from disturbance 

in the soul. These two, health in the body and freedom from disturb

ance in the soul, are the ends, according to Epicurus.

The thought of health in the body or freedom from disturbance 

in the soul cannot be particular instances of felt pleasures nor can 

the lack of these be particular instances of felt pains; they are gen

eral conditions of the body or of the soul. Epicurus' general concepts 

will not work for ethical thinking; the materialist account of the 

formation of concepts is inadequate to account for the way in which 

Epicurus himself uses concepts to discourse on the proper mode of human
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conduct.

To describe the inadequacies of Epicurus' position demon

strated in this dissertation, one could speak in terms of the cause of 

the inadequacies and the effect of them. The cause lies in the incom

patible union of Democritean Atomism and Epicurean Empiricism; for 

Democritean Atomism has as its appropriate epistemological conjunct, 

empirical skepticism. Consequently, Epicurus' Atomism cannot be used, 

as he thought it could, to explain the reality of perceived attributes; 

nor can these attributes constitute a starting point for an account 

of the ultimate realities. But, Epicurus thought that they could. Fur

ther, the position on the formation and use of concepts that generates 

out of Epicurus' atomistic account of the soul and out of his empir

icism, proves to be inadequate to explain both the concepts we do have 

and use, and the acts of the mind in forming and using these concepts.

The effect of the position generated out of Epicurus' incon

sistent starting point is the failure of that position to serve as a 

support for his ethics. Yet, Epicurus held that his physics was a 

support of his ethics. But at the very points of putative support, 

his physics is weak; his physics fails to provide the knowledge that is 

to remove what Epicurus regards as needless fears founded on ignorance, 

fears that interfere with the satisfactory conduct of life. But, 

failing to provide knowledge of the nature of reality and the nature of 

the soul, Epicurus fails to remove the ignorance and the consequent 

fears. Even if one were to go on to accept Epicurus' position that 

death, the gods, and determinism are not to be feared, one would still 

be confronted with an incompatibility in Epicurus' ethics which results
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from his failure in physics. For his account of the formation and 

use of concepts does not explain the concepts that he says are formed 

for, and used in, the consideration of human conduct; nor again, could 

his account of the soul explain the ways in which the soul does form 

and use these concepts. Epicurus' position begins with an inconsist

ency that exhibits itself at crucial points throughout the explication 

of that position.
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